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ABSTRACT
Each and every day an athlete participates in his or her respective sportthe   、
possibility fbr sustaining an mJury ls always present.It has been docllmented that
experiencing a sportinJury can be very difflcult fbr an athlete to cope with and overcome.
However,there is a lack ofin‐depth llnderstanding on the possible expe五ences hat
collegiate athletes may face when conttonted with any type(i.e.,Seve五ty) fittШり・ThiS
study investigated D市ision ⅡI student―athletes who experienced a season―endin言珂Шり.
Three student―athletes(n=3)were interviewed following a season―en ing ittury.
The purpose ofthis study was to better understand the cognitive processes associated
with season‐ending sport inJury.Athletes particlpated in three separate in―depth,
semismctured inteⅣiews throughout their ittШりand rehabilitation(i.e.,two wcckS after
their ittury Was diagnosed as scason‐e ding,thehalfwaypointoftheirptteCted
rehabilitation,and tto weeks p五or to th  prtteCted completion oftheir rehabilitation)in
order to capture their``lived''ittury eXperiences.Tot五angulate the data,the primary
athletic Lainer working with each ittured athlete was also inteⅣewed.The a hletic
trainers were inteⅣiewed on one occasion(i.e。,th9 halfway point ofeach ttured
athlete's prttected rehabilitation)to Obtain their perspect市e on how he i tured athl te
was handling his or her season―ending ittury.To irther triangulatё  data,the primary
researcher also collected observation data by obseⅣing the athletes in their rehabilitation
sessions several times per weck.Finally,jOumalrecordings were completed by each
mJured athlete,dcscribing their weckly experiences and emotions(i.e.,Oncjollmal enけ
per weeり.             ,
' Data were transcribed and inferences were drawn by way of an 8-step qualitative
data analysis, illusffating each athlete's unique responses to his or her season-ending
injury. Results revealed both similar and dissimilar themes associated with the
aforementioned three'injury phases, including a wide range of thoughts, feelings, and
experiences. The participants' uniqueness was highlighted by only 9 similar themes. ln
contrast, 38 dissimilar themes emerged despite all three participants having been
diagnosed with the same injury. All dissimilar themes were associated with the athlete's
perceived views of social support, motivation, and physical recovery. Each athlete
expressed different experiences associated with these three areas, contributing to 38
dissimilar themes.
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INTRODUCTION
Sport, like life, is completely unpredictable from one moment to the next. A
focused and determined athlete may do everything in his or her power to prevent an
injury by attempting to frain hard, eat right, and mentally prepare for each practice and
competition. In fact, mhny athletes tend to believe they can, through skill and effort,
control their own destiny. But, within a split second, the imtnortality many athletes feel
can come brashing down with a sharp and awakening pain of reality. tnjury is blind to
race, age, gender, and skill level. ln the United States alone, approximately l7 million
athletes are injured each year (Heil, 1993). Ironically, these.numbers continue to rise
despite advances in athletic equipment and rule changes promoting safety and protection
for participants. Even with enhanced technology and a greater understanding of the
human body and how it works, injuries continue to occur.
Despite the well-intentioned efforts of the amateur and professional sport i
organizations (i.e., those in charge of promoting improvements in equipment and
facilities, rule changes, etc.) athletic injury continues to undermine the aspirations and
achievements of many participants (Pargman, 1999; Tator & Edmands, 1986). Serious
injury is one of the most emotionally and psychologically traumatic experiences faced by
an athlete (Heil, 1993). When sudden injury occurs, athletes may experience every
emotion in the psychological lexicon: depression, anger, fear, tension, disgust, anxiety,
and panic to name a few (Lynch, 1988). In general, how athletes handle this period of
adjustment is most dependent upon the strength of their identification with sport, their
perceptions of self worth, and the importance they place on the expectations held for
2them by others (Henschen & Shelley, 1999). Danish (1986) stated that injury can be
highly stressful because it not'only threatens physical well-being, but acts as a threat to
the athletes self-concept, belief system, social and occupational functioning, values,
commitments, and emotional equilibrium. For the injured athlete, it is not uncommon to
experience a loss of independence and social mobility (i.e., loss of status), a decreased
capacity to perform, greater exposure to pain, and thoughts about didfigurement,
permanent disability, and death (Hobfdlt & Stephens, 1990; McDonald & Hardy, 1990).
The severity of sport injuries can range from cuts and bruises to p..-un"nt spinal
cord injury (Reid & Saboe, 1989). Just as the nature of the physical injury differs, the
emotional response to injury also differs, with some athletes experiencin, ,nurU.O
emotional disturbances (Smith, Scott, O'fallon, & Young, 1990). As with all experiences
in sport, the way in which the athlete reacts to an injury will be based on his or her
perceptions of the inju.y. This could range from extreme distress to a profound feeling of
relief and peacefulness. One athlete may see the injury as a disaster, another may see it as
an opportunity to show courage, and yet another may find it a welcomed relief from the
embarrassment of poor performance, lack of playing timd, or a losing season (Rotella,
1982). As described by Tunks and Bellissimo (1988) (as cited in Wiese-Bjornstal &
Smith, 1999), some individuals seem able to transform calamities into opportunities for
-/
growth where others transform everyday hassles into overwhelming adversities.
As stated, the most significant factor determining the magnitude of the emotional
response related to injury appears to be the athlbte's perception about the severity of the
injury and its consequences (Smith et al., 1990). Typically, the most seriously injured
athletes will demonstrate the most significant'emotional trauma or disturbance
(McDonald & Hardy, 1990; Wiese-Bjorn'Stal & Smith, 1999). This is not to say that
athletes with short-term injuries do not experience mental anguish, but with the reality of
a severe i"jury comes many challenges that some athletes may not be equipped to handle.
Although some athletes go tbrough the injury process with few problems, many athletes
do ndt posses the proper coping skills necessary for a complete recovery. Not only do
athletes respond iifferently to the same injury, but different types and severity of injuries
may predispose an athlete to certain emotional reactions. Short-term, season-ending, and
career-ending injuries are all injury possibilities for any participating athlete.
Season-ending injuries, like career-ending injuries, are usually quite severe ahd
often require surgery folldwed by several months of rehabilitation. When a severe injury
occurs, it is common that the injurgd athlete cope with ah excess of medically based
information, the ioss of physicat capability, the emotions of withdrawing from a desired
activity, and a dependency on others to fulfiIl daily needs (Flint, 1999). When an athlete
no longer participates as a result of a'season-ending injury, there is a separation and
alienation from the people and activity with whom the athlete is essentially unified
(Thomas & Rintala, 1989). In some cases, unfortunately, coaches pay little attention to
injured athletes bedause they are no longer ur.ful to the team or perhaps because coaches
feel awkward around injured athletes and do not know what to say or do (Weinberg &
Gould, 1999; Wi6se-Bjornstal & Smith, 1999). For those athletes who sustain a season-
ending injury, isolation may be felt more frequently and with a higher intensity because
coaches and teammates may "write them off' for the entire season. This perceived lack of
support from teammates and coaches, while already feeling disconnected from their sport
due.to pitysical restrictions, will likely make the physical and mental recovery that much
more difficult to cope with.
Experienced physicians and sport psychologists know that a "complete" recovery
from injury includes both a mental and a physical recovery. tiut how athletes cope with
injury can vary dramatically (Samples, 1987). In order to understand morefrlly the
process surrounding season-ending injury experiences, greater attention must be given to
the individual experiences and perceptions of athletes (Shelley, 1998). Because injuries
will never be completely eliminated from sport, it is important to understand how athletes
typicallj, react to injury as well as the psychological factors that might influence such
reactions (Grove & Gordon, 1992). This understanding seems especially important in
relation to the varying degrees (i.e., types) of injury as experienced with short-term,
season-ending, and career-ending injuries.
Problem
This study described the season-ending injury experience as perceived by 3
injured athletes, as they endured their.initial injury and processed through their
rehabilitation and reccivery. Of the few qualitative attempts to assess the psychological
processes associated with athletic injuries, most have been retrospective in design and
focused on populations other than the collegiate student-athlete (Bianco, Malo, & Orlick,
1999; Gordon & Lindgren, 1990; Gould, Udry, Bridges, & Beck, 1997a,1997b; Udry,
Gould, Bridges, & Beck, 1997). As a result, there is still a lack of research that depicts
the in-depth descriptions of the season-ending injury experience as described by the
collegiate injured athlete as the athlete works through his or her injury, rehabilitation, and
return to play (Shelley, 1999).In short, we simply do not have a comprehensive
5understanding of what the collegiate student-athlete may feel and think when faced with a
season-ending injury.
Significance
In recent years some researchers have begun to consider altemative paradigms in
their study.of behavior in sport psychology research, resulting in a steady increase in the
number of qualitative investigations (Dale, 1996). Research studies designed to better
understand inj ured athletes' perceptions, feelings, emotions, and cognitions, have
generally focused on elite-amateur, professional, and cross-cultural athletes (Rose &
Jer,rne, 1993). As a result, qualitative means of inquiry have generally been excluded in
documenting the injury experiences of collegiate athletes (Shelley, 1998). The focus of
this study was on gathering in-depth qualitative data related to collegiate athletes'
specific interpretations and descriptions of their season-ending injury experiences. A
phenomenological qualitative design was used to assess each injured athlete's
perceptions.
By understanding individual athlete perceptions and their unique feelings
surrounding injury, a greater awareness of the injury and rehabilitation processes will
likely unfold. This awareness can provide new insight in creating more efficient and
effective interventions, allowing sport psychology consultants, counselors, athletic
trainers, and doctors to become beffer prepared for dealing with and treating injured
athletes.
It is important to know not only what an athlete feels but also why the athlete
feels what he or she does. By establishing the "what" and probing deeper to discover the
"why", the true experience for that athlete may be uncovered. As a result, sports medicine
6   '
personnel can have a deeper understanding of the potential issues involved with injury.
Ultimately, increasing the knowledge about the psychological issues refated to athletic
injury may serve to help other injured athletes better cope and recover from their inj.r.y.
R"reor"h Question
What do Division III collegiate student-athletes experience following a season-
ending injury?
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to better understand the psychological processes
associated with season-ending sport injury as experienced by Division III student:
athletes; A qualitative phenomenological research design was used to assess the
experiences and perceptions of the injured student-athletes, following their initial injufy
and throughout their rehabilitation.
Delimitations
1. This study vias deliinited to any male or female athlete participating in one or
more of the sports offered.at Ithaca College.
2. Only season-ending injury experiences were evaluated.
3. A season-ending injury was defined as an injury severe enough to keep the
athlete away from competition and practices for the remainder of the Season,
regardless of wJrat point in the season the injury took place (e.g., a broken leg
at the beginning, middle, or end of the season).
4. There were 3 subjects. 
r
Limitations
1. Results were limited to the truthfulness of the responses from the
injured athletes participating in this study.
2. Results were limited to the qualitative methods used in this study.
Definition of Terms
l. Bracketing is a method by which the researcher attempts to "put aside" what
he or she already knows about the experience under investigation (Patton,
1eeo).
2. An interview guide is a list of questions, topics, or issues that are to be
explored in the course of an interview @atton, 1990).
3. Member checking allows the study participants to review the finalized
interview transcriptions to make comments concerning the accuracy of the
content and to verifu data transcription and results (Janesick, 1994).
4. Phenomenology is concerned with attempting to understand human behavior
through the eyes of an individual. This type of qualitative inquiry studies how
people describe an experience by way of their own unique senses (Patton, :..
re90).
5. Rigor refers,to one's discipline, adherence, and accuracy in the collection,
production, analysis, and presentation of qualitative data (Lincoln & Guba,
l 98s).
_6. Triangulation is the use of multiple methods of data collection to secure an in-
. 
depth understanding of the phenomenon in question (Denzin & Lincoln,
1994). The combination of multiple methods, empirical materials, and
observations in a single study is a strategy that adds rigor and depth to any
investigation (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994).
Chapter2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The possibility of an athlete sustaining *.** is very real. Depending on the
sport, an athlete can expect to endure at least one significant intemrption, and often
several intemrptions, to training and competition due to injury (Ievleva & Orlick, 199.9).
Almost one in two collegiate football players suffers an injury severe enough to lose
playing time (Zemper, 1989). Kerr and Minden (teaSl reported that within a two year
period, 83% of thqelite gymnasts they studied had been injured at least once. For athletes
who are accustomed to seeking control over opponents and athletic situations, their
feeling of helplessriess as a result of inj,r[, .u, be overwhehning. The committed athlete
usually lacks the opporfunity to develop a well rounded identity outside of sport. With a
self-identity constructed solely from athletic participation, injury may be especially
difficult because the athlete has little to maintain their self-worth. Any physical
impairment Which prohibits active involvement in an athlete's sport, whether temporary
or permanent, is cognitively, emotionally, and behaviorally challenging (Pederson, 1986).
In fact, the psychological pain caused by injury and the temporary or permanent loss'of
sport, can be as difficult to cope with as the physical pain (Goldberg, 1995). As a result,
many athletes often adopt a fatalistic perspective thht recovery will be incomplete and
performance will be permanently hindered (Fisher, Scriber, Matheny, Alderman, &
Bitting, 1993). 
r
Because the treatment of sport injuries primarily involves physical interventions,
the psychological impact of the injury is often overlooked (Danish, 1986). By ignoring
the psychological state of the athlete, the physiological injuries of that athlete may be
?
?
' 
,n'o
compounded (Lamb, 1986). In short, it is not sufficient for the athlete to recover only
physically, he or she must also recover mentally (Hodge, 1990). Modern improvements
in surgical tectiniques and physical rehabilitation programs have reduced the time
required for injury recovery. As a result, the time available for psychological recovery
and adjustrirent has also been reduced. Although many athletes demonstrate effective and
. 
"healthy" psychological responses to injury, Some do not (Hodge, 1990). Specific
.t
psychological needs of injured athletes must be satisfied and strategies developed to
, 
promote a complete healing process (Flint, lggg).
The Mind-Body Connection Leading to Injury
The mind-body relationship is apparent in all aspects of sport, including the injury r
process. It has been well documented that negative thoughts surrounding a competition
lead to physiological changes (Lynch, 1988; Pargman,1999; Zinsser, Bunker, &
Williams, 1998). According to Lynch (1988), as a result of negative thinking, the athlete
may experience negative emotions such as doubts, worries and fears. In turn, the athlete's
attention narrows dnd becomes focusedbn these negative emotions which causes an
increase in anxietyl This increase in anxiety will increase physiological reactions such as
heart rate, sweating and muscle tension, and negatively affect the athlete's ability t6 deal
with relevant and important information. These physiological changes may be poilrayed ,
on the athletic field through a breakdown of timing and coordination, fatigue, and
rushing. Ultimately this may create a "choking" response, during which time the athlete
experiences a,sub-par performance. It is at this time that the athlete may become more
vulnerable to injury.
Stress impairs an athlete's ability to concentrate and to organize thoughts
logically (Anderson & Williams, 1988). Instead of concentrating on the task at hand, his
or her thinking tends to be dominated by worries about the consequences of their actions
and by self-defeating thoughts. It must be stressed that an athlete does not lose his or her
performance skills from one competition to the next, they lose the mental focus that
allows them to perform those skills. It is this lack of focus that likely increases the
possibility of injury.
Psychotogical Expeiiences following Injury
t 5 According to many authors (Lynch, 1988; Pederson, 1986; Rotella, 1982;
Samples, 1997; Williams, Rotella, & Heyman, 1998), athletes commonly r*p.ri"n.. u
sequence of predictable, psychological reactions similar to the five-stage grief process
outlined by Kubler-Ross (1969). Following is a list of these reactions.
1. Disbelief, denial, and isolation; an athlete's first reaction to injury is often
shock, disbelief, and/or a.riut. Athletes often describe a feeling of numbness consuming
their entire body rind mind. For example, Young, McTeer, and White (1994) interviewed
l6 current and former male elite athletes in southern Alberta and Ontario Canada.
Semistructured interviews were conducted, recorded, and transcribed. All athletes had
experienced very painful injuries, and most had incurred multiple injuries. Results
indicated that most of the athletes interviewed denied their injury for as long as possible.
This was characterized by the following statement made by one of these athletes:
I finished the practice and went home. It was at the game the next day, I just tried
eating something and it hurt a lot to eat because of the digestive system, all the
gases and stuff inside the stomach didn't mix good. And so I just went to sleep
-and tried to forget about it and just hoped by morning it would be better. I couldn't
really sleep because I couldn't lie on one side or any side and the pain was always
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really constant and numbing and dull. So the next day I tried to ignore it and tried
to play but I just couldn't do it. (Young et al., 1994; p.183)
Often, injured athletes will seek second, third, or as many medical opinions as they can
afford, in order to displace the inevitable diagnosis (Henschen & Shelley, 1999). if tne
athlete subscribes to the myth of athletic invulnerability or invincibility, then the denial
phasecan be long and traumatic (Ogilvie & Howe, 1986).
2. Anger; emotions such as rage, eirvy, resentment, hostility, and aggression may
also be frequently displayed @ederson, 1986). The athlete may direct this anger towards
family and friends. But often, the athlete will direct the anger against himself or t.rr.ti.
This frequently includes the "why me" question that so often has no answer (Kanel,
1999). Given athletes' generally excellent health and their posture of physical
invulnerability, injury is often perceived by players as a form of bodily betrayal and often
result's in self-resentment and anger (Young et al.,1994). One athlete, regarding his
injury stated, "It's like it's not a part of you. Like it's a totally different portion or
something" (Young et. al., 1994; p.186). In addition to anger, Young et al. (1994)
reported that injured athletes were often reluctant to acknowledge that the injured body
part was their own due to the embarrassment surrounding the vulnerability of their
bodies. Unpredicted mood changes and resentment towards others may alsci be prominent
during this phase (Evans & Hardy, 1985).
3. Bargaining; during this period the injured athlete may long for what he or she
"used to be" and may spend a gteatdeal of time in past memories and fantasi'es about the
future. The athlete might feel a great loss, not just a physical loss but a very personal loss.
This can be characte rized.by an athlete's deteimination to bargain with his or her coaches,
athletic trainers, physical therapiits, self, and even God in an effort to get back on the
l3
field as soon as possible. Rose and Jevne (1993) studied the psychological responses of
seven injured athletes who were out of competition for d minimum of 7 days. Participants
were interviewed and encouraged to openly discuss their injury experiences. One athlete
illustrated a clear example of bargaining that involved significantly reducing his training
during the week due to the discomfort of his injury, but then attempting to complete
triathlons on the weekend. This athlete realized that he was injured and needed to take
time off but he bargained with himself by cutting back on his practice so he could still
compete.
4. Depression; the injured athlete may also withdraw from teammates, friends, and
family members. The injured athlete can be in an unfamiliar state in which they lack
control and feel consumed with powerle'ssness. Depression often includes sadness,
pessimism, gloominess, and feelings of guilt and worthlessness, along with lethargy
(Kanel, 1999). Weiss and Troxel (1986) interviewed ten injured athletes who played at
the collegiate or elite level of their respective sport. Among other findings, these authors
found athletes to have an inability to cope with their injuries because they felt externally
controlled by their injury. In other words, they felt that their injury was a powerful force
in and of itself, and that nothing they did helped them get better. Thomas and Rintala
(1989) even found the injured athlete to be a reminder to healthy teammates that the body
is vulnerable, that an injury can happen to anybody. As a result, teammates may
voluntarily stay away from the injured athlete, in order to suppress the rehlity that
sustaining an injury is possible. This isolation may contribute to, intensiff, or lengthen
the depression stage for many injured athletes.
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5。Acceptancei this geperally occurs when the athlete comes to te11■■s with what
has happ9ned ttd is physically,cmotionally,and spiritually prepared to move forward
tOward recovery.The length oftime it will take for an athlete to pЮgress thЮugh each
stage depends on the emotional stability ofthe indi宙dual, he mportan&ofthe i可■ry,
and the reactions ofsignincant others(Nideffer,1989).According to Lynch(1988)the
athlete will alternate between these stages until acceptance is achieved.
Pederson(1986)felt that athletes may exhibit signs ofa shortened tttec―s●ge
griefresponse similar to the aforementioned stages depicted by Kubler―Ross(1969).
Although the clinical literame generally emphasizes loss through the bereavement ofa
signincant other,griefmay bqoccasioned by the loss ofany signiicant ottect,the
signiflcahce ofwhich is detenllined by the individual's own value system(Evans&
Hardy,1995).The Ottect fOr the ittured athlete may be the loss ofphysical expression,
personal identity,or emotional bonds with other players on the team.According to
Pederson(1986)phasC I Ofthe g五efresponse is characte五zed by a sudden shock-like
state,in llmediate response to the ittury.COhmOn emotions durlng this time are anger,
denial ofthe ittury,and bargaining behaviOrs,Phasc II involves intense preoccupation
With the ittury,correlated to insollllnia,fatiguc,crying,nightmares,depression,and guilt
surrollnding their leaving the team.The following excerpt iom an ittllred athlete who
sustained a severe groin pul1 2 weeks p五or to participating in the 1984 01ympic lnarathon
trials surrllna五zes Phase II.This athlete stated:
.¨Life is absurd.Just when l begin to putit all together,I pull this lnuscle.Iiln so
depressed.…why ine?Why now?I'1l never be able to getto this place again.1lln so
afraid I:ll never mlly re9。ver.Is there any doctor who can help me to get going?
The stress is llmbearable,to say nothing ofthe physical pain itsell lt'sjust not fair.
I feel like dying.A terrible loss。(Lyhch,1988;p■61)
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Phase III is charac teized,as reorganization. This is the point where the injured athlete has
secured enough strength and courage to reintegrate into previous activities. For example,
an injured athlete may have the desire to be among his or her teammates again andbegin
assisting the coaching staff by helping with the planning and running of practices and
workouts.
Based on models outlined by Martens (1977) and Passer (1982), Weiss and
Troxel (19d6) proposed that injured athletes similarly pass through four stages after
injury.A simplified modification of this four-stage model, with regard to the athletic
injury situation and the stress that it creates, is presented by Wiese and Weiss (1987). The
first stage addresses the question, "what has happened?" The injury itself is the source of
stress that directly impacts the remainder of the response stages. The second stage is
characteized by "what the athlete thinks" about the injury. This involves the athlete's
cognitive appraisal of the injury and his or her ability to deal *itt, it. Whethei ihis
appraisal is positive or negative influences the next stage in the stress process. The third
stage deals with "how the athlete feels" about tlie injury. Emotional responses to the.
injury *ill depend on the athlete's cognitive evaluation. This reaction may mhnifest itself
as physiological arousal, anxiety, or worry. The fourth and final stage is identified by
"what the athlete will do" about the injury. This includes the behavioral consequence of
the physical and psychological responses to injury (e.g., commit to a rehabilitation
program and return to play, or not).
Similarly, Brewer (1994) identified a f,rve stage cognitive appraisal model (see
Figure l) relevant to the athletic injury. This, like most cognitive appraisal models, has
evolved from the injury prediction model (see Figure 2) proposed by Anderson and
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Personal Factors
(Dispositional and
historical attributes)
Situational Factors
(Injury-related and sociaU
physical environment)
Cognitive Appraisal
. (Interpretation of injury)
Emotional Response
(Angef, depression, relief)
Behavioral Response
(Adherence to
rehabilitation resiments)
Figure.l. Brewer's cognitive appraisal model (L994).
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Williams (1988). The basis of these cognitive appraisal models is that one's interpretation
of an injury will determinb his or her psychological responses following injury.
Accordiirg to Brewer (1994), the advantage of a cognitive appraisal model is that
it accounts for individual differences in responses to athletie injury. This is due mainly to
the proposed interaction between personal and situational factors, and the subsequent
appraisal of these factors (Evans & Hardy, 1999).
In summary,,stressful situations can produce emotional reactions ranging from
exhilaration, when the event is appraised as a demanding but manageable challenge, to
the more cornmon emotions of anxiety, anger, and discouragement. Cognitive appraisal
and coping skills are personal variables that influence the severity of stress. People
respond differently to the same type oi" stress depending on its meaning for them.and the
amount of confidence they have in their ability to cope. Responding to athletic injury is
no different, as is depicted in the two aforementioned models.
Wiese-Bjornstal, Sinith, Shaffer, and Morrey (1998) created an integrated model
of psychological response to the sport injury and rehabilitation processes. They combined
elements from the stress and cognitive appraisal models to make one integrated model
(see Figure 3). According to Wiese-Bjornstal et al. (1998), the bi-directional arrows,at the
boffom of the model illustrate the dynamic nature of the recovery process. Accordingly,
an athlete's cognitive appraisal affects emotions, which in turn affects behavior. But this
model also shows that an athlete's cognitive appraisal can influence in the reverse
ir"
direction by affecting behavior, which then affects erirotions. Regardless of the outcome
(i.e., a positive or negative recovery) the athlete's cognitive appraisal and his or her
emotional and behavioral responses will feed off each oih"r.
I'
l8
Potentially
stressful
athletic
situation
Stress Response
Cognitive <-; PhysiologicaUAppraisal Attentional Changes
Figure 2. Anderson and Williams (1988) stress and injury model.
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Response to Sport Injury hnd Rehabilitation Process
Cognitive Appraisal
Recovery outcomes
Psychosocial
Physical
Figure 3. Wiese-Bjornstal et al. (1998) integrated model of psychological response to the
sport injury rehabilitation process.
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Short-Term Injuries
Although psychological factors may be assumed to play a more significant role in
sev'bre injuries, this may not always be the case. The significance of any loss is
det6rmine-d by an athlete's own value system and by an interplay of personal and
situational factors (Evans & Hardy, 1999). lnjuries that are not serious or complicated
from a physical standpoint may be psychologically debilitating especially if the injury has
a special or symbolic meaning to the athlete (Deutsch, 1985). Quackenbush and
Crossman (lgg4)studied 25 competitive and recreational athletes who experienced and
recovered from an athletic injury in the year prior. The severity of injuries were broken '
down into three categories: !
1. Minor; less then 7 days away from training.
2. Moderate;U.nu"., 7 andZldays away from training.
3. Severe; more then three weeks away from training. A three part questionnaire
was used to collect information from the participants. Results indicated that the type,
intensity, and duration of injury did in fact impact the emotional responses by the
athletes. Negative emtitional responses, such as frustration, anger, and disappointment
decreased from the onset of the injury to returning to play. Where the positive emotional
responses of being hopeful and optimistic increased over this same time frame. The study
also revealed that ithletes with less severe injuries were able to pass through the negative
emotions more quickly then those athietes who sustained a more severe injury. It may be
that the longer an athlete perceives that he or she will be away from his or her sport, the
harder it is for him or.her to accept what has taken place.
2t
Any disruption from an athlete's normal routine has the potential to cause
frustration and anxiety. Many athletes are habitual in their routines and when change *
occurs it may be met with a negative reaction. For the injured athlete, grieving may result
from any perceived loss of "self', especially when injured athletes rcalize that what they
were capable of doing yesterday they cannot achieve today. Although this loss is
normally not permanent, the loss of participatidn and all it encompasses may be traumatic
(Lynch, 1988). Another variable impacting the injured athlete's reaction may be the time
of season in which the injury takes place. An athlete may be predisposed to a more
negative reaction if the injury occurs while fighting for a position on the team, as opposed
to mid-season when his or her role has already been established. Despite the
circumstances, many dthletes will likely have to rely on some form of social Support in
order to overcome and cope with their injury and siti.ration.
Seas on-Ending Injuries
Season-ending injuries may be experienced on a continuum ranging from a severe
life altering experience to a welcomed relief from the daily grind of a long season. The
immediate loss of the sport may cause a severe imbalance to all aspects of the athlete's
life. The loss of status with his or her team and coaches, feelings of rejection, and 
.g
interpersonal conflicts may be prevalent. Gould, Udry, Bridges, and Beck (1997a)
interviewed 2l United States freestyle and alpine skiers who had sustained a season-
ending injury between 1990-1994. A season-ending injury was defined as one that
prevented a skier from completing a ski-racing season and kept them off skis for a l
minimum of three months. For these athletes, a major source of stress stemmed from their
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perceived laik of attention and feelings of intense isolation. These feelings were captured
by the following athlete:
...t-act of coach support bummed me out, the coach I'd been close to turned away
from me, I didn't have anyone to talk to and it was kind of lonely, and you don't
hear from anyone anymore (teammates and coaches) and you feet like you are
forgotten. (Gould etal.,1997a; p. 369)
Similarly, a second athlete stated:.
...I felt shut up, cut off from the ski team. That was one of the problems I had. I
didn't feel like I was being cared for, basically. Once I got home, it was like they
(the ski team) dropped me off at home, threw all my luggage in the house, and
were like, "see you when you get done." I had a real, real hard time with that.
Because I didn't want to feel cut off from the whole thing...When you are doing
your rehab and they shut you off...from the whole ski team and how people are
doing, and just keeping in touch with you, then you are like "Do I really want to
go back to that? Do they even want me back? Why am I even doing this?" (Gould
et al., 1997 a; pp. 369-37 0)
Gordon and Lindgren (1990) conducted a case study with an elite fast bowler (cricket)
detailing his severe back injury and rehabilitation from 1983-1988. Retrospective
accounts of the psychological effects of responding to and rehabilitating from his injury
were conducted through qiralitative interviews. Similar to the Gould et al. (1997a)
findings, feelings of rejection and isolation were also reported as this athlete stated, "I
will always remember how cut off and irotut.a I felt from both teammates and friends
who seemed to lose interest in me" (Gordon & Lindgren, 1990; p.73).
Thomas and Rintala (1989) stated coaches to be equally effective in separating the
injured athlete from other teammates to avoid having the reality of injury be a distraction
for the healthy competitors. Unfortunately, many coaches expect athletes to "tough it out"
and not need support from the coach or others (Wiese-Bjornstal & Smith, 1999). While
already physically and psychologically incarcerated, fear of the unknown may be an
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additional source of stress the injured attrlete will have to face. This was portrayed by the
elite fast bowler when he stated:
Immediately after the operation there was always the feeling of uncertainty, did
the surgery work? Will I heal properly? This lasted at least three months during
which time I had numerous x-rays and I had to wear an awful brace which seemed
to intrigue everyone-especially the media-except me. The dominant emotion at
this time was always "helplessness." (Gordon & Lindgren, 1990;p.73)
Losing confrol of one's physical movement and having to depend on others may be quite
challenging for most athletes, especially when most sporting environments encourage
self-reliance. Athletes experience feelings of separation, loneliness, guilt and a loss of
identity and independence, because they feel they are no longer vitally contributing to the
team and are now reliant upon others in the rehabilitative process (Quackenbush &
Crossman, lgg4).The athlete's ability to "surrender" and allow others to help may be'a
long and painful process.
Udry et al. (1997) found 90.5% of the elite alpine and freestyle ski athletes they
interviewed to report feeling some emotional upheavaVreactive behavior as a result of
their injury. Six higher order themes were identified in relation to emotional behaviors:
1) emotional agitation, 2) vacillation of emotion, 3) emotional depletion,4)
isolation/disconnection, 5) shock/disbelief, and 6) self-pity. Specific feelings included
anger, panic, and worry, as well as outward behaviors such as acting out and crying. One
athlete said:
I was really sad, you know, I just went to the side of the course and I started
crying...I knew it was over (my chance of going to the Olympics), so there was no
point in trying to hold back my feelings. (Udry et. al., 1997; p. 239)
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A second athlete stated, "I had just been out for half a season last year, so it was like, why
the hell is this happening to me? You know I thought that I had put in my dues" (Udry et.
al., 1997; p.239).
The words from these athletes provide a humanistic representation of the
emotions some athletes experience. These reactions are not universal to all athletes
confronted by a season-ending injury, but illustrate the significant connection many.
athletes have to their specific sport.
Career-Ending Inj uries
A career-ending injury can bring a whole new set of emotions and responSes. Thti''
severity of the injury, permanent damage to bones, cartilage, ligaments, and nerves, as
well as varying degrees of brain damage and arthriiis, all significantly impact the 1
athlete's ability to lead a productive and fulfilling life (Ogilvie & Howe, 1986). It is a
time when vital issues, such as permanent retirement, identity crisis, and the tiansition
from athlete to ex-athlete status, emerge (Henschen & Shelley, 1999): Those athletes who t
sacrifice in'terms of emotion, time and energy, to the point that their sport has taken , .*
precedence in their lives, are the ones who will suffer the most from career-ending
injuries (Ogilvie & Howe,1986). Bianco, Malo, and Orlick (1999) interviewed l2 current
and 4 former members of the Canadian Alpine ski team, who sustained a serious injury
(including some who experienced a career-ending injury) in their careers. For this study,
a serious injury was defined as any physical condition that interrupted sport pnrticipaiion
for I month or more. Results indicated a crucial issue underlying the athletes' resilonses
to injury to be the impact that each injury had on the skier's career. One athlete, who
sustained a career-ending injury, spoke of a profound sense of loss and depression
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associated with the realization that career goals would remain unfulfilled. This was
portrayed in the following statement, "there was pain because I had surgery,'pain because
I knew my career was over. It was probably the moment that I suffered the most in my
life, mentally and physically. There was pain all over" (Bianco et al., 1999; p. 163).
These authors also noted that a greater psychological disturbance was recognized
in those cases where a return to sport was uncertain or altogether impossible. Some
athletes may be confronted with the psychological ramifications of the injury its'elf,
career termination, and permanent disabilities all at once. [n such cases, the athlete is
more likely to experience difficulties in adjusting than would be the case in injury of
comparable severity where return to play is anticipated (Heil, 1993). Career termination
for a healthy athlete can be extremely difficult, but when you throw in all the elements of
a career ending inju.y as the cause of termination, the injured athlete may be pushed
physically and psychologically to limits of incomprehensible statute.
Young et al. (1994) interviewed one athlete who endured a career-ending injury
when he suffered a heart attack during a triathlon event. He wrote, "the process was a
troubling one to my inner-selt I've always prided myself on being healthy and strong and
it was really confusing feeling weaK' (Young et al., 1994; p. 187). Subsequently, this
atlilete also sustained a stroke, which not only left him partially paralyzedand without
speech, but his medical difficulties were followed by family breakdowns. He described
his personal downward spiral:
Funny, I was feeling less of a man. I was married. The doctors inserted a tube into
my penis to control the urination and I couldn't control my bladder and I was
pissing [on] myself all the time. I felt just inadequate for maintaining my lifestyle
with my wife and I suggested to her that we get separated and we did. For me, it
was a non-verbal period. I couldn't explain my feelings. [t was really frustrating. I
felt like a baby. And in the hospital and the physio gym, I couldn't crawl because I
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would get sore with my broken rib and my separated shoulder and I couldn't
verbalize and I couldn't walk. I just felt like a baby. (Young et a1.,1994; p. 187)
Each individual faces a period of adjustrnent during the transition from athlete to
ex-athlete: Some people handle this transition more successfully then others, but for
most, it is a time of existential dilemmas and identity crisis (Ogilvie & Howe, 1986).
Career-ending injuries may produce a scenario in which the athlete needs intervention
from outside sources. Williams, Rotella, and Heyman (1998) summarized the crisis
intervention model as a short-term model most often used when individuals' coping,
abilities are overwheLmed. The crisis intervention model consists of getting people
through a crisis until their norinal.cofing abilities return or long-term help ian be
provided. Crisis intervention may need to be implemented as the athlete realizes the
permanent impact of his or her injury on their life. Crisis intervention often starts with
helping coaches and sport psychologists to become more aware of the meaning of injuries
to attrletes, to be appropriately reassuring, to help athletes attend to immediate bnd
practical concerns rather than to more distant worries, and to view injury in manageable
units as opposed to an overwhelming, engulfing catastrophe (Williams et al., 1998).
In summary, the three types of injuries discussed possess unique char'acteristics
and circumstances separate from each other, but also have some similarities. Short-term
injuries are not severe and the athlete is able to retum to their sport in the same season.
Although any time away from the sport may be traumatic, there is no long-term threat to
participation in which an athlete has to deal with. Season-ending injuries are more serious
as the athlete's season ends the moment of his or her injury. With a more severe injury
comes a longer healing process and usually more (i.e., longer) rehabilitation. Seasonal
goals for the athlete are gone and he or she must face life without their sport for an
'-='
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extended period oiri*". Career-ending injuries may have the greatest potential for
:
destruction in an athlete's life. At the moment of their injury their life changes forever.
As stated earlier, the athlete may be confronted with the psychological ramifications of
the injury itself, career tennination, and permanent disabilities all at once. The athlete has
no hope for returning next season and what the athlete once did they will never do again.
Although there are many differences between the types of injuries discussbd, there
are also similarities that run through all three. Regardless of the severity of the injury, the
' athlete's reaction to the injury is likely very dependent upon,their perceptions ofthe
injury, the strength of their identification with their sport, and their personal coping skills.
These three variables directly impact how an athlete will cop6 with his or her injury.
The Mind-Body Connection During Rehabilitation
Not only is it important to understand the mind-body partnership leading to
idury, it is equally important to understand this relationship throughout rehabilitation.
Being injured and undergoirig treatrnent and rehabilitation can be highly stressful,
especially to someone whose body and physical activity are the main source of self-
esteem (Danish, 1986). Certain attitudes and psychological factors (e.9., a negative
attitude toward rehabilitation vs. a positive attitude toward rehabilitation) may either
hinder or enhance the effectiveness of a particular treatment, as well as an injurJd
athlete's ability to cope (Ievleva & Orlick, 1999).
According to Lynch (1988), once injured, the athlete is subjected to even more
stress, which will sighificantly interfer" *iit the healing process. The athlete experiences
a secondary-stress syndrome that creates additional panic and fear. These negative
emotions will once again trigger certain physiological ieactions, and negatively affect the-
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athlete's ability to deal'with relevant information regarding their injury and rehabilitation.
As a result a cycle is created in which the athlete may perpetuate fris or her own injury
condition. If the athlete is allowed to dwell on their injury, in terms of what they cannot
do as opposed to what they can do, coping and adjusting will be difficult.
For treafinent to be effective, the body and the mind must work together to
facilitate complete recovery (Lyich, 1988). Belief in one's capacity to influence personal
healing and attain full recovery greatly influences the healing process (Ievleva & Orlick,
1999). According to Faris (1985);
...to treat a knee and ignore the brain and emotions that direct the choreography
of that knee is not consistent with total care of the patient. A positive state of
mind promotes better affendance and attentiveness to, and more intensity toward
the external rehabilitation process, which yields successful results.
When the injury is treated as if it is not related to the person having the injury, the
rehabilitation process can be negatively affected. It is the person, not his or her knee or
shoulder, which must be treated (Danish, 1986; Weiss & Troxel, 1986). Similarly, Lynch
(1988) stated:
What every athlete needs is a complete physician, one who is aware of the impact
of the psychological components for treatment, and one who is willing to
incorporate the services of a competent sport psychologist capable of educating
the athlete about the role of the mind in the injury process and how to use it most
effectively to ensure rapid, complete recovery. (Lynch, 1988; p. I62) '.'
When patients do not feel understood, do not find health care professionals warm and
friendly, and are intimidated by technical terminology, non-compliance is likely (Danish,
1986). The common attitude that "if the body is ready the mind is also" must continue to
be challenged, as an athlete's anxiety, fear, and lack of confidence must be addressed and
alleviated before he or she can return to competition (Grove & Gordon, 1992).
■、
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Rehabilitative Cop ing Skills
' Several authors (Fisher, Domm, & Wuest, 1988; Fisher & Hoisingtbn, 1993;
Fisher et al., 1993; Taylor & May, 1996; Weiss & Troxel, 1986) have claimed that the
failure to adhere to prescribed treatrnent regimens is an important problem among injured
athletes and that there is a need to develop interventions to increase adherence. Bianco et
al. (1999) described how maintaining a high level of motivation in rehabilitation was
sometimes difficult, particularly when athlete rehabilitation progress was slow. One
injured athlete stated:
You're there and you're psyched but you just go flat so fast. You're doing little
things that you can't see any benefits from. It's really discouraging. It's reially hard
to do a quality job and stay focused every day. (Bianco et al., 1999; p. l6a)
Weiss and Troxel (1986), found that athletes often talk about their inability to
cope with their injuries. More specifically, athletes expressed thoughts'about their ability
to cope with restrictions on activity and watching tearnmates compete to be i
overwhelming. Most athletes reported that thby did things that adversely affected the
healing process, such as engaging in vigorous walking or hiking, running, skipping
rehabilitation commitments, or trying to take shortcuts in their program. These actions, of
course, made things worse, including their ability to cope.
Coping skills of injured athletes are not universal. Each individual will manage
their injury situation specific to their personal atffibutes. Wiese-Bjornstal and Smith
(1999) organized coping skills into tfuee domains:
l. The appraisal aspect of coping attempts to understand and find meaning in a
crisis, evaluating what the demands are of a sinration (primary appraisal) and the coping
resources available (secondary appraisal).
- 
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2. Probl'em-focused coping confronts the reality of the crisis and deals with the
tangible consequences by constructing a more satisffing situation.
3. Emotion-focused coping aims to manage the feelings provoked by the situation
(stressor) and to obtain effective equilibrium. It is often the job of the sport psfchologist
or counselor to understand the degree of coping skills the athlete has and apply the
appropriate coping strategies, given the athlete's needs and abilities.
Coping Strategies
A number of psychological techniques can be applied to help motivate athletes to
adhere to their rehabilitation programs. For example, injured athletes can benefit from ".
goal setting or learning a cognitive resffucturing program as many athletes tend"t<i dwell
on negative and irational thoughts and beliefs about themselves and their chances of
recovery, particularly during long and painful periods of treatment (Williams et al.,
1998). The application of psychological techniques must be tailored to fit each athlete's
personality and environment and assumes that the athlete is able to employ the technique
(Hedgpeth & Sowa, 1998). Four common strategies that are often employed are goal
seffing, imagery and visualization, social support, and positive self talk (Heil, 1993i
Ievleva & Orlick, 1991; Ievleva & Orlick, 1999; Wiese-Bjornstal & Smith, 1999; Wiese
& Weiss, 1987;Williams et al., 1998).
Goal Setting. Because the rehabilitation process is often very lengthy and tirire
consuming, athletes may be prone to give up or get easily discouraged (Danish, 1986).
According to Evans and Hardy (1999), responses to loss by.athletes often result from the
disruption of goal-directed behavior. The use of goal setting during injury rehabilitation
may help to restore goal-directed behavior and enhance motivation and adherence to
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rehabilitation programs.'The process of,goal setting may empower an injured athlete and
influence his or her capacity to bope with the demands of the injury and rehabilitation
(Gilbourne & Taylor, 1998). The striving for and attainment of short and long-terrn goals
provide a sense of accomplishment that is motivating, as individual progress can be
measured and observed (Wiese & Weiss, 1987). Short term goal attainment imbedded in
a long range plan allows the injured athlete to see much needed improvement, thereby
creating optimism that enhances rehabilitation adherence (Danish, 1986; Fisher et al.,
1993). If task-oriented goal setting can be learned in the early stages of rehabilitation,
then such a skill could be used throughout all phases of rehabilitation (Gilbourne &
Taylor, 1998). With proper goal achievement strategies, sefting goals in rehabilitation
may be intrinsically motivating for the injured athlete, as it provides a sense of control
over recovery.
Imagery and Visualization. An athlete in rehabilitation must accomplish the
task of getting rid of negative and counterproductive thoughts, in order to accomplish
positive results (Green, 1992; Samples, 1987). Ievleva and Orlick (1991) used a survey
format to study 32 injured athletes, who sustained a medial collateral ligament sprain
(knee) or an anterior talo fibular sprain (ankle). The purpose of the study was to explore
and identiff psychological characteristics, conditions, or practices that relate to the
healing process. It was found that healing imagery had the greatest relationship to
,t
recovery time. The uses of imagery are varied throughout rehabilitation programs as the
purposes of imagery can be to: a) facilitate the healing process, b) promote the
development of a positive and relaxed outlook toward recovery, c) create the mind-set
required for optimal performance, or d) bring closure to the injury experience (Green,
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1992). Athletes can be taught to control their visual images and to direct them
productively to reduce anxiety and aid in rehabilitation (Wiese & Weiss, 1987; Williams
et al., 1998). Motivation may also be fostered if athletes realize that performance is
facilitated by mental rehearsal during a time when they are unable to physically practice.
To monitor imagery practice and improvement, it may be useful for athletes to keep a log
or a written record of their imagery experiences (Zinsser et al., 1998). Daily practice is
recommended to attain best results. What precisely is imagined is determined
individually. An image that works for one person may not be as effective for someone
else (Ievleva & Orlick, 1999).
Social Support. Social support offered by physical therapists/athletic trainers,
family and friends, and injury support groups may give an injured athlete opportunities
for enhanced recovery. The overall function of social support is to enhance the recipient's
well-being (Hardy, Burke, & Crace,l999). According to Gould, Udry, Bridges, and Beck
(1997b) many athletes attributed their positive outlook on rehabilitation to their social
support. This was portrayed by one athlete's statement:
He (the athletic trainer) keeps in touch...he was a big motivator...he was really
good about pushing the administration to keep supporting me...He has kept in
touch with me since the beginning. He brought me to the hospital the first
time...he was a big help. (Gould et al., 1997b; p. 390)
The family may be the primary social support for many athletes. Due to the non-
participation status of an injured athlete, there is a separation and alienation from the
people and the activity with whom the athlete is essentially unified (Thomas & Rintala,
1989). As noted earlier, teammates and coaches may voluntarily keep away from the
injured athlete until h'e or she has recovered, making an already difficult situation even
tougher. Injured athlete support groups permit athletes to share common emotional and
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physical concems with one another,and allow for the realization thatthey are not alone
(Lynch,1988デⅣiesC―町OmStal&Smith,1999;Wiese&Weiss,1987).Such a grOup can
providc honest empathy and llnderstanding ofthe pain and emotions involved with the
珂ury OViese&Weiss,1987).
,,Pas′′′″助J/―物比 POSidve selitalk techniques can help the ttllred aぬletetet五d
ofnegative dr mational beliefs by replacing them with positive,realistic,and rbtiOnal
thoughts(Wiese&Weiss,1987).Self―talk can help the athlete stay approp五at ly focused
in the present,■ot dwell on the past,and minimize prttecting into the iture(Zinsser et
al.,1998)。WeiSS and TЮxel(1986)suggeStod that many athlete,have a tendency to
dwell on negat市e or irrational thoughts and beliefs about themselves,theL ittury,Or their
retum to perfo■■lance.Athletes carLnOt Change the fact that●ey haVe been ittllred,but
they can control their thoughts about their ittury and recovery,Positive self―talk ma
a1low the athlete to deal with negative thoughts or help to prevent negative thoughts■om
occurnng.In either caSe,positive self―talk conmbutes tO personal well being and healing
(IeVleva・&Orlick,1991).
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Qualitat市e designs are naturalistic in that the researcher does not attempt to
manipulate the research sctting Neutens&Rubinson,1997).The qualitative research
setting is a namally OdCurring event,progranl,conllnunity,relationship,or interaction
that has no predetellllined course establishcd by and for the researcher.The point ofusing
qualitative lnethods is to understand naturally occurring phenomena in their naturally
occurring states(PattOn,1990).
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Qualitat市e means have generally been excluded in documenting thё ittury
experiences ofall athletes.Accolmts ofittured athletes'perceptions,feelings,ciotibns,
and cognitions have been docllmented on a lllnited basis while focusing on elitO―amat ur,
professional,and cross culttral athletes(Rose&Jevne,1993).Ofthe few attempts to
assess qualitat市e y the psychological pЮcesses associated with athletic itturieS,mOst
have been retrospeclve in design(Bianc。,Malo,&Orlick,1999;Gordon&Lindgren,
1990;Gould,Udry,Bridges,&Beck,1997a,1997b;Udry,Gould,BHdges,&Beck,
1997)。As a result,there is still a lack ofresearch that depicts the in―depth desc五ptions of
the“jury expe五ence as descHbed by the ittllred athlete as that athlete works through his
or her ittury,rehabilitation,and retum to play(Shelley,1999).
Shelley(1999)used a qualitat市 phenomenological rescarch design to assess the
experiences_and PcrceptiOns offollr ittured D市ision l colleg ate¨athle es.The athletes
were examined as they endured their ttury(nO partiCipation),rehabilitation(limited_
participation),and retum to competition(retum tO play)within the same sport season in
which their ittury Originated.Semi―smctured intOrv ews with each athlete,thOir primary
athletic trainer,and head coach were conducted.The rescarcher also kept fleld notes that
included nonparticipant obseⅣations during training room visits,attendance at practices
and competitions,and daily conversations with the athletes,teammates,trainers,and
friendst By using this phenomenological design,the rescarcher was better able to
understand the ittury eXpe五ence from each athlete's own perspective.Results indicated
17 coIImon themes among the participants.The common themes were categorized by
way of the three aforementioned injury (six themes), rehabilitation (six themes), and
3s'
return to play. phases (five themes). The themes in the no-participation phase (injury)
included athletes experiencing; 
,
1. Bitterness concerning their current injury situations and jealousy toward their
healthy teammates.
2. Frustration, anger, and guilt surrounding their inability to practice, workout,
and help out their team and teammates.
3. Feelings of being isolated from and misunderstood, ignored, and abandoned
by coaches and teammates.
4. Concern as to whatiheir coaches perceived about their overall injury situation.
5. A sense of hope and confidence concerning their future, overcoming their
physical injuries, and once again returning to their sport.
6. A fear of injury, re-injury, and a fear of not returning to their previous playing
form.
The themes in the limited-participation phase (rehabilitation) included;
l. Increased confidence in and a more positive attitude toward successfully
completing their rehabilitation and returning before seasons end.
2. An ongoing fear of re-injury.
3. Feeling unsupported, misunderstood, and negatively judged by teammates and
coaches.
4. Uncertainty as to what others might be thinking as athletes questioned how
their coaches were perceiving them and their injury status.
5. A supporting and trusting relationship with the trainers.
6. Despite having developed a sense of accompiishment in completing their
rehabilitation, there remained caution and doubt concerning whether or not
. they would completely overcome their injury and once again contribute to
their team.
The themes in the return-to-play phase included;
l. A growing sense of confidence in their abilities, as well as a feeling of i
satisfiction in regard to having worked hard and accomplished a return to
. 
!, their sport.
2. A regaining of enthusiasm and excitement for playing.
3. Appretiension and doubt concerning their return as the athletes were cautious
about their return, confused about what they were able to do, timid concerning
their effort and intensity, and even sirperstitious about their future health and.
injury.
4. An ongoing desire to be understood, encouraged, and supported by their
coaches and teammates.
5. A continued fear of re-injury and concern for future inju.y.
Phenomenology has a long history in.philosophy and'sociology, as the
phenomenologist is conberned with attempting to understand human behavior through the
eyes of the subjects in the study (Neutens & Rubinson,lggT).Although some iualitative
work has been coriducted, much more qualitative inquiry is needed in order to more fully
understand the feelings, cognitions, and perspectives of athletes experiencing injury
(Bianco, Malo; & Orlick, 1999; Gould et al., 1997a, 1997b; Rose & Jevne, 1993; Shelley,
1999;Udry et a1.,7997).
〆
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Summary
' Physical rnjury is essentially a negative experience that athletes typically and
fervently try to avoid, but the rigorous, physical, competitive nature of organized sport
often makes avoidance difficult @argman, 1999).In fact, eight out of every ten athletes
will be injured at some point in their career, frequently while at college, and will miss at
least three weeks of practice and competition (Henderson & Carroll, 1993).It may be
concluded that sport is clearly a breeding ground for physical injury (Pargman, lggg).
Of the many challenges that an athlete faces, one of the most difficult tasks may
be that of coping and recovering from an injury (Pederson, 1986). When an athlete is
injured, he or she may experience several forms and feelings of alienation. One of these
is a feeling of powerlessness as the athlete loses the freedom to do what he or she once
did. The athlete may also experience anomie, isolation, and meaninglessness (Thomas &
Rintala, 1989). The severity of the injury in terms of pain, persistence, and disruption of
normal activities may effect these emotions and behaviors (Grove & Gordon, Igg2).
Also, not practicing, competing, traveling, or participating in a normal routine often
leaves athletes unable to make sense of the apparent rejection by coaches, teammates,
friends, classmates, or even family members (Shelley, 1998). As a result,.change in daily
routine is often a stressful event, especially when the lost activity is one that is greatly
valued (Deutsch, I 985).
Well-adjusted individuals can pass through their injury experience with little
problems, but individuals with more problematic adjustments may find injury and
rehabilitation very difficirlt (Ogilvie & Howe, 1986). It is not the uncontrollable act of an
injury per se but how the athlete interprets and perceives the injury that creates feelings
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, of anxiety, depression, and anger. Factors influencing the injury reaction include; the'
unique nature of the loss, the social syst'em of the athlete, the injured athlete's coping
behaviors, personality and mental health, the athlete's level of maturity and intelligence,
and the athlete's social, cultural, ethnic, and religious and./or philosophical background
(Henschen &'Shelley, 1999). In short, each athlete is rrnique in their emotional response
to injury (Shelley, 1998). Yet, commonalties do exist across athletes coping with athletic
injury. These commonalties must be further explored.
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Research Design t
A qualitative phenomenological methodology was utilized to assess the
experiences and perceptions of Division III student-athletes experiencing a season-ending
injury. According to Dale (1995), researchers in the field of sport psychology can learn a
great deal about the experiences of athletes if athletes are given the opportunity to express
their feelings via interviews where they are free to describe their experiences. Qualitative i
research designs and the use of semistructured interviews are effective tools for exploring
student-athlete experiences. In fact, Evans and Hardy (1995) suggested and stated:
There is a need*for more qualitative research because such methods are better able
to detect the complexity involved in health psychology in general, and the
psychology of athletic injury in particular. ' 
,,
Similarly, Shelley (1999) stated:
...in order to study the injury experience, one must study the person in context
(i.e., throughout the injury), for it is there that the person's values and true
experiences become known.
Although several descriptive qualitative methods exist (e.g., ethnography,
grounded theory, case study) a specific methodol6gy is determined by the nature of thJ
research question (Morse, 1994). For example, if the question concerns the nature of a
phenomenon, the answer is best attained using ettinography. Ethnography is focused on
exploring how communities are created and held together by human interactionl tf the
question concerns the experience and the phenomenon in question is aprocess,the
method of choice would be grounded theory. Grounded theory is focused on developing
theory that is grounded il, auru systematically gathered and analyzed (Strauss & Corbin,
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1994).If the research question conc€rns the meaning of a phenomenon, then the methbd
that would best answer the question is phenomenology (Morse, 1994). Phenomenology
focuses on describing an individual's experienced meaning by way of his or her own
.words, overt actions, behaviors, and the cognitive interactive processes present (Shelley,
19e8).
A phenomenologicil study is one that focuses on descriptions of what people
experience and how it is they experience what they experience @atton, 1990). A
characteristic of phenomenological research is that it begins in the "life world" or lived
experience (Manen, 1990). Phenomenological research does not start or proceed in a
disembodied fashion. It is always a project of someone: a real person, who, in the context
of particular individuals, social and historical life circumstances, sets out to make sense
of a certain aspect of human existence (Manen, 1990). Phenomenology differs from other
qualitative inquiry in that it attempts to gain insightful descriptions of the way individuals
experience their worlds pre-reflectively, without classiffing or abstracting it. So
phenomenology does not offer the possibility of effective theory to explain and/or control
the world, but rather it offers insights into that which bring a person in more direct
contact with his or her world.
When a phenomenologist asks for the essence of a phenomenon-a lived
'experience-then the phenomenological inquiry is not unlike an artistic endeavor. A
creative attempt to somehow capture a certain phenomenon of life in a linguistic
description that is both holistic and analytical, evocative and precise, unique and
universal, powerful and sensitive (Manen, 1990). Because phenomenology is meant to
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study how people verballj, describe their experiences, it is believed that such a design
provides new insight into the sport injury experience (Shelley, 1998).
This study was designed to examine seasonjending injuries, as the research 
_
question was directed toward understanding each athlete's meaning of his or her lived-
experience. This study assessed each athlete's unique injury experiences as perceived by
the athlete throughout his or her injury and rehabilitation.
Subject Selection
Athletes
Participants were nonrandomly selected as outlined by Lincoln and Guba (1985).
Subjects were not excluded based on their year in school (i.e., freshman, sophomore,
junior, senior), the time of season their injury took place (i.e., beginning, middle, or end),
or their role on the team (i.e., starter vs. non-starter). Three participants were selected
based on the following criteria: (a) the injured athlete was an active member of one of
.the men's or women's intercollegiate athletic teams at Ithaca College (varsity or junior-
varsity), (b) the athlete was diagnosed with a season-ending injury resulting in that athlete
being away from practices and games for the remainder of their season as determined by
a member of the Ithaca College sports medicine team, and, (c) the athlete was willing to
participate in the study by signing the required informed consent form.
Each athlete was interviewed on three separate occasions, being asked a series of
questions specifically designed to assess each athlete's unique injury experiences. All
athletes were interviewed in accordance with the following schedule; (a) two weeks after
their injury was diagnosed as season-ending, (i.e., in order to give the athlete some time
experiencing day-to-day life with their injury, while the situation was still relatively
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new), (b) after completing half of the projebted rehabilitation, (i.e., in order to gain the
athlete's perceptions of what rehabilitation was like and how it felt to be half way .
through rehabilitation), and (c) two weeks prior to the projected completion date of
rehabilitation, (i.e., in order to assess the athlete's feelings as they came close to
completing their rehabilitation and were able to reflect on how their perceptions might
have changed throughout this process).
When an Ithaca College student-athlete was diagnoSed with a season-ending
injury, a member of the Ithaca College athletic haining'staff approached the injured
hthlete concerning the athlete's potential involvement in the study. If the athlete was
interested, the athletic trainer provided a recruitment statement (see Appendix A) to the
injured athlete, and requested that the injured athlete give written permission (see
Appendix.B) so the athletic trainer could contact the primary investigator regarding their
willingness to participate. If the injured athlete refrised to give written consent for the
athletic trainer to call the primary investigator, the primary investigator was not notified
and the athlete was not a candidate for this study. However, if the injured athlete agreed
to give written consent, the primary investigator was contacted by the athletic trainer. It
was then the primary investigator's responsibility to contact the injured athlete and set up
a meeting for a more in-depth description of the research projbct and to attain informed
consent from the participant (see Appendix C). Appendix D contains all biographical
information (i.e., obtained at the onset of the first interview) for each of the three athlete
participants. Although not a requirement of this research project, all three participants
suffered the same injury (i.e., an anterior cruciate ligament tear).
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Athletic Trainers
In an attempt to triangulate and strengthen the data through multiple informants,
the primary athletic trainer working with each selected injured athlete was approached
and asked to participate in the study (See also Appendix A for athletic trainer recruiffnent
statement). After understanding the nature of the study, each athletic trainer was then
asked to sign the required consent form (See also Appendix C). Following informed
consent, each hainer was interviewed once, after the athlete had completed half of their
projected rehabilitation. Questions asked of the trainers were focused on the irr3.rry
experience for the athlete as perceived by that specific athletic trainer. Appendix D also
contains all biographical information for each of the three athletic trainer participants.
Instrumentation
In order for a qualitative phenomenological design to be successful the
interviewer must have effective attending, listening, verbal, and non-verbal skills. The
goal of the interview is to create an environment that is comfortable, non-threatening, and
secure for the interviewee. This environment is created to enhance the possibility for a
successful interview and produce a positive rapport with the interviewee. A good
interview consists of both positive verbal and non-verbal interactions between two or
more people (Fenalson, Ferguson, & Abrahamson, 1962).
Attending Skills
The function of attending skills is to encourage the person to talk. According to
Pederson and Ivey (1993), by attending, the interviewer will demonstrate interest in what
is being said, awareness of patterns in the interview, the ability to change patterns, and a
greater understanding of the meaning of the interview. Ivey (1988) identified four
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dimensions of attending skills. The fust dimension is the use of.the eyes. In some cultures
direct eye contact is desired, in other cultures it is not. In all cultures the eyes are used to
convey meaning and interest. The interviewee's pattem of preference in using eye contact
should be noted early and modelei by the interviewer. The second dimension is the use
of body language. While this is ihore ambiguous and difticult to interpret, it can provide
non-verbal information about the interview. If a person's verbal messages are saying one
thing and their.body language is saying something else, the body language is more likely
to be believed. The interviewer must pay attention to the interviewee's body language
(i.e., glances, gestures, bodily reactions, and pauses) while listening carefully to what is
b'eing said. The third dimension is vocal qualities. Tone of voice and speech rate can
communicate much about another person. Tone and rate can communicate caring Ind
involvement or isolation. According to Evans, Hearn, Uhlemann, and Ivey (1998) if the
interviewer talks in a rapid and abrupt voice this may give the interviewee the impression
that he or she is wasting the interviewer's time. If the interviewer talks in a bored voice,
the interviewee is unlikely to reveal important ihformation about him or herself. Evans et
al. (1998) sffessed the importance of talking in a warn and expressive voice to help the
interviewee relax and concentrate. The fourth and final dimension of attending is verbal
tracking. Staying with the interviewee is essential, however complicated, confusing, or
indirect the wandering conversation might become. If possible it is better not to change
the subject but to stay with the interviewee on their own terms until they are satisfied that
they hdve told the interviewer what they wdnt or need to say. To enhance the conceptual
basis of attending, the interviewer must focus on the person being interviewed, know
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their most comfortable patterns of attending, and listen for cues that signiff a
contradiction in verbal and nonverbal communication.
Listening Skitls
The most fundamental prerequisite for airy interviewer is the abilify to listen.
Effective listening demands not only that the interviewer hears and understands what is
being said but also that he or she hears and understands what is communicated through
silence. To listen effectively, one should abandon or put aside all prejudices, pre-
formulations, and'tlaily activities (Fdnalson, Ferguson, & Abrahamson, 1962). Three
levels of listening include inefficient listening, minimal listening, and active listening
(Yukelson, 1998). Active listening is what an interviewer must strive for to ensure a
productive interview. Active listening is characterizedby listening for main and
supportive ideas, giving feedback, focusing on emotions and feelings, and being attentive
to verbal and nonverbal aspects. Inefficient listening (i.e., selective listenin!) is
characteized by tuning in and out while preparing what to say next, resulting in
misunderstandings and hurt feelings. Minimal listening is characterizedby hearing the
words and sounds but not getting beyond the surface meaning, while at the same time,
missing the emotions and feelings the other person is trying to express.
Barbera (1958) stressed four salient components required of an artful listener. The
first component is concentration that allows for patience with oneself and the rembval of
distractions in the paths of listening. The second component is active participation, which
involves keeping one's mind in a state of relaxed alertness, open and flexible to all
relevant changes in a given situation. The third component is comprehension, by
understanding the true idea or meaning of what is heard. And finally, the fourth
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component is objectivity, or hearing the other person without imposing any preconceived
notions or opinions
By combining the interview skills outlined (i.e., attending, listening, verbal, and
non-verbal skills) with the use of an interview guide (see following section), the
interview can remain focused while still allowing individual perspectives and experiences
to emerge (Patton, 1990). As stated earlier, it is important to create a non-threatening
environment so the participant is comfortable in sharing his or her experiences. As a "
result, the investigator can obtain quality data to answer the outlined research question.
Interview Guide
In-depth, semistrirctured interviews were conducted for data collection.
Interviews of athletes and their trainers took place according to the aforementioned
interview time schedule (i.e., athletes were interviewed two weeks after their injury was
diagnosed as season-ending, the midpoint of their projected rehabilitation, and two weeks
prior to ihe completion of their projected rehabilitation; athletic trainers were interviewed
at the projected midpoint of the athletes rehabilitation). Semistructured interviews contain
a core of structured questions from which the interviewer may move.in related directions
for in-depth probing (Neutons & Rubinson ,lgg7).This allows for accurate collection of
information from certain questions with a builrin opportunity for exploration.
The goal of a phenomenological interview is to obtain a first person description of
some specified domain of experience (Patton, 1990). Not only does dialogue allow the
person being interviewed the opportunity to describe his or her experiences, but it also
requires him or her to clari$r meaning, and perhaps, even realize it for the first time
(Dale, 1995). The phenomenological interview allows the person being interviewed to be
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the expeit, as opposed to the researcher in more standardized modes of inquiry (Dale,
lees).
The interview guides (see Appendices E and F for both athletes and athletic
trainers), were'presented to each participant to ensure that basically the same qu'estions
were asked to each of the injured athletes and their trainers. The interview guide
questions were derived from a combination of a review of the existing literature and
faculty consultations.
Following each interview, investigator knowledge was bracketed to portray as
accurately as possible the reality described by each injured athlete and trainer. To bracket
the phenomenon under investigation, the following five steps, as suggested by Denzin
(1989) were followed;
1. Locate within the personal expe五ence,or self―story,key
phrases and statements that spcak directly to the phenomenon in qucstion.
2. Interpret the rneanings ofthese phrases as an info.1lled
reader.
3. Obtain the participant's interpretation ofthese flndings,if
possible.
4. Inspectthesc ineanings for what they reveal about the
essential,recurring features ofthe phenomenon being studied.
5. Offer a tentativc statement or d9flnition ofthe phenomenon       .
in te...ls Ofthe esξen ial recurnng features identiied in step 4.
Allintewiews were conducted in a private offlce 10cated in the Center fbr Health,
Sciences building on the lthaca College campuξI Following ach ta ed_recorded session
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(i.e。,using a hand help tape―recorde→,entire mteⅣiews were transcribed and reViewed by
the primごけreSearcher to detect errors or omissions that may have occurred du五ng the
transcribing.The prilnary investigator conducted all the interviews and transc五bed all bf
the data.
ノb夕
“
α′Rθθοrdi′g
Acc6irding to Jhesitk(1999)when participants keep ajoumal,it ofFers a way to
tiangulate data and pllrsue interpretations in a dialogical inanner.Jollrllal recordings
were completed by the ttllred attletes to describe■ett weekly expe五ences(i.e.,On
jollmal entry per weeりand emOtions as they worked through their hiuv and
rehabilitation.According to Patterson and Welfel(2000),jOllmals can be a resource for｀
dein=g pЮblems and for understanding thё vaHations in the intensity ofproblems from
day to day.Ajoumal recording guidc(See Append破G)was giVen to each athlete to
ensure thatthe same questions were asked across sutteCtS.
θbsθrνα′ο″s
ln an attelnptto mrther triangulate the data and strengthen the study,hultiple
info.1..ants(i.e"athletes and athletic trainers)Were combined with multiple methods of
data collcction(i.e.,inteⅣiews,joumals,and observations).Athletes were obseⅣed in
their rehabilitation settings 2-5 tilneS per weck until their rehabilitation was complete.By
observlng the mJllred athletes du五ng their r habilitation,a greater understanding and in―
depth description ofthe“l ved expe五ncc"was documented.According to Patton(1990)
there are several advantages to obseⅣation,including;
1. By directly 9bseⅣing progranl activities,the investigator is able to understand
the context within which the prOgraln operates.
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2. The firsthand experience with a program enables the investigator to use the
inductive approach, which entails complete immersion in the details and
specifics of the datato discover important categories, dimensions, and
interrelationships. 
,
3. The investigator can observe things that are routine to those in the program.
4. The investigator can learn things about the program that cannot or will not be
revealed in an interview.
5. The investigator is able to present a comprehensive view of the program
because he or she can move beyond the perception of the participants.
6. The investigator uses his or her knowledge and experience in terms of
feelings, reflections, and introspection about a program.
Qualitative observation is fundamentally naturalistic in essence. Observational
data are recorded at the same time a behavior pattern is occurring. This allows the
investigator to get a true sense ofindividual behavior under real and accurate
circumstances (Adler & Adler, 1994 ). Qualitative observers are thus, free to search for
concepts or categories that appear meaningful to subjects.
In summary, interview, journal, and observational data were collected from the
athletes and athletic ffainers in accordance with the following time line (see Figure 4).
Data Management
Data generated by qualitative methods are voluminous making it imperative thai
researchers have some initial framework for managing the data collected during
fieldwork (Patton, 1990). The challenge is to make sense of massive amounts of data,
reduce the volume of information, identi$r significant patterns, and construct a
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Figure 4. batacollection time line.
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framework for communicating the essence of what the data reveal (Patton, 1990).
According to Shelley (1998), the overall strength of this design, as well as any other
qualitative method, depends upon the investrnent of time by the researcher in maintaining
the rudiments of qualitative inquiry, appropriately selecting the research question,
maintaining meticulous records of interviews, observations, and journals, and pioperly
analyzrng and presenting the results. Adherence to such protocols is often tbrmed rigor in
qualitative research (Burns & Grove, 1987).
Managing qualitative research is labor intensive and this process (i.e.,
organization) demands intellectual discipline, analytical rigor, and a great deal of hard
work (Patton, 1990). But, because different people manage their creativity, intellectual
endeavors, and hard work in different ways, there is no right way to go about organizing,
analyzing, and interpreting qualitative data (Patton, 1990).
Because qualitative inquiry entails the analysis of words rather then numeric data,
all findings must be well organized aidproperly managed (Shelley, 1998). This is
especially true because there is typically not a precise point at which data collection ends
and analysis begins (Patton, 1990). Since one cannot analyzean entire text
'simultaneously, one must break it down into manageable units (Giorgo, 1985). These
manageable units are the essence of qualitative data analysis and without prop'er data
management (i.e., a plan) by the researcher, data analysis will be compromised.
Therefore, the management of the data must be a priority before and during the data
analysis process.
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Data Analysis
Each injured athlete's oral description of his or her injury experiences, as well as
each trainer's descriptions, journal recordings, and all observational field note data were
analyzedusing the following eight analytical steps:
l. All participants'oral descriptions of their injury experiences were
read in order to obtain a "feel" for them. By reading each data set several times, a sense
of what was explained and discussed was better understood.
2. From each transcript, significant statements and phrases that directly
pertained to the research question were extracted.
3. Meanings were formulated from these significant statements and
phrases as they related to the injury experience. For example, one meaning unit may be
comprised of fourteen significant statements that were similar in content and wording.
4. The formulated meanings were then synthesized inio clusters or
lower-order themes. Again, similar meaning units were combined to form a single lower-
order theme.
5. The clustered, lower-order themes were then synthesized into higher-order
themes. These higher-order themes became the descriptors of the combined lower-order
themes. Throughout all analytical steps, original wording and phrases were maintained
and included to capture as much of the "experience" as possible. It was these higher-
order themes that comprised the initial description of the injury experience for each
participant.
To illustrate the data analysis process more clearly (see Figure 5), significant
statements (extracted from a verbatim-transcribed data set) 3,4,12, and l3 might be
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Transcribed
Data-Set
Significant
Statements
Meaning
Units
Lower Order
Themes
Higher Ofder
Themes
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
I l.
t2.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
(3,4,12,13) I
2. (4,6,15)
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
?
．
?
．
?
．
?
．
?
。．?
．
(6,8)
Figure 5. Example of data analysis procedure (Steps I through 5)
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
t4.
15;
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combined to formulate meaning unit number one. Similarly, meaning units 4,6, and 15
might be combined to formulate lower-order theme number two. Finally, lower-order
themes 6 and 8 might be combined to formulate higher-order theme number three. This
step by step process continued until all higher-order themes had emerged from each data
set (i.e., athlete interviews, trainer interviews, observations, and journals), across all three
subjects.
Each injured athlete's oral descriptidn of his or her injury experiences (i.e., three
athletes interviewed on three separate occasions), each trainer's descriptions (i.e.,
interviewed once), journals, and all observational field note data were content analyzed
and took the form of higher-order themes (see Figure 6).
6. Once all higher-order themes emerged, step six in the analytical
process was conducted. By way of the constant comparative method, higher-order
observation themes were compared to and integrated with each athlete's first, second, and
third interview themes. Similarly, journal higher-order themes were compared to and
integrated with each athlete's first, second; and third interview themes. Finally, each
trainer's higher-order tlfemes were compared to and integrated with each athlete's first
and second interview themes. These exhaustive, "final higher-order themes" comprised
the final description ofthe injury experience for each athlete at each phase (see Figure 7).
7. The f,rnal higher-order themes for each of the subjects (i.e., phase I , 2, and 3)
were then compared across subjects to determine the similar themes in each of the three
phases (see Figure 8). These similar themes represent part of the results of this study (see
step 8 below) and the answer to the research question investigated.
Figure 6. Example of possible (i.e., hypothetical) higher-order themes. Note: These are
not the actual numbers of the emergent themes in this study.
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Data Source Subiect l Subiect 2 Subiect 3
Athlete
Interview I
(Phase 1)
8 Higher-order
themes
7 Higher-order
themes
6 Higher-order
themes
Athlete
Interview 2
(Phase 2)
8 Higher-order
themes
6 Higher-order
themes
6 Higher-order
themes
Athlete
Interview 3
@hase 3)
4 Higher-order
themes
9 Higher-order
themes
5 Higher-order
themes
Trainer
Interview
3 Higher-order
themes
4 Higher-order
themes
3 Higher-order
themes
Athlete Journal 3 Higher-order
themes
2 Higher-order
themes
4 Higher-order
themes
Researcher
Observations
2 Higher-order
themes
I Higher-order
themes
I Higher-order
themes
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Subject Phas6l Higher-
Order Themes
Phase 2lligher-
Order Themes
Phase 3 Higher-
Order Themes
Subject I
Observations (2)
Athlete Journals (3)
Trainer lnterview(3)
Observations (2)
Athlete Journals (3)
Trainer Interview(3)
Observations (2)
Athlete Journals (3)
Integrate Inteirate I
&
Compare
I
Figure 7. Example of final higher-order themes. This process took place with each
individual subject (i.e., three subjects).
??
?
??
??
??
??― ???
Subiect Phase I Phase 2 Phase 3
Subject I
Interview I
Higher-order the'mes
(8)
Interview 2
Higher-order themes
(8)
lnterview 3
Higher-order themes
G\
Subiect Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
Subject I Final higher-order."
themes
Final higher-order
themes
Final higher-order
themes
I I
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Phase Subject I Subject 2 Subject 3 Similar
Themes
Phase I
Phase 2
Phase 3
Final
Themes
Final
Themes
Final
Themes
Final
Themes
Final
Themes
Final
Themes
Similar
Thelnes
Silnilar
Thclnes
Similar
Thernes
{翼:s‐ォ
Final
Thelnes
Final
Thernes ~
Figure 8. Example of similar themes
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8. Once the similar higher-order themes were identified across all three subjects
for each phase, the dissimilar themes were identified. In discussing the dissimilar themes
for each participant across each phase, the individual's entire lived experience was
exposed, allowing for a complete answer to the rdsearch question investigated.
Managing the data in this way provides a longitudinal look at the three phases'
(i.e., from initial injury throughout rehabilitation). For example, each athlete's injury
experiences could be examined individually (i.e., a particular athlete's higher-order
themes at a particular phase), in relation to other participants (i.e., a particular athlete's
higher-order themes at a particular phase in relation to any other athlete's higher-order
themes at that same phase), or compared to several other participants (i.e., a particular
athlete's higher-order themes at a particular phase in relation to the common themes
across all participants). According to Shelley (1998), by way of this cross-case
comparison, the lived experience of athletic injury can be more thoroughly described
because one can compare others (i.e., several participants) in somewhat similar contexts
(i.e., phases).
E s t ab lis h ing Trus tw orthines s
In an attempt to maintain methodological rigor, Lincotn and Guba (1985)
suggested that trustworthiness be established to the extent that a research study is worthy
of consideration by the reader. According to Rubin (2000), manuscripts reporting
qualitative studies should report observations and findings in a thorough manner that
enables readers to gain an in-depth understanding of the phenomenon being studied and
that provides a compelling case for the author's interpretations. Sev'eral ttichniques were
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used tb establish credible and tmstworthy data. This study incorporated member checks, a
peer debriefer, a study auditor, and thick description.
According to Janesick (1994), validity in qualitative research has to do with
description and explanation, and whether or not a given explanation fits a given
description. Member checking contributed'td the credibility of the study in that
participants of the study were allowed to review their finalized interview transcriptions.
Member checking allowed the athletes and trainers to make comments concerning the
accuracy of the interview content and to veriff the data transcription.
The role of a peer debriefer entailed holding the primary investigator accountable
for his data management and interpretations by providing an external check of the
research process. Lincoln and Guba (1985) defined the role of a peer debriefer as a
"devil's advocate", an individual who keeps the researcher honest and asks hard
questions about methods, meanings, and interpretations. Joshua McCaig, a masters
student at Ithaca College in the Department of Exercise and Sport Sciences, functioned in
the role of the peer debriefer. Joshua explored my biases in interpreting, managing, and
reporting the data collected.
A study auditor examines both the process and the product of the research. In
assessing the product, the'auditor examines whether or not the findings, interpretations,
and conclusions are supported by the data (Creswell, 1998). Dr. Greg A. Shellej fulfrlled
the role of the study auditor. Specifically, Dr. Shelley examined, from start to finish, the
sampling, measurement, and analyses protocols.
As a final means to establish trustworthiness, thick description of the analytical
processes were presented. According to Denzin (1989) the discipline and rigor of
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qualitative analysis depend on presenting solid descriptive data; what is often called
"thick description", in such a way that others reading the results can understand and draw
their own interpretations. Thick description is the presentation of rigorous data collection,
management; and analysis procedures that focus and describe the phenomenon under
investigation. Thick description evokes emotionality and self-feelings. It establishes'the
significance ofan experience, or the sequence ofevents, for the person or persons in
question. The data management protocols outlined here provided a thick description in
that the reader is provided the opportunity to examine descriptive data for each
participant, across each of the outlined irjury phases.
Chapter 4
RESULTS
The cllrrent study was designed to explore the following research question:What
do D市ision ⅡI collegiate student…athletes expe五ence following O seaSOn―ending ittury?
Raw data■omiぶ―depth semismctured inteⅣiews with three Lttllred athletes(i.e.,nine
athlete inte歯 iews),their head adlletic trainer(i.e。,tttec addi ional trainer inteⅣiews),
individual athletejollmal writings,and observational fleld note data pro宙ed the basis
for the fbllowing results.
Separate higher―order the■ es for each ofthe three athletes(i.e.,pa■ icipants l,2,
and 3),their head athletic trainer,jollmal w五tings,a d fle d note data are presented in
Appendices H,Iずand J,respectively.Total highef―order themes numbered 31 for
Participant l,28 for Participant 2,and 34 for Participant 3.Final themes(see Appendices
K,L,and M)numpered25 forpanicipant l,21 for patticipant 2,and 26 for pa■icipant 3.
Each ofthe athlete's inal,higher―order themes was compared across suttects,
resulting in 9 similar(i.e.,common)themes(see Appendix N)and 38 dissimilar(i.e.,
non―common)themeS(See Appendix O)。What follows is a sullllunary ofthe similar and
dissimilar expe五enccs ofthe three ittured athletes,across cach ofthe outlined ittury and
・rehabilitation phases.
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In discussing his overan expe五ence with rehabilitationiparticipant l made the
fo1lowing statement:
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I have a good work ethic but it takes a lot of mental capabilities to focus myself
on rehabing every day and saying isit worth it to go through four months of hell,
four months of stuff I really don't want to do, four months of stuffI have to give
up, you know some of the stuff that I will have to give up in order to focus on this
and get better. I think that might be the hardest part, just putting this as a priority.
When asked about his confidence and motivation in regards to his rehabilitation, he
explained:
As long as the surgery goes well,I have complete confidence in myself. I'think I
have a pretty good work ethic so, hopefully I'll be one of those people who rehabs
in four months instead of eight. Yea, I'm pretty confident about that.
Participant 2 expressed the following.feelings ubour,h" pain she might experience:
I'm really scared about right after the surgery. I have heard it is very painful.
I plan on starting [Rehab] the day after I get out [of surgery]. You know the day
after I get out to do rehab and it's not going to rbe fun. I am really scared about the
fust few weeks to the month
Although participant 2 had significant fears of rehabilitation, she also possessed a high
level of confidence that she would recover'fully, as stated in the following passage:
I'm very confident, I haven't thought that I can't um...I haven't had any doubts,
I'm not scared about it. I'm not worried what so ever um...I'm not worried that
I'm not going to get back.
Participant 3 explained his feelings about rehabilitation when he said:
I know the rehab is going to be real...real tough, so I'm sure that's going to be
harder than any pre-season endurance shaping or anything like that. I'm sure that
this rehab is going to be a lot niore then that. I got to work a lot harder now to get
back to where I was and a...I've never experienced anything like thai, so. I got to
kind of push myself maybe a lot harder then I've ever been really used to.
Although he undeistood the difficulties associated with rehabilitation, he had a strong
desire to recover completely, as shown in the following statement:
As far as the rehab goes I'In confldent that I'In going to get back and I'In going to
try my hOrdest and do whatever l can.But asねr as,I know it's tdng to be tough
to get from there[Start ofrchab]to there[in‐seasOn shape].
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Injury affected the athlete's day-to-day lives (e.g., they needed extra time to get
to classes, they were unable to participate in desired activities, and some could not even
drive a car).
In discussing his initial experience with crutches and getting to classes, participant t:
',
l explained:
When I fust started when I had the crutches...I would go about ten minutes
earlier and now I can just walk but I have certain ctasses being a Phys. Ed. Major,
like gymnastics, I can't really participate, and dancing
Participant 2 also explained her feelingstoward using crutches:
Well, crutches pretty much suck basically. So that was a pain for a week. I
was on those for a week and it was really tough, leaving 20 minutes before class
instead of five or ten to get down there even though they understand [teachers] if
you walk in late you still feel dumb walking in late in front of everybody.
Um. .. so that changes a lot, I had to get up earlier to do that um. . .
In similar fashion, while explaining the difficulties in getting to class, participant 3 stated:
.as far as walking to classes that's kind of a pain cause it's up, up and down
hills, up and down stairs and that can get sore. When I sit with my knee bent for a
long time in class it gets sore so, it's just a nagging thing, [I] just kind of want to
be done with it.
Participant 2 described the everyday hassles that she experienced with her injury when
she stated:
...showers are more difficult. [t's a lot bettei now but at first it just feels uneasyq and the question in my head is if I am going to walk on this. . .I just wasn't too
sure of it, it's not very stable...so showers are no fun. So that is a lot different. 1
Just basically having to be on crutches and doirig everything on crutches
r-
Participant 3 explained his dependence on others when he stated, "...foi the first couple l
of weeks a... when I got hurt I couldn't drive, I couldn't barely,walk so that was tough
for me, so they [friends] kind of carted me all over the place." Participant I talked about
the impact his injury had on his social life when he explained:
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It is kind of frustrating. Sometimes your friends forget and they are like, "do you
want to go play ball"?, and I'm like, "I can't", and they are like, "Oh! I forgot",
you know it's kind of like...kick me in the butt and whatever.
The athletes' support systems primarily consisted offriends andfamily.
When asked about his support system and who had been there the most for him,
participant I stated, "Definitely my friends you know, they are always there you know
asking me how the knee's doing and when are you getting surgery, that type of thing.
After that it would be my parents." Similarly, participant 2 explained, "Friends being
there which is huge. My roommate, my best friend here, basically reinforcing me.that
' everything is going to be fine." Participant 2 also had significant support from her family
as stated in the following:
They came down this past weekend for the games even though I wasn't playing,
'um...they came down one Saturday just fora few hours and stayed and just...put
it like this, they wanted to come down and do anything for me that I couldn't
do...they have been in more contact then usual which is just natural if I am going
through something like this.
When asked who had bEen his greatest source of support, participant 3 explained:
...my parents, my friends are there, my friends are real good. Um, my girlfriend
has been there for me when I have needed her. Um, pretty much, everyone has
been pretty helpful, my parents definitely a...even though they worry a lot
they've a...come down, they came down as soon as they found out to make sure I
was alright, you know, so they've been there for me.
Participanf 3 later discussed the relationship he had with friends:
I think I got a pretty tight group of friends. They've generally done anything they
could for me...I mean...they're always like whatever you need, if you need
something let me know. If I need a bag of ice for the crio-cuff machine they'll'run
out and pick it up for me, stuff like that. When they run off to the store or
whatever, they're like do you need anything, how can I help you out. They're
always willing to bring me to the dociors if I needed to, stuff like that so...they're
just helpful
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Signiftcant concerns nere expressed as they began to process the magnitude of
their injuries.
Participant 1 voiced his concerns about coming back from his injury when he
stated:
Um, maybe, from a mental aspect you know like maybe having it happen again
maybe that would be in the back of my mind. Um, getting back into basketball
shape and a...flexibility, and getting my range of motion back, so I guess those,
are the three things that I have been thinking about lately.
In discussing her concerns participant 2 explained:
Um...being sure of it, twisting on it, running on'it. I can't picture the feeling. I
don't know how to put it. It is hard for me to think about the first time that I am
going to run or.. .just the first time I turn the wrong way and kind of shock
myself.
When asked about his greatest concerns, participant 3 said the following:
Just that it won't be normal again. Just that I won't be back to full strength. You
know that just worries me. I don't really want to wear a brace. I don't want to be
restricted or anything like that and I'm worried that if I don't, I don't do those
things that maybe I won't be back. Maybe I can never be back to normal. I'll
never be at my full strength or never really rely on it. I'll always be second
guessing myself ismy biggest worry.
Dissimilar Themes Phase I
Although each athlete had some similar experiences with his or her season-ending
injury, there were many dissimilar responses. and situations that captured each
individual's unique lived experience. These dissimilar themes provide a greater
understanding of the athlete's injury situation (see Appendix O). The following are the
dissimilar themes that emerged for each participant during the first phase.
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Participant I
He-was coping with his tijury by participating in someform of physical activiQt,
such as continuing to ltft weights with his upper body and doing his pre-surgery
rehabilitation three days a weeh
In discusSing how he coped with his injury, participant I stated:
The biggest thing is just trying to breate some sort of physical activity that I can"
do, just relax my body a little bit and my mind to get some peace. I normally lift
weights because I can still do that with my upper body and light weights with the
legs just to keep them in shape, rehab the knee a little bit, other then that not
really.
He also explained the difficulties of not being active as he said, "I hate being a lazy body
and I need to be up at something, even if it is just walking around." Having his normal
physical outlet taken away, due to the severity of his injury, created a significant craving
for some type of physical release.
., He was extremely surprised, frustrated, angered,oand felt isolated by his
coaches'and athletic trainer's lack of contact, supporl, communication, and guidance.
When asked how he was treated by his coaches after his injury was first
diagnosed as season-ending, he stated:
...the coaches weren't as social or they didn't really communicate with me as r
much just because I wasn't part of that game or part of that practice. If I saw them
in the hallway they would be like "how is the knee doing?" or whatever, but as far
as like be here at such and such a time, or my role as a team member kind of
diminished they didir't really speak to me in that manner anymore. I guess it is to ,
be expected because you move to like the last spot on the bench instead of being
in the middle but...
When asked if he was surprised by his coaches' reaction, he stated:
Yea, I thought so. It would malie me feel a liule better if they gave me a phone
call every two weeks to see how I was doing, because I don't necessarily see them
in the hallway...
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h addition to being surpnsed the athlete was also a bit conised as to why his coaches
would treat him in such a manner:        ・
It's kind ofhard to put my fmger on it,itjust seems hШly thatthey're not
contacing me orjust being a li■le more support市e or,lik l said before.…they
put mo on the backbllHler and itjust seems likc I'm the last man again and thatI
have to work my way back into theirthinking process,as a part ofthe team.
It'sjust weird,I don't know how to explain■.It's not what l expected.
unfOmmately,particlpant l also expe五enced sir lular f elhgs toward the athletic trainers
who were working with hinl,as he explained:
…eve蜀油ing was good.I had my ittury and they were working with me every
day and as soon as the orthopedic found outthrough the MRI thatlttad it,an
ACL tear,it was prett much like that was it and l really hadn't heard,om them
since.I kind ofexpected that they would at least contact rne a little bit especially
the head lralner,maybc even the studenttramer.
Participant l went on to explain a situation that occllrred when he saw his athletic trainer.
in the hall and was given a suFp五 sed look,as thoutth the trainer had forgotten hil■.
.‥you scc hiln and it'slike Oh yea,like you know,``how's the knee"?Like he has
ten―thousand other things to remember but that kind ofinsulted lne because
personally l feel that my i可町 iSjust as bad as anyone else's,anyone else's
broken thllmb or anyone else's sprained ankle.
His surgery dote created a signiftcant amount of anxiety (e.g., he had no
control when it was to take place because it was up to his parents) and worry @.g., if
his surgery ended up being postponed he felt he may not be ready for the^'next season).
Participant 1 explained the frustration of not having control over when his surgery
took place, when he stated:
I'm preffy much at the mercy of what my parents want. I don't really care where I
have my surgery whether I have it here [school]. I'm comfortable with Dr.
XXXXX. Or whether they want me to go home, I guess the decision is kind of
whether to do it now or later is strictly how many days of school I will miss. My
parents aren't really keen on me missing a whole week of school, but if I could
miss maybe two or three days they could accept that and let me get the surgery a
little earlier.
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Wlien asked if he wanted his surgery sooner as opposed to later, he responded: 
i
Oh Yea! Yep just because I don't really want to have my summer hobbling
around or come next season I want to'be ready to play...It's my senior year, I've
played forever and I want to go out with a strong season.
Participant I added further when he said, "If I get it after the semester is over I might be a
little frustrated with that because it wastes my srmlmer away and I won't be ready to play
next season."
Participant 2
ll/hen the injury initially occuned she was hopeful that it was just a bad knee
twist yet she starting thinking about her opportunity to start, competing again during
the season, and qiestioning why this had to happen.
When asked if she knew immediately that her injury would cause her to miss the
entire season, she replied:
No, I was still kind of up in the air. I remember going to the hospital and just, I
don't know, I guess I was just back and forth. I thought and then it would feel all
' right and I'm like "no, you know" that I did something different or a bad twist, I
don't know, I have never done anything like that before that is why I didn't really
know.
She also stated:
I remember laying in my bed at the hotel on Thursday night [the day the injury
occurred] and a couple of my friends, really close friends who are all from
here came to the hotel and I just remember laying there with my leg in a
immobilizer and everything and just everything was fine. I wasn't depressed and
down so I think that was a sign that I didn't think it was that [a season-ending
injuryl.
Although she was uncertain of the severity vihen the injury initially occurred, she did
begin to questions why this had happened and started thinking about the oppornrnity she
was given this year. ai
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I was just thinking about the oppornrnity I have had to be a starting short stop
in a program like this um...I was just thinking about that and just thinking about
the rest of the season and the teams thlat I want to play against...but mostly I had
just battled back from a hip-flexor irjury and had got cleared the day before we
went down there and now a week later there is a season-ending injury so that
was kind of going through my head that like...what next and like why?
Thoughts abourt her surgery created a signilicant amount of anger and
frustration because she and her coach disagreed on when the sargery should liave
taken place, resulting in her isolating herselffrom her coach.
Participant 2had adisagreement with her coach on the timing of her operation
,n
which had a significant impact on their relationship, as she stated:
...for a while I was pretty distant from my coach. I kind of shut down on her. She
was talking to my parents, she called my parents and was kind of worried
basically because we had a disagreement about when I should get my surgery
done. I wanted to get it done the 266 of April. She wanted me to wait until I got
out of school. Um...and I saw ttiat as almost a months different and that was big
to me I just wanted to get the ball rolling and I am sick of this already, which is
bad because I know I have got a long way to go but I pretty much wanted to get it
done so for a little while I kind of closed"up on her...
She later went on to explain the emotional toll this disagreement took on her:
I was very upset about that, that she pretty much didn't give me a choice when I
wanted to have it [referring to the date of her surgery] but basically it was right
before finals [when the athlete wanted surgery, April26s] and it wotrld have
been a bad time of the year to do it and I'm not going to feel like going to classes
and going to finals. When I cam'e back I would have a uieek left of classes and
then finals, so it was understandable, why she [Coach] didn't want me to do it
but basically I was just worried about the surlmer and I wanted to be a month into
it [rehabilitation] by the time I got out of school.
Although this athlete gave in to her coach's request and had the operation after school
was done she stated, "I am happy withthe date but no I guess, I'm not sure how to really
explain it, I just wish it was earlier but I also wish that classes were done earlier too."
The weekfollowing her ACL diagnosis'she experienced pain, dep:ression, and
strong negative emotions (e.g., frustration, loss, and much crying).
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耳inding outthat slc had indeed sufFered a season―ending miuγWas Very difflcult
for her,as she stated:
._the second l found outthat(it Was a scason―ending ittШり),my emotions were a
lot different.…so l think thatis when it really hit rne so that week was really
tough...I was very depressed in rchab in fhings like that um.…
She later explained how diFlcultit was for her when her coach announced to the entむe
tealn that she would miss the season.
….I remember we had a inecting before practice that day,this was on NIIonday,
and l wentin there and coach told everybody and l started to getteary―yed in
there and upset and everメhing llm...Ic五ed a lot basically。
WVhen asked what her dominate emotions were whёn she was given the news about
lnissing the entire season,she said,“Just depr s ed and like l don't know,down l guess,
hstrated and all that stu五"
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h discussing the most difflcult aspect ofbeing ittured,She explained:
I think the up and down emotional thing is the probably the hardest and the .
biggestthing that l have never had to deal with before,tm...yea physically it
hurts and your able to do less things but fbr rne personally・the emotional thing is          ・
bigger and it's a lottougher then not being able to do this or that which it ties into           i`
emotional also.…
She exPlained that at night,when she was alone without any distractions,her thoights
would immediately go to herittury and What she was missing out on:
_.as far as emotionally ifl would stop and think aboutit um.…sit down at night
and think aboutthe things from before like the people l wantto play lbr,people
thatl wantto see me play um.…just how l have to wait until next January to
play again things like that.…but l guess itis mostly at night when l am settling
down,have nothing else to do butthink,I guess is when it is still tough.
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Participant 3
While acknowledging being moody, depressed, and angry much more often
then usual, he jelt the most dfficult aspects of being injured were coping with his
physical restrictions, not being able to do what he fianted,losing his independence
both in and outside of sport, mentally overcoming his injury, watching his team play,
and hearing teammates complain about proctice.
In describing what it was like to watch on the sidelines and unable to participate
with his teammates, he explained:
I mean it is upsetting me that I can't play. It's hard to just sit there and watch and
hear people complain about oh practice was tough today, and then i'm sitting on
the sidelines going man I wish I could play. So, itls, it's tough to sit on the
sidelines...
When asked to describe his mood and how he has felt since sustaining his injury,
participant 3 stated:
Um...it's kind of funny that you would say that because sometimes I feel myself
getting alrnost depressed. Sometimes I get real moody. Like I get upset sometimes
and ['m never usually like that so I don't know if it has something to do with my
knee but maybe it's that I'm so used to getting rid of my anger, my aggression
you know playing, and I don't have anywhere to release th'at now. I almost feel
like I get depressed or angry a lot more then I have before. I don't know if it's
cause of my knee but I have noticed that since I got injured.
In summarizing the most diflicult aspect of being injured, he made the following
statement:
...just not being able to do what I want to do. I can't work and money is tight. I
had trvo jobs before this and I can't work. I just can't do the things that I want to
do, and that's the hardest part. Like when my buddies go out and play football
and I can't do that. That's probably the hardest part, just the restrictions that I
have.
Not only was he physically restricted but "losing his iob" was a significant loss foi him:
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Um...the money situation is really frustrating to me too. I'm used to bringing in
money and to help with groceries and with rent and with the car payment and
utility bills and all that, and I doh't have any income and I feel bad asking my
parents, but that' the point I'm at. I have to ask my parents and that's kind of a
pain in the butt. I'm used to working at least three or four nights a week and I
don't do that so I have no income and that's kind of frustrating too, or maybe i
that's part of my frustration also.
Ahhough comfortable and conJident with his surgeon, he was very nervous
about having surgery, unsute of the pain to come, and hefound it mentally tough
knowing that his knee had very little pain, yet in 48 hours he would be onob,t" to walk.
Participant 3 explained his apprehension and fears about having an operation for
the first time, when he stated:
I'm real nervous. I've never been put under. I'm not real sure ifthey're going to
put me under or do the epidural, but...I'm real nervous but I don't know what
kind of pain I'm going to be in afterwards or how I'm going to'feel; so that makes
me kind of nervous. I'm not excited in the least bit, to tell you the truth.
He later explained his worries about things going wrong during the operation and how
that bould affect his recovery:
I've heard horror stories that things don't go right in the knee. Your knee doesn't
agree with whatever the doctor did. So that could put me back an extra month or '
something like'that or an exffa two months. So, it's hard to say, you really never
know what could happen.
Not only was he scared about going through an operaiion but he was having a difficult
time with therealization that his leg, which felt good, was going to be much worse after
his operation:
...it's also a toughthing knowing that here I am,I can walk fine. I can jog around
on it, it's not really sore for me or anything like that and knowing in two days I'm
going to havd surgery on it and then I'm going to be up in this brace and not going
to be able to walk around and irot going to be able to do anythingi It's going to be
like they aie making it worse for me and thatrs a tough thing even though it's kind
of weird to me that it is going to go from being good to being bad in a matter of
48 hours. I think that is going to be tough to overcome, just the fact that I might
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not be walking on it normal for another month and a half again, where as right 
u
now I can walk on it fine.
He felt a bit isolated from the team because he was not playing, but his coach
made going to practice important by supporting him and including him in many areas
of pracfice (Le., warming up the goalies, and giving advice, encoaragement, and
iriticism to teammates and coaches).
He described what it felt like to be around his teammates knowing that he was
unable to play:
You don't feel as much apart of the team when yorr're not out there. You learn a
lot about the kids when you are.playing with them. You learn how different
people play and everything. Like our freshman this year I'm not getting a chance
to feel them out. I can't really feel how they play or anything like that so I'm sure
it's going to be more of a learning experience when I have to actually go out there
and play with them. I mean I can talk to them and get to know them off the
field but it is different when you're on the field.
He later explained his relationship with his head coach, theii communication, and what
his coach expected from him:
He was real upfront with me. He said he wants me to help out on the sidelines, he
knows that kids kind oe at least some of the kids look up to me so he knows that I
can be an encouragement at times or just be an extra pair of eyes. So, maybe I can
see something that he doesn't see, or as far as defense goes maybe I can tell a
younger guy that he could do something that the coach doesn't really see or
something like that.
To cope with his injury he parfied (Le., drank) more than usual, yet also lifted
more weights (Le., uppbr body) in order to obtuin some type of physical release.
When asked if he did anything to take his mind off his injury, he stated:-
Um...Yea, it's probably not the best thing but I've gone out socially.a lot more.
I've gone to the bar a little more, probably drank a little more then I would if I
was in season. I try not to drink when I'm in season but now it's not as hard for
me to go to the bar and have a few drinks ...so yea I guess I have done that to
kind of cope with it.
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ln order to obtain some tlpe of physical release, he had been working out.in the gym with
his upper body as he said, "I've actually spent a lot more time lifting weights, working
out a lot more then I did when I was actually playing lacrosse, so that has helped a little
bit."
Similar Themes Phase 2
By way of the constant comparative method across each outlined phase, phase
trvo yielbed two similar themes.
Dealing with and mentally overcoming their injuries (Le.,fear of re-injury, not
being able to play to theirfull potentials, and trusfing rheir knees) was very dfficult.
When asked about his concerns related to making a fullrecovery'participant I
explained:
. . . it's going to be hard to overcome that mental perspective. 
.Having an injury and
not being able to use the leg for such a long time and jump right into it. I think
you just have to block it out but work on it.
In discussing her fear of re-injury participant 2 stated: r
I always have the fear of doing the same knee again, I guess like tearing it again.
It's like anything I guess, you here the bad stories more then the good stories. It's
like that with anything obviously, most people talk about the worst things then the
good things. So, I have heard a lot about re-injuries, even with the other knee or
with the same knee. So, I guess that's always been a fear...
Participant 2 also described her feelings of not knowing whether or'not she will be able to
return to her full potential:
I always feared not being able to play the same and I still don't know right now. I
think it will be fine now that I started practicing and stuff like that, but just the
fear ofnot being able to do it like you could before, because I have never had
to go through an injury like this...
Similarly, participant 3 described his concerns of re-injury in the following statement:
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...that I would hurt it again or that I'm not going to be a hundred percent or tr'll
hurt the other leg or I'll have another injury, something like that. That's kind of
scary cause I would never want to go through this again.
Participant 3 later added:
I
I think cutting is going to be difficult or the spin move again, the thing that I got
hurt with, just the actual physical strain it's going to put on my knee. It's going to
. be difficult for me to do that physiciilly and then mentally the fnst time that I'm
,going to run into a defender or someone tying to stop me and me having to juke
, or do a spin'move or semsthing like that where I'm going to be like, "wow if I
do this am I going to hurt myself again?"...
In discussing the psychological aspect of recovering from his injury, participant I stated:
...it's definitely been a strain mentally cause it's almost like another competitor, a
person who's fighting for your job and then something like this happens and that
person behind you is just...sneaking up on you it feels like, so I mean I guess
that's mental.
All athletes began to incorporate sport speciftc skills into their rehabiiitation
and although they had some apprehension, they all experienced an increase in
motivation.
When asked how it felt to be shooting around in the gym, participani l.stated:
It feels good and my shot is still there. I haven't been erratic with it at all so that
gives me confidence. I just would like to play the team aspect so I can tell my
mind that yea I can play, but my shot is not too bad right now.
Although participant I was happy to be shooting around he also expressed feeling
tentative in using his legs equally:
Legs get tired a little bit, sometimes my shot is short because I don't have enough
leg in my shot. sometimes it feels like I am jumping on my good leg a lot more
then my right leg, so I try to compensate, reverse compensate for that. I mean it
doesn't hurt,I'm just a little tentative that's all;
In discussing what it felt like to participate with her team at fifty percent, participant 2
explained:
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['m able to hit without any problem, without it hurting one bit. Fielding, some of
it I do some of it I don't. We'[l do steals or something and since I play short I
cover. I'll stand two steps from the bag and just take my little couple steps so I'ni
still working on rhy footing, getting to the bag but I'm not sprinting from my
position. I'm definitely getting more active and it's still like gaining confidence in
it to. Especially getting back out on the field with like cleats on and this brace I
am trying to get used to, so.
Although she had some frustration with participating at a reduced capacity, she enjoyed
being with her team again:
I feel much better just being able to practice, instead of having to wait until I
am full, fully active. The fact that they are letting me do what I can helps...it
feels great to be out there and with my glove and everyone else around like the
same team from last year.
When asked how it felt to incorporate lacrosse skills into his recovery, participant 3
stated:
...that's motivating. That means I'm getting somewhere. That means that I am
working back to getting into practice and that makes me happy. That kind of
gets me going a little bit, it's not just in the fraining room on the bike or in the
training room on the balance board, things like that, things that I don't feel are
getting me ready, ready to play. Where as actually taking some passes and
running around with the stick in my hand that makes me feel like I am getting
ready to go.
In explaining the confidence he felt in his knee while executing these drills, participant 3
stated:
I feel confident but my body almost doesn't feel confident. When I'm doing
my side to side thing, they want me to make sure I'm planting with my right foot
and stopping on that and then pushing off to switch directions, and I know I
have to do that but I had trouble telling my body to do that. My body wahts to
slow up on my left foot and then plant my right foot and kind of push off, it
doesn't want to stop with my right foot, and I don't know why that is but I have a
lot of trouble doing that. So, I'm confident in it but I feel like my body might just
not be ready'to do that kind of thing yet.
Dissimilar Themes Phase 2
The following is a discussion of the dissimilar themes that have emerged foi each
participant during the second phase.
Participant I u
He did not have much conJidence in the physical therapists working with him
because there was no perconal connebtion, as he was skeptical of their true intentions.
When asked about his feelings toward the physical therapists that were working
with him over the surnmer, participant I stated:
. 
...they don't really check up on me, so I don't know whether I'm doing things
' 
right or if I'm doing too much or if I'm not doing enough. They don't really see
how I am doing, there just like oh he's here ok good. I'll take his money. And it's
expensive, we got a bill and it's like every little thing that they do they charge ten/
fifteen dollars. Rubbing my knee is fifteen dollars and hot/cold packs fiftden
dollars, so it's kind of ridiculous what they do and you don't know whether they
are doing it to help you or doing it to get money.
In discussing who exactly worked with him while rehabing at the physical therapy center,
he made the following statement:
It's not the owner or the head physical therapist. I think it's like a, alniost like
an assistant. I don't think he has a physical therapy degree, but he's qualified
to do it. He knows the exercises and whatever, like she [head physical therapist]
tells him what to do and he does it, so it's not like he exactly knows what's
wrong with my knee. It's pretty much he knows what exercises to do for an ACL
tear.
He explained further why he had such skeptical feelings toward the physical therapist:
My insurance only pays for her [head physical therapist], on the bill she writes
that she works with me but in reality it's just this guy, so. Part of the business, she
doesn't liave any clue on how my knee is doing. She'll see me, she'll
occasionally ask me how the knee is doing or whatever but she doesn't know.
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Although the toughest potts of his rehabilitation entoiled being out of shape
with his cardiovascular stamina and having a weak leg, his motiuation to continue
rehabilitaiion dnd make it a priority camefrom having little to do.
When asked what the toughest part of rehabilitation was, he commented:
..,being out of shape, you can feel tile atrophy of the leg, that it's not as strong as
the other one. Sometimes my left leg is compensating for my weak right leg and I
have to focus on my right leg that's hurt, just to keep it even and work a little
harder. When I am doing agility stuffyou can tell that my wind isn't ther6, ['m a
. 
fittt" out of shape, so a.. .those are probably the toughest parts right now.
In discussing his motivation towards rehabilitation, participant I explained:
Um, you see that's the thing I don't have a lot to do, so that's preffy much my
priority. There isn't a lot to do. A lot of my friends aren't here this summer,
they're working some place else. So,I don't mind doing it cause I don't have
anything else to do. So, it is something to do I guess...as motivation. Something
that I can do right now.
He felt nervous, anxious, and a sense of urgency to start playing basketball
because he was concerned about how "rusl1t" andfar behind he would be compared to
his teammates. .
Participant I began to question how prepared he would be for the upcoming
season, as shown in the following statement: 
i
I feel good. A little hesitant. I don't feel totally confident about coming back and
playing right a way just because I don't know what to expect. I don't know how
bad my game will'be, how rusty I will be. But I am confident that I will come .
back, I'm just not confident about how good I will be. If that wilt be a set back, so
that is kind of...what worries me the most right now. If I am doing all this work
but is it for nothing. I'll just go to practices and not be able to play because
everyone else has been playing basketball all summer and I have just been
working on my leg and not been working on my game, so I just hope I am not too
far behind. That's my biggest worry.
He later added:
Like I know my knee will be f,rne eventually. It just takes tinie but um, now that it
is the middle of July aird time is kind of running out for me to work on my game I
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and to get ready for the seasoo, so... part of not working and sitting around is
knowing that everyone else is improving and I'm not. I have always been one to
work on my game and fiy to get a little bit better. I just haven't been able tb do
that so it just kind of bugs me...makes me a little antsy a little nervous a little bit,
but...I have always had that in the back of my mind.
Atthough he felt his supporl system primarily consisted of himself he did admit
that his parents encouraged him, yet he sfill did not hearfrom team.motes, and was
frustrated and angry that his coaches did not call to check on how he was pnigressing.
In discussing who had supported him, participant I said, "Lfm.. .pretty'much I
would say myself, my dad and my parents have been pirshing me to go to rehab and
encouraging me a...stick with it cause I only have one year left...they have been
encouraging me that way."
When asked if his teammates had been in touch with him while he was at home
rehabilitating during the summer, participant I explained:
...on the computer, instant message, sometimes they will drop a line and they will
ask how it is doing, so. I mean they don't go out of their way but...I think they ask
out of curiosity instead of caring really.
Along with feeling isolated from teammatbs, participant I had a similar experience with
his coaches' lack ofcontact:
I don't think they are doing their job as a coach to contact me and as a human
being just flat out. . . if I had a friend that hbd a bum knee I would be calling them
or if I had, say I was a teacher and I had a student who was in my gym class, I
would call them up and see how they are doing. I mean it's just courtesy, caring.
When asked if he felt his coaches' cared about him, participant I said:
Not really, it seems like I am just another one who has had an injury, but I don't
know whether...maybe you get prone to that type of thing when you are a coach,
I don't know. Like prone to injuries, it happens all the time so it's not as climatic.
In discussing the type of support he wanted and expected from his coaches', participant I
'!
stated:
_=l_-
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.. .they could ofjust given me a call, see how I am doing and ask and see if I
needed any help with anything. Not that they would have been able to do anything
but if I knew I could get a hold of my coaches and help me out, I would have a lot
more respect for them...from me they would get a lot more respect..If they'called
too many times I would be like, yea I'm fine don't worry about it. But, an
occasional phone call and... they don't know if I am coming back, if I'll be ready
to play or not and I would think they would be worried about that, "are you going
to be able to play?" And if not we better find someone else but it's like they don't
even care.
The toughest parts about being injured entailed being in fhil in-betwben stage
where he was reody to play but he could not, not knowing wlien he would'be able to do
what he wanted, and emotionally dealing withfeeling useless.
Although less restricted physically he was still not one-hundred percent, which
created new difficulties for him:
...being almost there, the urgency to play is real big and I am almost there. I only
have hopefully a couple more weeks and t will be-able to play, so it's just like
waiting for Christmas, you just get antsy but you still have to take your time I
guess. But I'm in that in-between stage where you are ready to play but you can't
just yet. Someone had told you that you can soon but not yet. So, I guess that is
the toughestpart, again it's mental...it's not anything physical that is difficult.
When asked about the overall emotional, physical, and mental experience with his injury
to date, he explained:
There have definitely been times where I have thought about all three. I have had
problems physically because I haven't been able to do what I wanted to do.
Mentally not knowing when I'll be able to do what I want to do and emotibnally
a...feeling uselesS at times. I guess we have covered a lot of the aspects. I mean
there isn't one thing that really sticks out it's just a. .. wanting to play because
physically you have to be in great shape, mentally you got to stay focused and
emotionally you can't really hold any grudges against anybody. You can't have
bad emotiond, yo: have to be positive about it.
His mind-set was starting to move towards not playing basketball (possibly a
start in coaching) as he started to question whether or not he should just quit
In describing how his mind-set had changed since sustaining his injury, he stated:
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...I have been doing a lot of coaching this summer and, now I see myself more as
a coach then a player sometimes. My mind-set is moving more towards not
playing anynore but still finding a niche to be involved in basketball, so in a'way
that has an influence on my rehab, asking myself is worth it? Is it time for me just
to quit? Then again, on the other side of that you only have one more year, I
shouldn't quit. I'm in the middle of changing my thoughts from a basketball
standpoint.
When asked if he had not been injured, would his mid-set still of changed, he replied:
I don't think as soon, just because I'd still be working on playing basketball.
Where as I have had all the time to think about what I want to be when I grow up
and how quick that's going to come too. So, you got thoughts, maybe I should jusf r
focus on that instead of basketball...
He later discussed what his reaction would be if he was unable to play this upcoming
season:
I mean if it doesn't work out, if I miss the date and I'm way behind schedule
a...I think I can accept hanging it up or whatever. But, that is definitely not what I
want to do but I won't be devastated if I can't continue, but at least I gave it a
shot.
Participant 2
Although her motivation was high for the ftrst six weeks of rehabilitation, once
she began to level olf Ge., stopped making regular gains) she found it to be repetitive, ' I
frustrating, and dfficult to stay motivated.
In discussing her schedule for rehabilitation, starting at eight in the morning, and
how that impacted her motivation, she stated:
...the eight o'clock definitely I think, believe it or not, motivated me, rather then
going like at one and sleeping until ten or eleven a...and then having to go !
there and then your day, your afternoon is pretty much shot by the time you get
back. Because I would go for two hours and I would get out about ten. :
She added:
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...yes I was tired sometimes but it just kind of woke me up getting there and
getting going. I didn't have much of a choice, but that rarely happened. I pretty
much got up and went and that started my day.
Although determined at first, her motivation declined after six weeks in rehabilitation
when her schedule changed from three visits per week to two:
. . . believe it oi not going less was kind of less of a motivator. As I started getting
better and better I wanted to just kind ofbe out of there, just the feeling like I had
been there all summer and... it got really repetitive after the first six. The first six
is obviously a lot of progression, and then you start to sele things leveling off...
like doing the jog everyday and the stairmaster. It got very repetitive. Whereas
the first six weeks it was adding something new all the time.
After surgery, her primary support camefroni her parents and physical
therapists, but once back at school, her support shifted to her teammates and coach.
Participant 2 described her support system after her surgery when she stated:
' They weren't there over the summer (i.e., teammates and coach) so it took over to
my parents and therapists...pretty much worked with the same therapist the
whole time, but there was always other people in there and there's four or five
. therapists at a time. They were all with fatients and it was just a happy positive
environment. I don't think I could have gone through rehab like secluded and in a
dark area with one person. I just think the whole environment and having other
people there going through the same thing was a big support.
Now that she was back at school and practicing again, her support had shifted to her team
when she said, "It's back over to the team and I'm practicing with the team and stuff like
that, so...that's made it a lot better." When asked how it made her feel that her coach
contacted her over the summer to see how she was progressing, she stated:
Good, that she had enough time to keep in contact. She doesn't really talk to
anybody over the summer too much. If you need to call you can call her but she
. doesn't keep in touch with the team or anything over the sunrmer. So, that was
good when she would call and ask or email and ask.
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Shefelt her injury and rehabiliration experiences were extremely long but was
hoppy with her progression, realized her situation could be h)orse, and felt she would
never take softball and being healthy lor granted again.
In discussing her injury and rehabilitation experience over the past five months,
she summarized it in the following statement:
Long, too long. Never had to go through being hurt, never sat a lame my high
school career, never had any sort of injury. Always had the ability to play every
game, I always played every game all game. Um, definitely long. I've learned a
lot a... about not taking playing softball for granted or being able to be healthy,
things I don't take for granted an)rmore. i never used to worry about getting hurt
in anything notjust softball, walking down ttie street or going skiing or anything I
was just fearless and something like this,happens and it kind of hits you and slows
you down a lot. Seeing people in rehab worse off. There was a guy in there who
got in a snowmobile accident and he had like every broken thing in his body you
could think of and he busted up both of his knees actually and he was doing ACL
rehab for both of his knees. So just not taking things for granted, yes it was tough
for me. I'm not saylng it was easy but you just get educated about much more
then just every day non-worrisome life that I had before.
When specifically asked about her progression and how she felt about her recovery, she
replied:
Very happy with it. I have known people to have more trouble then I coming
back, then again I have known people to come back quicker. But, I think I can
only be happy with what my body allows me. I can't push it, but then again ['m
glail it's not been a very long slow process even when, I mean it has been but it, I
think it could be a lot worse.
Not only did wotching her leammates play in games continue to be extremely
dfficult for her (as she felt like she had been injured forever) but she also
acknowledged that being this close to playing (but still not bapable of it) as her most
frustrating time.
Although she was participating with her team, she still found it very difficult to
watch them play games when she said, "The hardest part has been just, we had a
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tournament this past weekend and still watching is terrible, it's like man, it feels like it
has been forever and I'm back for another season and I'm still watching." Participant}
added further:
In the spring it was hard to sit there and watch knowing that I was done for the
whole season. Now, it's hard to sit there and watch knowing I was just practicing
with these guys yesterday, like seventy-five percent. But, the little things I can't
do,lieep me from playing in the game, like sprinting and angels. So that is
frustrating because I know I can do most of it but 6bviously the little important
things I can't.
In discussing her feelings of playing in prabtice with her tedm but still being restricted
from games, she said, "...whln you're the closest I think that could be the most
frustrating. Being this close td something but you can't do it yet, and going out and
watching them play a game or something."
Participant 3 '
His short term goals were to increase his teg strength and improve his
cardidiascularfttness in order to be 100% by thefall (his long term goal).
In describing what his goals were and what he needed to accomplish in order to
continue moving forward with his recovery, participant 3 stated:
I think the biggest thing right now is me getting my strength back. That's one of
the biggest things I see. I can physically see my leg is a lot smaller then my left
and my muscle tone in this leg is much weaker then this leg. So, I know muscle
doesn't grow real quickly. I know that's going to be tough for me to get back to
full strength...
Participant 3 also discussed how out of shape he was with his cardiovascular fitness:
I'm really out of shape so I get real tired just running those fifteen yard patterns "
they just make me really tired I get out of breath and winded just from that...yea,
that's really killing me. I've got to step it up on the stairmaster. I'm struggling...
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When asked what his goal date was to be one-hundred percent, participant 3 replied, "I
want to be a hundred percent by the fall. I don't think there is any reason why I shouldn't
be able to be there".
ll/hile very happy with the medical core he had received, his support system
con sisted of parents, friends, leamm ates, and sludent athl etic trainers.
In describing what his support had been like, participant 3 explained:
He [student athletic trainer] has been big, real big. He's helped me. I have classes
with him and he's always you know you got to get in the weight room, you got to
do this, he's been a big help. My parents are real encouraging. My teammates are
very encouraging. My roommates are supportive but they're my roommates and
they're always there so it's a...I don't know if they are supportive because I got
hurt or just supportive because they're my buddies. But they've obviously been
helptul.
Overall, he was pleased with the progress he had made and the limited
restrictions resultingfrom his injury, as hefelt optimistic, upbeat, and much less
focused on coping with his injary.
In discussing his physical progress, he stated:
I don't think I could ask for anyhing more. Most people aren't running until 'at
least three months and I'm already running. I have barely any restrictions at all
and feel real strong. I know I'm not a hundred percent but I didn't think I'd be this
far along to tell you the truth. I thought maybe I'd be getting into practice maybe
at the end of three months and I feel I'm ready to start getting into some line drills
some little passes here and there during practice, not actual contact but...I feel
like I could get into practiee and do some line drills and do some things like that
and I never.thought after two months I'd be'there.
His confidence in a complete return to his sport was affected by his rapid physical
.recovery, as shown in the following statement:
well, since I have come so far so quickly and done so well compared to other
rehabs, I guess you could say, I think that goes to show I'm going to get over it
and soon it's going to be better. So, I'm highly confident that I'll be back, I'll be
good to go. If I need to ware a brace I'll ware a brace and make sure that it's
alright. So, I'm very confident that.I'm going to overcome it.
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When asked what he was doing to cope with his Lゴury,participant 3 replied:
I don't know iftherc is really anything l do to cope with my“jury,like before
it wasjust always there.It was alwaysだstricting me,and there was always things
that l couldn't do because ofit.Now,like l said l don't notice it as inuch so I
don't really need to cope with it.
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In desc五bing how his level ofrnotivation to complete his rehabilitation had
changed,he explained:
I don't think it is as strong.Now l feel,ore COmfottable with my knee.I'm
able to rtm and I'In able.…I'm less challenged physically.I can do a lotrnore
stur s。,I don't feel rehab is as important,it probably isjust as important butifI
have to p五Htize things rehab miЁht be卸′O orthree where as before it was one or
two.Ifl have a paper due,before I'd say oh l can't do this paper,I need to go
rehabo Now it's lnore like l got to getthis paper banged out and l will rehab ifI
have time.Ijust feltrehab was way more mportant before then l do now.
h discussingiwhat it felt like to continually report to the training rooln and complete his
rchabilittttion day―in and day―out,he stated:
….by the end ofitl was ready to get out ofthere.It'sjust.…things got real easy
for me ano then they got boring a,d l waSjust like,“Oh man'',it was almostlike I
dreaded going,I got to go to the traininずr00m again,I gotto dO the balance
board...just yea very repetitive.
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When asked to describe his entire ittury and rehabilitation expe五ence to date,he
explained:
I would never wish it upon anyone. It's kind of a burden. It's just avery
frustrating experience. It just straight up sucks. It's very frustrating in a lot of
aspects. It's not just a sport injury, it's an everything injury. It just affects your
?
?
?
entire life. It affects the way you sleep. It affects the way you get around. It
affects your relationship with people. It affects your work. It affects your school.
It affects a lot of things and I don't think I really realized or imagined that it
was going to have this big of an impact on my life. I think it's really important to
let people know that it;s not that you're just out of your sport for a year, that's
only at the base level, there's a lot of other things it's going to affett and-there's a
lot of other aspects of your life that it's going to affect and touch upon. p4
Participant 3 later said, "[ mean I don't want sympathy, I don't want people to be like oh
I'm so sorry but I do want people to realize that it's a difficult thing to go through."
His coach continued to keep him involved with the team in a coaching role
(e.g., asking for his opinion, discussing team dynamics, and helping with practice)
which allowed him to feel as much a part of the team as before his injilry.
In explaining the type of contact he had with his teammates and coaches', he
stated:
Well, I go to practice pretty much everyday and I've traveled with the team now
that we're having games. So,I see them all the time. They don't exclude me with
anything even partying after the games, I'm right there with them. So, I feel just
as big of apart of the team as I did before. Coach, he's really'involved me as far as
the teamloes too. He's called me on the phone and asked me, "what's going on,
what don't I see, why is our team flat sometimes, why are we eicited sometimes,
why are we playing well sometimes, and why are we nbt playing well." But,
because I'm a peer and I'm their age I can see things that he can't... so he's
really involved me in a coaching aspect.
When asked how it made him feel to have a coach that included him with the team even
though he was injured, he replied:
well, I feel it means he respects me in some way. He could just leave me out
and not let me get involved, but he gets me involved and asks how I feel about
certain things so I think that shows a great deal of respect that he has for me,
which makes me very happy.
Similar Themes Phase 3
Athletes concentrated on improving their leg strength, cardiovascular Jitness,
and explosive q uickness.
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In discussing what he was doing to increase his fitness level, participant I stated:
I have been lifting three times a week. I'm lifting my legs and two days for upper
body but legs three days a week. As far as agility goes, occasionally I'll go out
and use the jump rope or do side to side jumps. But since we started to play I have
been wanting to do that more than work on agility stuff. I figure that I can kind of
work on that while I am playing.
ln explaining her workout routine, participant 2 explained:
We lift Monday 
- 
Wednesdali 
- 
Friday a team lift. About an hour lift. As far as
leg stuffgoes its squats, leg press, leg curls calfraises and lunges...just the basics,
I mean everyday exercises that anyone does. Agility's I do on Friday at three and
then just biking and running on the treadmill.
When asked what she was concentrating on the most, she replied:
I think just the muscle strength in my leg, definitely. Cause I started weight lifting
and it helps me a lot with range or motion. I'm really concentrating on that. I can
tell just looking at it that there's a little bit of difference. So I'm working atthat
the hardest and getting quick feet back, definitely.
Similarly, participant 3 stated:
I lift everyday not necessarily my knee or my leg but I am in the weight rtiom
everyday. Probably,I'd say about two times a week I'm lifting legs, trying to get
my knee back or my leg back to where it was. I have been playing a lot of
basketball lately which I guess is a good thing.
In discussing what he needed to work on the most, participant 3 explained:
I think strength...the strength in the legs was so bad that I think I need to get that
back a lot. I can physically tell, just see the difference between my one.leg and the
other. Arid I notice that I'm not as quick as I was before...but I think once I get
my knee my leg strong enough that'll come back to me and then the agility things
['m sure will come back in time to, but probably the strength thing is the most
significant tliing right now.
Playing with their teammates created excitement and increased their confidence
in using their knees.
In discussing what it felt like to finally begin playing basketball games with his
teammates, participant I stated:
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Felt good,the flrsttime was awesome,I hadn't played since February and itjl山t
kind ofreminded lne ofwhy I Play.I knew the flrst tilne that I Played that I
wanted to play,because it was m andjust gOod to be out doing whatllike to do
again,I Played well the flrst tiine,■ot as well as I'd like.I was s10w butrnade a
few shots here and there so the confldence was prety good.I think l have gotten
a little better as ea9h week goes on.
Participant 2 described her feelings ofbeing apart ofthe team again when she explained:
It fe,ls great.I feellike l know what's going on within the team and whatis
COlllung up for uso l aln lnore included now with goals and stufflike that.So,it
feels greatto be able to put my inputin when lastspring l could say what I
wanted to but,I Inean it didn'trnean too much because l wasn't there all the time
l didn't know what was going oi.So,it feels greattojust be part ofthe team
again.Especially this teanl,we have a lot of expectations l予om our coach s and
within ourselves and obviously the schools we always play.We have a big target
on ollr back and l guess I'm happyわhave mattarget on my back too again.
Participant 3 explained his experience with practicing with his teanl at the end ofthe
season,Ⅲen he stated:
...like right when I got into practice that's the same time they were geffing into
the playoffs and justthe atmosphere was so exciting and everyone was ready to
go. That's a tough time because it's finals time but that was probably the funnest
part of my rehab, just getting back in at that time because it was just such an
exciting time for the team and I was like wow, I'm playing with this team that is
going to the final four. So, I think that helped me out as far as gaining confidenc"e
and that kind of thing, because after that I was like well, my knee is alright I can
go and play basketball and can do this. So, I think that helped me out a lot.
ln discussing how his teammates reacted to him playing again, participant I explained:
Good. Um, playing wise I mean they expected me to be rusty and each time that
I've played they've complimented me in saying "you know, that's not to bad for
not playing in such awhile" or "you're getting better, or you played better then
you did last time." They're constantly giving me positive feedback, nothing has
been real negative. Um...it's been all positive, I can't think of any negatives.
Participant 2 described her.teammates reaction to her returning when she stated:
They've been good, I lost contact with them over the summer for the most part
but everyone is busy. lJm, came back in the fall and everyone is preffy impressed
that I was practicing and a couple people came up to me and it was just great to
them to see me in the infield.
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Although Participant 3 was nervous about how his teammates would react to his
practicing with'the team, they embraced him with support and positive feelings:
.. .my teammates, I think I was real afraid of that, my teammates not kind of
accepting me once I came back but'they were all excited once I finally came back
you know... "look who got a new helmet" and all that, just picking on me and
very glad to see me back.
Although lheir overall iniury experience had been dfficult, the athletes teLrned
more about themselves and the importance of their sporf
In discussing what he learned throughout the past seven months in dealing with
his injury and rehabilitation, participant I stated: i
Knowing first hand what it feels like now for someone to have an injury, this was
my first one preffy much. I guess it's been a test for me as an individual just
sticking with it, sticking with the goal that I had from the beginning to play
College ball and to continue until I was through.I mean...just a self test to see
, what I have on the inside of me. See if I have the heart. r
Participant I later added:
...yba it's definitely a long process that I don't wish for anybody to have to go
through. I guess the overall experience you're always just questioning yourself,
"how am I doing, when am I going to get better, can I do this, when am I going to
get back" I mean everything is a question, there are no certainties.
In describing what sh.e learned from going through her injury, participant 2 stated:
In essence it is making me work harder as far as like my body goes. I've always
worked hard at softball but never necessarily in the greatest of shape, stuff like
that, and I think now that I concentrate on it a lot more it will make me possibly
even better.
Participant 2 also discussed how this injury experience will make her work harder in
practice and games when she made the following statement:
Um.. .well i could probably say this now, I don't know if I would say the same
thing come March or whatever but if you're asking me now, um...I probably will
practice and play like harder then I've ever played before.
When asked what he learned from this injury participant 3 explained:
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I've learned that it is not an easy thing to overcome. If anything it's a lot of hard
work. I've injured myself before, I know we've talked about it, just little things
here and there. A little broken bone or fracture, nothing to this scale and I've
never really had to overcome anything, it's just I'm in a cast for a couple weeks
' and I'm out of it and I'm good to go. This, you have to actually work at it. If I
didn't work hard at the beginning of my rehab then I wouldn't be where I am
now...
After standing on the sidelines the entire season and helping his coach with the team, his
perspective of playing the game changed, as seen in the following statement:
One thing my coach and I have talked about is, we had this spare time during the
middle of the season where we lost like three games in a row. and all the kids
weren't that excited to play and everything. My coach was like, I don't know how
to motivate these kids and I just mentioned to him that you don't realize how
much something means to you until it's taken away and that could be for any
aspect of your life but I never realized how much fun I was having playing and
how much playing lacrosse meant to me until I couldn't play and there is no way
that I am ever going to step out on the field again not being ready to play a game
or not being excited for a game cause you know...that game could be my last
game. I could re-tear my ACL and miss another season. So, you're not going to
catch me being unmotivated to go out there and play a game even if I'm going to
play two minutes.
Dissimilar Themes Phase 3
The following is a discussion of the dissimilar themes that have emerged for each
participant during the third phase.
Participant I
He was upset with the lock of personal attention he receivedfrom his physical
therapist, was frustrated by the lack of communication and urgency by his surgeon,
and contiiued to be very angry with his coaches' disregardfor his injury,
rehabilitation progress, and his role for the upcoming season.
In describing the environment at the physical therapy center over the summer and
the lack of attention he received, participant I stated:
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1 was preりmuCh On my own,lifting wise aDid the agility they helped me out
with.Butthey werejust prety much pressing the stopwatch saying,“。k that's
time,''and they'd show mc how to doit.It wasn't like a military situation where
they were like``come on,do lnore"you know,which l would have liked itto be
that way where they were pushing Fne.It was kind ofa selfrnotivation.The drills
were self―rnotivated in a way.
Participant l later stated,“I could have received a lot inore personal attention■t the
training facility at my home town then l did.Ijust have a bad taste in my mouth about
them."
Not only was this athlete discouraged with the physical therapists,but continued
to be iustrated by the lack ofcommunication he received ibom his coach's since
retuming to school six weeks ago:
...they really haven't called me or anything, but I think that's just the way they
are because they don't give anybody else phone calls. So you pretty much have to
stop in and see what's going on and they relay their messages through the
captains. Every time I see thbm they say "how is the knee?" but...I mean it's
just...the season is coming and you'd think that they would want to get their team
together and have something in their mind, where they say, "ok this guy's going
to be at this position," even before they have tryouts they pretty much know who
is going to be on the team. It just doesn't sound like...one that they're worried
about me not coming back like they think I'm fine, or it could be they're not
going to worry about me because they don't think I am going to play, so I don't
know how to read it.
Participant I later added:
...obviously if I can't perform to what they expect from their players I shouldn't
play but I don't know. There's a definite lack of communication on where I stand
as an injured athlete trying to come back. So, you think about it, you want them to
tell you up front, if they don't see me in the picture just let me know and I can
make my own decision but I if they're going to yank rhy chain around, I'll get
pissed.
When asked if he expected his coach's to make some type of communication with him
when he returned to school, he said, "Yes and no. I didn't expect it because he hasn't
been doing it but again I was like "oh maybe...I would think they'd call me:" You still
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expect it cause that's the way you want to be treated." In discussing his feelings toward
the surgeon about irllowing him to progress during the summer he said, "I was limited by
the doctor in Ithaca because he didn't really ,"Lur" me to do agility stuffuntil mid Juty,
so I was frustrated then and I'm frustrated now.'r
Although his father and peers had encouraged him, his support system
primarrly consisted of himself, as he generallyfelt unsupported by others duriig his
injury *perience.
In discussing his support system and for this athlete lack of support was an
underlying issue, he stated:
I guess the biggest thing is just my personal beliefs as my support system. As far
as people, my dad has encouraged me, peers and friends and other players
a...nothing but positive encouragement. As far a like a goal I mean it's just my
foundation my motivation that I think has made me go through the whole process.
Thinking back about his entire injury experience and the type of support he received in
the beginning as compared to the end, he explained:
...the support was real good when I first had my sugery because surgery is
surgery, no one wants to do that. But once you get into rehab everyone's like yea
I've done that, so your support and tfre pats on the back get fewer and far
between.
He was frustrated because he war not l00ok, realizing that he should have done
more rehabilitation over the summe1 and because he thought he would be working
solely on his basketball skills instead of stillfocusing on rehabilitating his leg.
In discussing where his knee was at this point in his recovery he stated:
I have had t'wo strength tests here at the College, an4the first one that I took, my
bad leg or my sugery leg was forty-five percent weaker then my good leg. And
they said that I probably shouldn't play on it yet, and then I got re-tested two
weeks later which was last Tuesday....and it had only gone down to about forty
percent.
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In the realization that his leg strength was significantly behind schedule, he described his
motivation over the summer to accomplish his rehabilitation:
I thought my motivation was good. I went twice a week with them [physical
therapists at home] and worked on strength and agility stuff. But when I got here I
realized, that my leg wasn't as strong as it should be and that I was kind of behind.
It's going on six months now and I'm not a hundred percent yet. So, I thriught I
was good at the time but now that I look back on it, I wish I had done a little bit
more. Maybe a liule bit more cardio and I wish they had pushed me a liule bit
more, or allowed me to push myself.
When asked where he thought Le would be at this stage compared to where he actually
was, he stated:
I thought I'd be a hundred percent definitely, working on my game and that way I
would be almost ready to perform at one hundred percent when the season starts.
As opposed to still working on my leg and trying to do both at the same time.
The toughest challenge at this phase was being'ialmost" done (bur not quite),
finding the motivation to continue with rehabilitation,feeling doubtful aboutfuture
playing possibilities, and feeling jealous of healthy teammates.
In describing the toughest aspect of his injury, participant I explained:
...now the toughest thing is that I am almost there but not quite. As far as strength
goes maybe motivation as far as lifting three times a week. Sometimes I don't feel
like lifting three times a week or after I play. I don't feel like lifting but I know I
should do it. I think thatls the toughest part now, just mentally doing it.
Participant I also explained his fear of not being ready in time for the season because of
how far behind he was:
I guess just not being ready in time, that's the biggest fear. Not being a hundred
percent by the season which I pre-tty much know now that I won't be. So not
being ready and then knowing what that will lead to. I'm always going to have to
catch up I guess is the biggest fear. I'm always going to be behind.
When asked to describe how he felt at this point in his rehabilitation, he said:
I'm still anxious to be a hundred percent. I have a little bit of doubt just because
of the lack of communication and not being ready yet. So, I'm anxious to get
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better yet I'm doubtful about the situation because I'm behind. It's hard to express
feelings because there are so many little things that happened. I guess there is a
littte bit ofjealousy, just becausb "why did this happen to me?" I've worked so.
hard to a get where I am and then this happens with one year to go..."why doesn't
this happen to everybody?" I wish I could play like they do or I wish I could of
worked on things this summer so that I could be as good as they are. I guess that's
jealousy.
Participant 2
While ertremely eager to rcturn to softball, she struggled with being pafient and
working through the anticipation and extreme emotions surrounding her,first gam'e.
When asked to describe the most difficult aspect of her injury situation at this
stage, she explained:
...the hardest thing for me right'now is feeling the way I feel, which is good, and
just waiting. I just wish I could practice, I wish we could practice as a team
because I can only do so much on my own. [t's been awhile for me, it's been
since last March.
In describing her most dominant emotion at this stage, she stated:
A...for me personally probably just eagerness. It's not about being able to do
certain drills. I just want to play. I practiced all last January, February and we
were just starting games'and that's all I looked forward to in those two months,
and I'm still looking forward, I haven't got the chance yet. I'm kind of over
feeling bad that I ivasn't there last year and stuff, that's moved on, obviously I
can't carrl, that. I'm just eager to get started. I'm doing stuff now but I want to do
more.
When asked to discuss what she thinks it will feel like to step back out on the field and
play again, participant 2 replied:
I don't know if t can even put it into words. I've day dreamed about it but I could
not put it into words. Probably the most excited I will ever be in my life, as of
right now at least. So, every good word you could think of. ['m sorry I just can't
really put it into words. I'll be shaking...it almost brings tears thinking aboht it,
just hrige basically. It means a lot.
Knowing lirst hand the experiences associated with a serious injury, her biggest
fear was getting hurt again.
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In discussing her concerns about returning to play, partiiipant 2 explained her fear
r!
of re-injury:
Getting hurt again definitely, now that I know what it's like. Before I was like it
couldn't happen or I'd come back, it wouldn't be a problem. Just seeing how long
the process is, I've said that if I, knock on wood, tear my knee again, that I
wouldn't come back because it would be so hard. But...I don't know whether that
is true. I'm not going to dwell on it but if someone asks me, yea that is a big
cbncern to me.
She later reiterated this feeling when she said, "That's my biggest fear pretty much, just
getting hurt again."
She jeh her *periences with the sports medicine team (Le., physical therapists,
athletic trainers, doctors, and surgeon) were wonderful because they all took great core
of her and explained every little detail regarding her injury, surgery, and
rehabilitation.
In discussing the experiences she had with the professionals working with her
throughout her injury and rehabilitation, participant 2 stated:
The best experience was at home with the physical therapists all summer. I'd
never gone to physical therapy before and didn't know what to expect. I'd rieVer
been to physical therapy before and it was just a happier environment then I
thought it was going to be, because of the people I worked with. Plus, the people
around me gciing through the same thing. The reassurance that I wasn't the only
one and they were really great about it, we didn't always have to talk about the
knee, we talked about everything when I was there.
She later talked about the athletic trainer's, surgeon, and school physician in the
following statement:
The student trainer was in Florida when I got hurt and she helped me a lot during
the last few days down there. Pretty much anything I needed she took care of.
Trainers back here (i.e., school) have also been good. They put me on a program,
answered any questions. Along with the doctors...Surgeon was great informed
me of everything that was going to happen before, after, and during surgery.
Basically kept in touch and answered all my questions before I had a chance to
ask.
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Participant 3
Ifis focus shifted from getting his knee better to preparing for the season, as he
was very happy that his injury situation was over and he could again concentrate solely
. on lacrosse
In describing how his motivation, focus, and perception had shifted frorn
rehabilitating his knee to getting ready for the season, he stated:
I don't feel as motivated as I was before. It's almost as if those things are tough to
get motivated for. I don't have a problem getting myself to the gym and working
out and I want to go and play basketball but it's not as though I'm motivating
myself to go because I need to get my knee better. It's just motivating myself to
go because I want to go and play basketball and have a good time and all that. So
it's kind of moved past that "I need to get my knee better." It's something I have
to do but it's almost, like I don't, before I was like I got to go, I got to get to the
gym, I got to get my knee better and now I've kind of gotten past that. I'm
motivated to get to the gym and go and play basketball but it's more of a thing
where I just want to go do that instead of I have to do that.
Participant 3 later added:
I mean it's like the same thing last summer when I was getting myself in the gym
and doing all that when I wasn't injured. It's just something that I have to do for
this season. I know I've got to get my knee stronger and all that but that's...I
don't know how to explain this but it's more like I've just moved past that...that
point where like urgency where I need to get my knee better. I know my knee is
going to be alright now and I'm getting the brace and I'm going to be able to do
what I need to. The doctor says everything is fine and the chances of me doing it
again are going to be slim and none especially once I have the brace on. So, I'm
almost past the point of where I need to get my knee better, I know it's better, I
know that if I just keep working on the things I'm working on now that I'm going
to be fine for the next year.
In describing how it felt to basically be done with his rehabilitation and able to focus on
lacrosse l00oh, he stated:
I'm just so happy that it's over with, when this first happened some people were
saying, it's going to take you three months to get back and'then the doctor's like
well it's going to take you six months to get back, and I'm thinking to myself if
it's going to take me six months before I'm ready to go, that'.s going to be right at
the beginning of August. That is going to be tryouts almost and I'm not going to
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have been able to play lacrosse. I'm going to be real rusty. So, I'm excited at the
fact that here it is the middle of June and I still got two months to get myself
ready for the season, that makes me real happy because I have this window where
I don't have to worry about my knee. I can just get myself ready for the season.
He felt his support systern had been great and that e*veryone (Le-, his surgeon,
physician, athletic trainers, parentsrfriends, teammates, and coach) were always
willing to help him.
Participant 3 perceived his support system to be very positive when he made the
following statement:
I think I had a real good support system. The trainers helped out a lot. Dr. (name)
was always around to answer questions. Dr. (name) was only a phone call away.
My parents were a big help...my support system was really good. I was pretty
happy with the way it turned out.
He specifically talked about the support he received from his head coach, when he stated:
I just got a letter.from him the other day just saying how he was thankful for my
support of the team this year and that he is looking forward to me getting better
and being apart of the team next year, so that's real motivating. That's something
that's going to go up on the wall and when I don't feel like going to the gym. I got
to take a look at that and get myself better,- so that's real helpful, especially over
the summer.
He was concerned that he had lost a step, would not play to his potential, and
that he would again have to prove himself to his coach,
Although participaiit 3 recovered extremely well he had certain concerns about
returning to play, as he stated:
Just the fact that...if I lost a step at all, you know what I mean? I know it's a
figure of speech but I haven't played lacrosse in close to six 
- 
seven months, I
don't know where I'm going to. be as far as where I was when I got hurt.-I don't
know if I'lost some stick skills or any of that, so I definitely think I need to get
playing lacrosse over the summer so I can judge myself.
Participant 3 had also put pressure on himself in regards to proving himself to his coach
again when he said, "I mean coach hasn't seen me, by the time we have tryouts he's not
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going to have seen me for ten months, so I know I have to prove to him that I can still
play."
Now that his recovery wai complete, he would advise others who are in a
similar circumstance to stay posifive, to not dwell on the injury, and to make the best of
Now that his injury situation was behind him and was able to reflect on his 
r
experience, he would advise others who are going through a similar injury the following:
...I would just say the biggest thing is to stay positive. I mean. . .if you go into it
thinking that you're screwed and you got to wait six months and it's never going
to get better and blah...blah. If you go into it negative it's probably going to be
the worst time of your life. I tried to stay as positive as possible and do what they
were asking of me and even though I wasn't going to be able to play,I still wentio
the practices, still sat on the sideliries, still helped guys out, still cheered the team
on. And that's the biggest thing that I would say. If I was to give anyohe one
piece of advice, just to stay positive and don't let it get the best of you. If you
can't play you might as well help coach. If you can't work then you might as well
do your homework. There is no point in dwelling on it, it happens, you're going to
get better, just make the best of it.
Summary
The results focused on the similar and dissimilar themes associated with the
athletes' first, second, and third injury phases. This study identified a wide range of
thoughts, feelings, and experiences associated with season-ending injury. The
participants' uniqueness was highlighted by only 9 similar themes and 38 dissimilar
themes. This, despite all three participants having suffered the same injury.
The similar experiences during phase I included concerns related to their injury
and return to their sport, physical restrictions, and the realization that rehabilitation would
be difficult. Phase 2 similar themes included a continued concern for their eventual return
to play and an increased motivation as a result of sport specific skills being introduced
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into their rehabilitation. Finally, phase 3 similar themes included an increased excitement i
while practicing with teammates and working hard on physical conditioning.
The unique (i.e., dissimilar) responses to season-ending injury were associated
with the athletes perceived views of their support system, motivation, and how their
bodies physically recovered from their surgeries. Each athlete expressed different
experiences, contributing to 38 dissimilar themes identified across the three phases.
Chapter 5
oiscussroN
This study explored the following research question: (a) What do Division III
collegiate student-athletes experience following a season-ending injury? This chapter
provides a srunmary of the similar and dissimilar athlete experiences. Conclusions are
drawn and'discussed in relation to the outlined research question, the current body of
literature, and the overall injury experiences.
The three participants in this research study included a male basketball player in
his junior year, a female softball player in her freshman year, and a male lacrosse player
in his junior year. As stated previously, all three subjects suffered the same ACL (anterior
cruciate ligament) injury. In order to understand the psychological experiences of these
three athletes, one must understand the "physical" process that follows most ACL tears.
First, when these athletes were diagnosed with an ACL tear there was a period of time in
which they engaged in pre-surgery rehabilitation in order to increase range of motion,
increase strength, and decrease the swelling in the knee. Once this had been
accomplished, the athletes had surgery to repair their ACL. [mmediately (i.e., two to four
days) after surgery the athletes began rehabilitation. Depending on the athlete,
rehabilitation ranged from four to nine months with an average rehab time of six months.
Principal Findings
Three (n:3)injured athletes were interviewed two weeks after their injury was
diagnosed as season-ending (phase l), after completing half of their projected
rehabilitation (phase 2), andtwo weeks prior to the projected completion date of
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'rehabilitatfon (phase 3). In addition, each athlete's head athletic trainer was interviewed-
at the projected midpoint of the rehabilitation.
The similar experiences that emerged for each of the outlined phases resulted
from across subject comparisons of each athlete's higher-order themes in the first,
second, and third phase. Nine similar experiences emerged across the three phases. Phase
1 included four similar themes, phase 2 included two similar themes, and phase 3
included three similar themes. There also emerged several dissimilar themes that will be
discussed later in this chapter.
Phase l
1. Although ready for the challenge, confident, and motivated, the athletes
realized that rehabilitation would be painful, demanding, and difflrcutt.
2.Injury affected the athlete's day-to-day lives (e.g., they needed extra time to get
to classes, they were unable to participate in desired activities, and some could not even
drive a car).
3. The athletes' support systems primarily consisted of friends and family.
4. Significant concerns were expressed as they began to process the magnitude of
their injuries.
Phase
l. Dealing with and mentally overcoming their injuries (i.e., fear of re-injury, not
being able to play to their full potentials, and trusting their knees) was very difficult.
2. All athletes began to incorpdrate sport specific skills into their rehabilitation
and although they had some apprehension, they all experienced an increase in motivation.
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Phase 3
1. Athletes concentrated on improving their leg strength, cardiovascular fitness,
and explosive quickness. i
2. Playng with their tearnmates created excitement and increased their confidence
in using their knees.
3. Although their overall injury experience had been difficult, the athletes learned
more about themselves and the importance of their sport.
Conclusions and Interpretations of Similar Themes
In relation to the aforementioned findings, the following conclusions were drawn.
Interpretations of each conclusion, as related to existing literature, are provided. The
conclusions support the athletes experiencihg similar thoughts and feelings throughout
some or all of the outlined injury phases.
Throughout thefirst two phases, athletes werefearful of re-injury or having the
same injury take place with their other knee.
In his discussion of athletic injury, Heil (1993) speculated that fear of re-injury is
always present for the injured athlete. Shelley (1998) supported this when he found all
four of the athletes in his study to be fearful of re-injury (i.e., across the no-participation,
limited-participant, and return-to-play phases). Similarly, Samples (1987) explained that
fear of re-injury was a courmon reaction from injured athletes. But results from this study
found that although all three athletes were fearful during phase one and two, only one
athlete (participant 2) continued to feel this way duiing phase three. For example, during
phase 3 when participant I was asked if he was concerned about re-injury, he stated:
No, not now. I mean ['m wearing a brace and mentally that's kind of ...gives me
a little security. I haven't really thought about that. Again, it comes with the
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territory and in my mind what's going to happen is going to happen. I want tb
play so that's not going to stop me.
Similarly, participant 3 stated:
...[ don't feel any pain or any hesitation. I think that as far as playing lacrosse or
anything like re-hurting my knee, it'i going to be alright. I guess there is a chance
that I could land funny and twi"st it or something like that but...I haven't bedn
hesitant at all when I'm playing or anything like that. I know re-injury is a big, a
big thing before but I don't really think about that anymore.
However, for participantZ fear of re-injury was still a significant concern during phase 3
as depicted in this passage:
Getting hurt again, definitely. Now that I know what it's like, before I was like it
couldn't happen or I'd come back, it wouldn't be a problem. Just seeing how long
the process is I've said if I, you know knock on wood, tear my knee again, that I
wouldn't come back becadse it would be so hard.
It is unclear as to why participant 2 held onto her fear of re-injury and the other
two participants did not. Physically she was ahead of participant 1 but behind participant
3 in terms of her recovery time. It is possible that this relates to gender differences
whereby men and women respond differently. However, this is only speculation as
gender differences were not the focus of this study.
Although participants I and 3 were not fearful of re-injury specifically during
phase 3, they did have fears related to other aspects of their injury. Petipas and Danish
(1995) outlined injured athletes' anxieties and fears as stemming from the loss of a daily
practice routine and a normal schedule outside of sport, the ongoing pain and discomforts
associated with the injury, and the uncertainty about making a complete return.'Similarly,
Heil (1993) and Petipas and Danish (1995), explained fear of re-injury niay also show
itself as a sense of caution and doubt concerning the future.
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Participant 3 did worry about that first hit he would encounter as well as
executing the same "spin move" that led to his injury. There also existed some hesitation
and anxiety about again having to prove his abilities to his coach as he stated, *Coach
hasn't really seen me, by the time we have tryouts heis not going to have seen me for ten
months, so I have got to prove to him that I can still play."
His fear during phase L and2shifted from solely focusing on his knee (i.e., re-
injury) to a broader picture of what it might be like to play. As his mind-set began to
change from rehabilitating his knee to preparing for the upcoming season, his fears
shifted from a fear of re-injury to an increased fear of sport participation.
For participant l, his fear transcended a bit differently. During the first and
second phases, his fear related ro ."-injrry and not playing to his full potential. Once it
became obvious that he was behind schedulewith his rehabilitation, his fear turned to
whether or not he would be ready to play again or even be part of his team. He stated:
I guess just not being ready in time, I guess that's my biggest fear, not being a
hundred percent by the season which I pretty much know now that I won't be but
a...so not being ready and then knowing what that will lead to.
Although he was worried about not being one-hundred percent for the season, the
underlying issue for this athlete was his future membership with his team. Once the
reality of his physical status began to sink in, he realized his oppornrnity to contribute to
the team, even in a diminished capacity, was in jeopardy. Because he understood his
physical limitations, his fears shifted as'his uncertainty about his basketball future began
to grow.
Although fear of re-injury was not part of the lived experience for participants I
and 3 during phase 3, there did exist other fears tt at influenced their feelings and
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perceptions.Fear ofthe知山nown"(i.e.,llncerta■ty)WaS  signiicant factor as these
athletes had never been thlough a scason―ending inJШγ.It seems natural that athletes
IInight question vanous physical,nlental,and emotional concems as they work through
their ittШり,rehabilitation,alld begin to make O complete retum to their sports,
動ια滋妥″gs'″0″ッα″ο
“
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craas`ごご″rt■g ttι″〃
′ο加′0/滋θ′r rθ力αbilitαrtoらα″ご″′″加c″αsιごaga加
“
滋りう管α″ra ttcοψ ″″
SPθ″ツ びたαCF"洸ics″ra Йθ″″εοッθひ
Aёcording to Gould et al。(1997a) thletes often discuss the difflculties they have
with``being padent''durlng rehabilitation.Bianco et al。(1999)explained tha  strong
beliefthat one will recover and lnaintaining a positive perspective were essential to
staying mot市ated and coping with the fmstration and disappOinment Ofslowed pЮgress
and rehabilitation setbacks.
Interestingly though,all threc Participants were very motivated right a■er surg y
and it was not untilthe s破 th or seventh weck into their recovery that their inotivation
started to decline.Participant 3 desc」 bed his llnotivation when he flrst startcd
rehabilitation:
Ithink the flrst couple wecks was when l was the most motivated.I was trying to
get as ttuch dOne in there,when l was in the training room as possible.
Ernotionally l was very motivated.I wanted to sec improvement.
Silnilarly,participant 2 described her inotivation right aner surgery in the fbllowing
statement,``]Deflnitely lnotivated Hght a■er surgery.I couldn't give you a period oftime
butright ater surgery l was prett mot市ated tojust get back."
It became apparent that all three participants were extremely eager and inotivatcd
(after surgery)tO get the process ofrehabilitation started.These athletes had waited long
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enough (i.e., in their minds) to have their surgery, and therefore were willing to put forth
the required efforl that was needed at the beginning of rehabilitation. This finding seems
very important in that as the athletes were most restricted and experienced the majority of
their physical pain, their mofivation was highest.
This was likely attributed to the substantial daily gains (i.e., increased range of
motion) that each athlete experienced following surgery. As their hard work was
rewarded with physical improvement, their motivation stayed strong. However, once the
daily gains began to slow and the athletes were seeing only weekly gains, their
motivation was challenged.
According to Grove and Gordon (lggz)the question of motivation during
rehabilitation becomes particularly critical during inevitable setbacks and periods of little
or no improvement, which will challenge the athlete's motivation and enthusiasm for
treatrnent. Results indicated that participants 2 and 3 became frustrated with their
recovery during phase 2 when their exercises became repetitive and boring. In regards to
the monotony of this rehabilitation, athletic trainer I stated:
When you are talking to people about this before hand (i.e., before surgery) you
have got to let them know this is a long process. It is a hard mental process and it
is physical. You can only do quad sets and straight leg raises so long before you
go bananas.
This athletic trainer also talked about the time commitment needed during this
rehabilitation when he said, "It's a rehab that really needs attention almost seven days a
week, so you try to educate them so that on the weekends they are doing some things."
Participant I felt his motivation was fine during phase 2, until he returned to
school and found himself behind schedule and realized he should have done more over
the summer (i.e., phase 2).He stated the following during the phase 3 interview, "I think
|,
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'I should've pushed myself more this summer then I did. Maybe a little more running.
Definitely agility stuff that relates a little more to basketball and playing."
Participant I added later:
I thought that I was on track and I had enough time so there was no reason to
really push it, you know'so. I guess that was my logic. I definitely should have
done more, more agility, more...maybe lifting more days or lifting more weight...
Although participant I was motivated to complete his rehabilitation twice a week at a
physical therapy center, he was not mbtivated to complete additional work on his own.
At the midpoint of his rehabilitation, participant 3 began to experience frustration
with the repetitiveness of his exercises. He wrbte in his journal:
Things in the training room seem to be pretty repetitive so I am feeling sotnewhat
bored. My knee feels good and th"e exercises do not seem to be very challenging. I
am looking forward to getting out of the training room and doing some things that
, arg more difficult and relbted to lacrosse skills.
Participant 3 went on to explain his motivation for that week when he wrote, "I feel my
motivation has diminished this week a little. I think this ii due to the lower level of
demand I am putting on myself and my knee."
Similarly, participant 2 talked about her motivation declining at the midpoint of
her rehabilitation. She stated:
. . ;it just started dragging on. Especially. . . it was kind of weird cause even though
I was going less [to rehab] it was like. ..you just didn't want to go when it came
around. Like it was ju'st routine for me to go Monday 
- 
Wednesday 
- 
Friday and
lilie I said I was doing different things all the time and then it started getting
repetitive and kind of frustrating. You just wanted to be done.
It became apparent that due to the length of iehabilitation, the athlete's ability to
put forth 100% (for the long-term) was difficult. When progress wds slow and the long-
term goal of returning to play was still distant, accomplishing daily goals became that
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much more difficult. Fortunately for these athletes, when they began including sport
specific skills into their rehabilitation, their motivation and confidence increased
signif,rcantly. For example, participant I stated:
['ve been shooting around by myself a little bit but I just jumped into five-on-five.
I mean...I have been passive when I've played so far and just gradually started to
get into the mix of things where my confidence feels good.
Similarly, participant 2 stated:
I have a lot of drive right now just...being able to get a taste of being back makes
you want to come back. If I was sitting at home and not able to be out there and
watching practice I'd probably have less drive. But being able to participant,
everyday I want to do more and more.
Along those same lines, participant 3 wrote in his journal:
This week I started doing my rehab drills at practice and moved out of the training
room. I am glad that I have moved out onto more challenging activities. It
increases my motivation and helps me stay on task. I am able to measure my
progress better while doing these exercises too because I am put in real situations.
In summary, it appears that if an athlete is going to have a decline in their
motivation, it will likely take place during the midpoint of their rehabilitation, when
things become repetitive and progress slows. With a greater understanding of these
motivational changes, the sport medicine team can be better prepared to impact the
athlete's motivation and thus give the athlete the best possible rehabilitation experience.
During phase 3 the athletes were able to reflect on their experiences and discuss
specijic lessons they had learnedfrom their season-ending injury.
According to Bianco et al. (1999), despite the difficulties associated with recovery
from injury and illness, many athletes find there is much to be gainbd from their injury
experiences. One athlete from the Bianco et al. (1999) study stated:
There are a lot of lessons you can learn. You learn a lot about yourself and how
you deal with a critical period that you would not necessarily have expected to
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happen. You learn about your character and how strong you are and how witling
you are to work hard to regain the physical stamina that you had before. Although
being injured is not a lot of fun, you definitely leam from it (p. 165-166).
Similarly, results from Udry etal. (1997) showed that over the long term individuals felt
they positively grew from theii injury experience. ln fadt, 95% of the athlbtes reported
something positive following their injury experienbe. One athlete talked about her
increased commitment to training when she stated:
The grass is always greener on the other side...When there is something that you
can't have and that you want so badly, you start to work for it...when you are
totally healthy and things are going.great, you just can't work that hard. You have
to really need and want something badly G,.243).
Results from this study were similar. In discussing how his experiences had
changed the way he would ihteract with an injured teammate, participant I said, "If I
could help them out anyway I defrnitely would, cause you definitely need the help when
you're injured."
Participant 2 felt she would never again take softball for granted, when she stated:
I think when I come back ['m not going to take anything for granted. I don't want
to say I took it for granted (playing softball), it was the greatest thing in the world,
but it kind of puts you back in your place (having an injury) as far as the athletic
stand point goes.
Similarly, participant 3 explained:
...you don't realize how much something means to you uniil it's taken away and
that could be for any aspect of your life but, I never rea\ized,how much fun I was
having playing and how much playing lacrosse meant to me until I couldn;t play,
and there is no way that I am ever going to step out on the field again not being
ready to play a game or not being excited for a game cause that game could be my
last game. I could re-tear my ACL and miss another season, so...you're not going
to catch me being unmotivated to go out there and play a game even if I'm going
to play two minutes...
There is no denying that the athletes were challenged physically, mentally, and
emotionally throughout their season-ending injury, but they found a way.to accept their
lll
injury status and learn from it. Petipas, Brewer, and Van Raalte (1996) argued that the
goal of any intervention program with student-athletes in transition (i.e., from athlete to
injured-athlete) 'ishould be to enhance their ability to not only cope with transitions;but
also to grow through the experience" (p. 150). Results from this study indicated that'there
were opportunities for personal growth surrounding a "negative experience" such as a
season-ending injury. It seems as though there may be some "positives" in the midst of
the generally negative experiences associated with athletic injury.
Many athletes may develop a sffonger desire to play then previously felt (i.e.,
before their injury). In other words, athletes may see their playing a sport as a privilege
rather than a right. The athletes in this study experienced what it was like to have
something they loved taken away. As a result, the sport counselors can likely help the -
injured athlete transfer these lessons learned to areas both in and out ofsport.
Conclusions and Interpretations of Dissimilar Themes
More dissimilar than similar experiences emerged throughout all phases, despite
all three subjects suffering the same injury. However, the underlying factors that
impacted each athlete's reaction to his or her injury and rehabilitation situation were
apparent. The responses and lived experiences were compounded by three core elements
(see Figure 9):
l. The strength or lack of support that the athletes perceived.
2. How their bodies physically reacted to and recovered from surgery.
3. Their internal desire (i.e., determination) and ability to maintain a strong
motivation over a long rehabilitation.
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Support System
Motivation/ Internal Desire Physical Response
Figure 9. Vogan's Biopsychosocial view of injury rehabilitation.
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Each individual had different experieiices concerning these three factors, reSulting
in three different,perspectives. A combination of these elements, positive or negative,
will likely have a considerable impact on an athlete's season-ending injury experience
and return to play. The following is a discussion of the different experiences that the three
participants had with these core elements.
The athletes support system (Le., positive or negative) had a signiJicont impact
on their injury and rehabilitation experiences.
According to many authors, social support is critical in the rehabilitation process
especially with moderate and severe injuries (Silva & Hardy, 1991; Williams, Rotella, &
Heyman, 1998). Hardy, Burke, and Crace (1999) stated that, because injury can adversely
affect numerous life roles, a broad range of support needs will most likely need to be
provided for effective healing to occur. How a support system responds to an athlete can
directly affect the athlete's response to injury (Ievleva & Orlick, 1999). Results from the
current study support th"e previous statements iir that every athlete expressed positive
and/or negative feelings concerning their support system. Given the recovery time from
season-ending injury, it seems obvious that social support (i.e., farhily, friends,
teammates, coaches, athletic trainers, physical therapists, etc.) will have a considerable
influence on the injured athlete.
For example, participant I felt unsupported (i.e., by his coaches) from the onset of
his injury. During the phase I interview, he explained how his coaches had not contacted
him or made any effort to see how he was progressing. He stated:
No, not as far as phone calls, but if I see them in the halls or whatever they will
ask but, it's kind a...I expected more to be honest with you. I expected maybe a
phone call here or there saying "how are you doing?", "what does it look like
tt4
when you are getting surgery?", that type of thing but I medn, it just seems
like I am really way on the back backburner.
In summarizing how the lack of contact from his coaches affected him in dealing with his
injury during phase 2, the same participant explained:
Um, it's more of a business, so I think the knee is kind of [ike, you're kind
of like damaged goods. You're on the back burner, you're not a priority. So that's
, 
just, I mean that's another part of the frustration that comes along with the injury.
During his Phase 3 interview, participant I expressed what he wanted (i.e., expected)
from his coaches, when he stated:
. . .lunch would be cool, or any type of get together to say, "how are you doing,
what can I do to get you ready for the season?, could I set up something with the
trainers, or come up to the gym and we can run sprints and I'll help you with your
shot" or something like that, you know just.. . someone there that you know
they're going to help you. That is what I have wanted all along.
u 
*.tults from Shelley (1998) showed similar reactions from the four participants
in his study. For example, during both the no-participation and limited participation
injury phases, athlbtes felt isolated from, ignored, abandoned, misunderstood, and/or
unsupported by teammates and coaches.
According to Hardy et al. (1999) coaches can be helpful by providing emotional
and informational support during injury recovery. These authors also state that coaches
can serve an important social support function by encouraging the injured athlete to stay
' involved in team activities and team meetings. Wiese-Bjornstal and Smith (1999)
explained that coaches should strive to provide evidence that they care about their injured
athletes by recognizing and supporting the athletes' rehabilitation progress, regardless if
the injury is short-term or season-ending.
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Participant 3 had a positive coach support system throughout his entire injury and
rehabilitation. In discussing his reactions to his coa0h including him with the team, h-e
replied:
I guess he [coach] could be just like... sit on the sidelines with the hainers and do
your thing, but he tries to include me which I think is a good thing especially
within the team. You always want everyone to be involved and you don't want
anyone to feel like they're not part of the team. So, even when I am not playing
he's still trying to make me apart of the team which I think is a good thing.
Similarly, participant 2 talked about the support and encouragement she received from
her coach when she stated:
She told me that when I got hurt that she still wasn't bringing anyone else in. Like
before surgery and before she even knew how anything was going to go, she
wasn't recruiting anybody, which was taking a huge chance on me, and the
position, and the team and everything...that meant a lot then and I kind ofjust
reminded myself of it
Participant 2 later added:
...she [the coach] is the first to ask me how I am doing when I walk into practice
but you know, I pretty much go in their and chill with her and let her know what
is going on and stuff like that.
Given the length of rehabilitation, there is ample opportunity for a coach to step in
and make a connection with an injured athlete. Yet, if the coach does not, as seen with
participant I , resentment, anger, and frustration may result. According to Shelley ( I 998)
in the worst cases, the coach may pay less attention to the injured athlete because he or
she is no longer useful to the team. The previous state"ment is supported by participant I
when he said, "It feels like they [the coach] just shoved you aside and wait until you
rehab and [can] show them something different."
Although participant 1 was confused and angry by his coaches lack of support, he
held on to the hope that they would give him the reassurance that he was still a member
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ofthe tealn(which he sO desperately wanteの.UnfOmmately this lack ofsupport was also
evident(in phase l)by the athletic trainers working with him.Participant l was quite
angy and缶鳳strated that oncc his ittШy Was d agnosed to be season―end●g,hiS daily
contact with the athletic trainers stoppel During thephase l interview,participant l・
explained what he expected iloln the athletic trainers:
….to push me alld tell me exactly whatto do rather then me having to experlment
how that feels on iny owll.…all ou need is a smple phone can to say``hey,come
in here for twenty mmutes''and they don't even nced to sitthere and watch me
do it as long ag l come in.
In contrast,once his sllrgery was complete and he began his post―surgery
rehabilitation,he was content with the care he received as he stated during the phase 2
inteⅣiew:
I thoughtthey did a nicejob a1lowing me to come in and he oead athletic traineぅ
was there for any questions ifl had any.I can remember back then l wish l had a‐
little FnOre individual contact with thern,having them telllne whatl should do
here and there.…like the students came in atthe beginning and then they slacked
off there at the end.Butl was happy l guess.
Still,there seemed to be a general decline in energy and support from the student athletic
trainers who Wёre working With participant l,cven though he was content with his head
athletic trainer.It appeared that participant l became less ofa prioHty when he was able
to start doing exercises on his own(i.e.,which took several wecks).Although he needed
less physical support as he progressed,he stin dё,ired SOCial support from the athletic
training stal■
Unfortunately this lack ofsupport continued in the suIImer when he was working
at home with physical therapists.コf ct,r ference was madc to the importancc of
managiilg the athlete and his concerll for participant l over the sulllmer,when his athletic
tralner stated:
l17"
I'm a little concemed because I didn't know what I'm sending him home to. I just
wanted him supervised at some level regularly throughout the summer. People
can get lost if there isn't someone there to monitor them and sort of encourage
them and give them what they need to know to go to the next step.
It was obvious that this lack of support (i.e., fromlcohches, athletic trainerS, physical
therapist) bothered him and impacted his motivation and perseverance over the summer.
According to Fisher et al. (1993) long-term motivation or adherence will depend in large
part on the rapport that develops between the athletic trainer (physical therapist) and
athlete. Regrettably, this rapport did not take place during the summei months he was
rehabilitating under the care of his physical therapists.
In stark contrast, participant 3 had a strong support system that consisted of
numerous individuals. His athletic trainer explained:
A...probably in the fifteen years that I have been here, he was fortunate to have
probably the best support system that I have seen. A...that came from a number
of different standpoints. First of all he has a very close family, his home is not too
far from here so he was able to get home occa-sionally. His parent's came up for
all of our lacrosse games, home and away. So, he saw a lot of his family, they are
really very positive people, very down to earth; you know don't let this bother you
just work through it and get it squared away, kind of thing. So, I think he gets a
lot of that attitude from his parents. He is also a popular member of the team, has
a lot of friends on the team that were pulling for him, that wanted him to get back
and were willing to help him. You know if he couldn't drive for a couple days
after surgery they would give him rides, take care of him, look after him, those
kinds of things. And then a couple of the student athletic trainers that were
working with him also happened to be people, prior to his injury, he knew and
were friends of his. So, right from the time he was injured he had people there to
kind of take care of him, but also to not let him feel sorry for himself and get him
going on early pre-surgical rehab and all those kinds of thiirgs. So I think he really
had an ideal situation from that standpoint because he had the support of athletic
trainer students, his teammates, and the support of his family.
It was also apparent (i.e., via observation) that he was given additional attention and
support while in the training room when compared to other injured athletes. This was
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primarily due to having athletic trainer/student friends who took extra time in answering
questions, gave him one-on-one care, and provided significant positive feedback.
Not only was participant 3 supported by the people he needed the most (i.e.,
coach, family, teammates, athletic trainers, friends) but this support continued throughout
his entire rehabilitation. In fact, he never experienced a time in which he felt
unsupported.
Participant 2hada consistent support system with famity members, friends, and
teammates in the beginning, then her physical therapists over the sulnmer, and therf once
again her teammates and friends when she returned to school. Participant 2 always felt r
she had some type of positive support system. In discussing her support from the athletic
trainers, physical therapist, and doctors she stated:
It started off last spring here with the trainers. The head ffainer was always very
direct and clear. If I needed anything I could talk to her. She helped me out a lot. I
can give her credit for just informing me of the importance of it (rehabilitation)
before surgery. Met with the surgeon a couple times before surgery, just explained
the procedure from like the first minute to the last minute. Pretty much worked
with the same therapist the whole time. I guess all the people I worked with made
it very thorough and that was important to me.
Participant 2 talked also about the support she received from her teammates when her
injury initially occurred. She said:
.. . at first they were very sympathetic and felt really bad and everything and
everyone said they were sorry and if I needed anything to let them know. But
obviously as it has gone along it has been less and less which is understandable. I
mean they have to move on. They have other things to worry about...but they
have been good,.so they are very much concerned and just want me to do well.
According to Hardy et al. (1999), the more effective the social support an
individual receives, the better his or her mental and physical health. Conversely,
ineffective or low quantities of social support reduce mental and physical Well-being.
.............""_
rt
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Having a social support structure through family, peers, coaches, other injured athletes, or
therapists, proviiles a valuable fouirdation on which to tackle the hardships of recovery
from injury Glint,l999; McDonald & Hardy, 1990; Rose & Jevne, 1993; Wiese & Weiss,
1987). Results from this study support such statements.
The athletes'physical responses to sargery and how quickly they progressed
had an impact on their mentalwell-being.
The second underlying element that impacted the participants' experiences was
how well their knee healed following their operation. In explaining what usually takes
place with this type of recovery, athletic trainer 3 stated:
We typically see people improve for several days and then they'll feel like they
don't improve for a few days or they even go backwards and then they, you know
their gradual progression is up but there are little down turns along the way.
With a long rehabilitation comes the oppornrnity for boredom and frustration.
This is especially tme if the individual is not'seeing the desired results or worse, if they
take a few steps backwards. According to McDonald and Hardy (1990), perceptions of
poor rehabilitation progress have been linked to sffong negative emotional responses by
injured athletes.
For example, participant I had a very diffrcult time with swelling in his knee for
the first four to five weeks after surgery. His athletic trainer explained:
I think his swelling went up and down more sb then I would have expected and
I think that, and the bike. I have never had anyone really complain about the bike
and swelling, but that was almost like you could see it. He would do the bike and
come in the next day and be swollen so we would take the bike out of the routine.
He added later:
We would like to see that iriflammation from the surgery which is always pretty
signif,rcant, to go down rapidly and then slowly disappear. His had a tendency to
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come back and forth if he did a little too much in one activity he would seem to
swell.
As the swelling for participant I did not decrease as expected, his athletic trainer became
concerned. He stated:
I
I guess as I sat and thought early on, I was a little concerned. I didn't let him
know that but I was a little concerned. Some people's body just responds
differently in that area, in that inflammation area where they just go up and down.
Some people are real swellers some people are not. Physically that is probably my
biggest concern.
As observed, his swelling held him back on numerous occasions because he
would have to rest it for consecutive days or take it easy while he was in the training
room: Not only did this lengthen his physical recovery but it also agitated and frustrated
him because he rilas unable to progress. In discussing this participant's mood during this
time, his athletic trainer said:
I saw a couple moods with him. For the most part I think he was fairly positive
and,was very business like. There were on more then one occasion, that I saw
some real discouragement where he thought his knee wasn't responding size
wise (i.e., swollen) like he thought it should.
In contrast participant 3, had a very different reaction to the surgery. His athletic
trainer explained:
...he reacted atypically in that he had very little swelling post operatively
a...great motion that moved along very well. Probably the thing that was the most
atypibal was.the lack of swelling around the joint area. He had some but nowhere
near the typical post-op that you would typically see and t think that was one of
the things that really spend him up as he got into those very early stages of rehab.
He didn't have to take several days where our main focus was just on swelling
reduction. we were able to jump into things from an earlier...point then we
would have been because we were able to avoid that.
The same athletic trainer later added:
Yea, and we weren't pushing him super hard because our time frame was you
know, this person needed to be back ready for fall lacrosse, not for the spring
because we didn't feel like that was reasonable at all. But he still progressed very
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rapidly, just because that was the nature of his body and also the natwe of his
mental approach to things.
In his journal (l-webk post surgery), participant 3 wrote:
I felt I made really good progress this week, my flexion and extension
progressively got better whicti keeps my esteem high. My swelling also seems to
have gone down rather quickly which is a good sign.
When athletic trainer 3 was asked if participant 3 had any setbacks with his rehabilitation,
he responded:
A...very few. Possibly as I think about it a...really none. He really had almost a
straight line in an upward direction in terms of if you were to graph everything
combined somehow. . . motion and swelling-reduction and strength-return and
function. All those things, the graph would be in an upward direction without
anything that would really be considered a set back.
For participant 2, she experienced what the athletic trainers described as a
"typical" recovery. In describing how her leg looked after surgery, participant 2 stated, "I
had a lot of bruising up and down my leg, on the outside especially. And just like a
swollen ankle, just swollen all the way down." She also explained how her knee felt in
the first two months of post-surgery rehabilitation when she said, "['ve kind of had
problems with inflammation and that is what hurts it a lot. Like the, trying to straighten it
when it is swollen."
Similar to participant 1, participant 2 also found herself progressing for some time
and then showing little or no improvement. She stated:
The first six (weeks of rehab) is obviously a lot'of progression, and then you start
to see things leveling off...um, like doing the jog everyday and the stairmaster, it '
got really repetitive. Where as like the first six weeks it was still adding
something all the time.
This back and forth progression is often corlmon in recovery and was also expressed
during the phase 3 interview with participant2. She stated:
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There was a period of time where I was kind of stuck and my knee wasn't giving
me the full range of moiion that I wanted or that was expected. And now that I am
getting out of that, I'm real happy about it.
Unfortunately, athletes have little or no control over how body tissue will heal or
the inflammation response following surgery. The physical component of recovery is
impo'rtant and will likely have a significant impact on any injured athlete's well-being.
According to Bianco et al. (1999), if the athlete is working hard and experiencing gains
then he/she will likely have a more positive outlook on their injury and rehabilitation.
Conversely, if the athlete is not seeing any gains or even getting a little worse, their
attitude and mental.apprgach to their rehabilitation may take a negative turn (Biaribo et
a1.,1999). According to Brewer, Van Raalte, and Petipas (1999), the extent to which
patients accept responsibility for their rehabilitation progress may depend upon the rate of
recovery, with athletes who recover slowly being less likely to claim responsibility for
their rehabilitation progress then are athletes who recovei rapidly.
The athletes internal desires to keep a high motivation over a loni
rehabilitation had an impact on their recovery and return to play.
The third and final element that impacted these athletes experiences, was how
consistent the injured athletes were with their motivation to accomplish their dayto-day
rehabilitation. According to Wiese and Weiss (1987), finding a way to motivate injureit
athletes to adhere to rehabilitation programs is critical because the prescribed programs of
therapy and training will be useless unless athletes stick to them. In describing the reality
of rehabilitation and what needs to come from the injured athlete, athletic trainer 3 stated:
...you don't go through a surgical procedure, an injury like this and a surgical
procedure like that without there going to be some negative days and some
days where things hurt and where you don't really feel like doing stuff...and if
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you have the mental strength to just work through that and overcome it. You're
thdt much better off.
In describing the motivation of participant 2 during her pre-surgery rehabilitation,
her athletic trainer stated:
...it wasn't bad um, I have definitely dealt with less motivated. I think she was
experiencing um a lot of pain initially and sometimes it doesn't matter how much
you tell, ry to tell the athlete that they need to work through some of that, some
people just don't. I kind of try and let the athlete know that it is ok to experience
that pain and if they can just deal with it, we can get through this, it will be better
in the long run.
, ,,n
This athletic trainer went on to discuss her concerns for participant2 because this athlete
would be completing her post-surgery rehabilitation at home (i.e., away from the athletic
trainers). She stated:
. . .to recover fully from an ACL reconstruction.. . she needs to be consistent with
her rehab and again, she needs to push through some of that discomfort and work
hard on strength, and so hopefully she is doing that. I guess that would be my
biggest concern, that the physical therapist whoever is working with her
recognizes that perhaps she is not the most motivated person in the world and can
push her through.
According to participant2,her motivation fluctuated in accordance to how her body was
responding to the rehabilitation. Specifically, she said, "I'm motivated seeing results, '
seeing a change. I think that dead period, just like anything if you don't see piogress then
you stop getting so motivated." 
.
Participant 3 showed a high level of motivation throughout most of his
rehabilitation, as was explained by his athletic trainer:
He is a very highlymotivated person and a...he is a person that we had to hold
back a little bit and make sure he wasn't doing anything that was too aggressive
that he wasn't ready for. He seemed to me to be a very highly motivated person
a...someone who didn't need any real external motivation at least from us.
This same athletic trainer also added:
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He was one of those people very easy to work with"from a rehab standpoint
because you knew he was going to be there, you knew he was going to show up
on time a...he wasn't going to complain. If he had some discomfort or pain or
whatever, he wasn't going to...he wouldn't get too concemed about that, he was
just going to do what needed to be done and move onto the next day.
According to this athletic trainer, one reason that he believes participant 3 recovered so
well was because he was able to stay motivated on the days when he did not feel tike
working hard. He stated:
I think it is impossible to go through that and not have some days where it gets
boring, where it gets repetitious, where it...you don't feel like making progress.
I feel like he was able to put that stuff aside and just focus on what he needed to
do and that was one of the reasons he did so well.
Participant 3 was often observed to have a very strong overall motivation: He was
a focused and determined athlete who was willing to do what was necessary in order to
continue progressing and return to his sport. On the few days he was less motivated, he
still put in tremendous effort on the tasks he needed to accomplish. It just took him longer
to complete all his exercises.
t
Concerning the motivation in rehabilitation for participant 1, his athletic trainer
explained:
...he has been pretty easy to work rvith and done what he has been asked to do
and he has done what he thinks he should do...so I think he had been doing a
pretty good job.
Participant 1, under the direct care of the athletic trainers, worked hard on most days to
accomplish his rehabilitation. There were definitely times when he just went through thei
motions and did not focus completely, but he was consistent enough to where the iithletic
trainers felt confident in his progress before he left for the summer.
The athletic trainer for participant I later added the following about this
participant's motivation:
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I woutd say it [motivation] was good. It probably wasn't exceptional. But I don't
think I have a real question about his motivation. I don't know what his surlmer
motivation will be like. I don't know if he will have the tendency to take the ea3y"
way out at times if there isn't someone, if he isn't seeing someone everyday, like
he was here.
Unfortirnately, this participant's motivation declined dramatically over the
sunimer and he found himself rehabilitating his knee while also working on his basketball
skills when he rehrrned to school. His athletic trainer talked about the importance of
completing his rehabilitation over the surrmer months, when he stated:
I tried to stress to him that really the summer was the time to get the work
done...this is the time to get it done. Don't come back and try to be planning on
practicing and working on this leg at the same time; It doesn't work very well.
Conclusion
As depicted in Vogan's Biopsychosocial view of injury rehabilitation (i.e., Figure
i
9) each athletes experience with the three interrelated elements produced different
ir,"o-", even though each athlete suffered the same injury. Overall participant t had a
poor support system, had a poor physical reaction to the surgery, and had motivation that
fluctuated from good to poor. In the end, this participant was not able to make a return to
basketball for his senior ..u.or. His coaches told him that they did not envision him
fitting into the line-up under his present physical condition. He worked'hard at his
rehabilitation, despite a poor support system from his coaches and athletic trainers. Still,
he did what he had to and made progress, despite swelling in his knee.
While already feeling alone and isolated because his coaches had not taken any
interest in his recovery (i.e., they never called him during this experience), when he
returned home for the summer he was confronted with the same lack of support from his
physical therapists. According to Brewer, Van Raalte, and Petipas (1999) arguably the
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most important interactions in the sport injury rehabilitation are those between patients
and the sports medicine practitioners (i.e., physical therapists and athletic trainers) who
direct their rehabilitation efforts on a day-to-day basis.
With a more positive experience (i.e., with his coaches and physical therapists)
his motivation may not have decreased to the point it did. Likewise, with fewer physical
problems resulting from his surgery, his summer months may have been more positive. It
is no surprise that it was during these summer months that he began to question whether
or not he should "quit" playrng basketball.
Participant 2had a good support system, her physical response to the surgery was
good, and her motivation fluctuated from poor to good. Although she was not extremely
motivated, as attested to by her athletic trainer and via observations, she was released to
play after seven mohths post surgery. She did struggle with motivation toward the middle
of her recovery when rehab became boring and repetitive, but she always had support and
was able to persevere. She also had a typicril physical response to her surgery, With
decreased swelling soon after her operation.
Participant 3 had a great support system, his physical recovery was great, and his
motivation was great. He recovered fully after only four months post surgery. This
participant had a "best case scenario." His support system was incredible, his positive
physical response to the surgery allowed him to get a jump start on some of his strength
training (i.e., because he did not have any of the normal swelling in his joint), and his
motivation remained strong throughout recovery.
According to Petipas, Brewer, and Van Raalte (1996) the ideal intervention
program for collegd-athletes should be multidimensional and include enhancement,
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support, and counseling components. The effects from injury impact areas outside sport
as well. In fact, participant 3 stated:
It's not, it's not just a sport injury, it's an everything injury. It's a...it just affects
your entire life. It affects the way you sleep. It affects the way you get around. It
affects your relationship with people. It affects your work. It affects your school.
It affects a lot of things and I don't think I really realized or imagined that it was
going to have this big of an impact on my life as it has...
Because injury can effect numerous life roles, a multidimensional approach to treating
injury is important. With support, motivation, and a balanced physical recovery (i.e.,
progression), athletes are more likely to recover fully from an ACL injury. Results from
this study show what can happen when all three elements are working togdther in a
positive manner (i.e., participant 3) and a negative manner (i.e., participant 1).
It is suggested that support be consistent (i.e., from athletic trainers, physical
therapists, coaches, family, friends, teammates), the individual athlete take responsibility
for his or her rehabilitation and motivation, and the sport medicine team (i.e., athletic
trainers, physical therapist, surgeon) educate athletes to the "typical" responses that often
follow surgery and rehabilitation.
It seems that when recovering from an ACL tear, one should expect the recovery
to be difficult, demanding, and (mentally and physically) challenging. Even for
participant 3, who had d great support system, a high level of motivation, and
experienced no major set-backs with his rehabilitation, his injury experience was still
difficult. There is no magic formula that will guarantee an "easy" experience. While
some similarities do exist, athletes also remain unique in these experiences following a
season-ending ACL injury.
Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
The majority of simitar experiences that emerged for each athlete was a
combinationbf mental, emotional, and physical issues. Each injury phase (i.e., phase l, 2,
. 
and 3) represented a d.ifferent "reality" for the atliietes as they worked closer io their
ultimate goal of returning to play.
Phase I confronted the athletes with a combination of dealing with their physical
limitations, realizing the consequences of their injuries, and understanding that they
would have to rely on others to fulfrll daily tasks (e.g., grocery rhoppirrg,laundry, and
driving). Significant concerns of re-injury, never playing to their potential, and acc"epting
a role on the sidelines were apparent during this time period. :' "
Phase 2was dominated by uncertainty with how each athlete was going to
mentally overcome his/her injury, despite an increase in motivation due to sport specific
skills being introduced to their rehabilitation programs. This finding suggests that as each
athlete was cleared to participate in more physically demanding activities, doubts
consumed their thinking as a result of a fear of re-injury. This concern may be especially
prominent in the present study, as no single athlete had been through a season-ending
injury before.
Phase 3 revealed an increased focus to improve overall physical fitness (i.e.; leg
strength as well as cardiovascular enduranc6), excitement to be playing with teammates,
and the realization of lessons learned from their season-ending injury exireriences. For
most of the athletes (i.e., participants 2 and 3) this phase represented a shift from
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rehabilitating thё■k ec,tO prepaHng fortheir sport rem.This was demonstrated by the
athletes movintt Out Ofthe training r6om and onto their ield ofplay,as they integrated
back to their rcspect市e sports through restricted practicc(i.e.,participating in certain
activities but not all)。With the realizadon that their珂岬 waS ahnost behind them,also
callne a recOgnition ofhow much they 19amed aboutthemselves,their love fbr their sport,
lnd life in general.
The disslFnilar expe五ences that emerged throughout the three phases are rnost
noteworthy because each athlete suffered the same ittury.Although thcre were many
parallel expe五ences,this study highlighted 38 unique responses to an ACL ittury.Thiξい
flnding supports that llnderstanding the“type"ofittury an athlete suffers is no mOre
unportant than understanding the“individual"who is experiencing lt.h other words,
comprchending the physical component ofa speciic ittury iS,at most,halfofthe total
experience for the athlete and only part ofthe info.11lation that professionals working
with ittured athletes must know.
As discussed in chapter flve,the core issues that highlighted the different  ′'
expeHences were related to the athletes'lnotivation,social support,and physical recovery
from surgery.The more positive the expe五ences,the more positive the ittury OutcOme.
Conversely,the,Ore negat市e th expeHences,the more negat市e the ittury OutcOme.
Co″θJysJθ
“
s                                                 ,
As shown with the present study,suffering a season‐en ing ACL ttury iS painil
and requlres inonths ofrehabilitation to recover completely.It was a life lltering
experience that tested each athlete's mental and physical detettinatiOn,patience,and
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emotional strengh.As a rettlt,the athlete's sedsOn_ending ttury diS血pt d theL sp rt
participation,daily living routines,and social lives.
Although it was possible to have a positive experience relatじd to one's '
mot市ation,social suppo■,and physic4 reCOVery(i.e.,COmparlng pa■icipant l and 3),
recove五ng iom an ACL hiury Was difflcult.Becausc an athlete calmot contЮl how
helpil his/her support system will be or how well hiξ/her bOdy will heal iom sllrgery,
the individual must take responsibility for his/her perspecuves ofthe ittury and decision
making during rehabilitation.As challenging as it may be,ifthe athlete is con魚)nted
with rnostly negative circumstances revolving around his/her recovery,a Successill
outcome is still possible with a consistent poSitive inindset.h short,the daily choices an
athlete makes during recovery will impact his or her overall i中町 eXpeHence positively
or negatively.
Re commendatio ns fo r Futur e Res e ar c h
First, it is necessary to have a follow-up to the present phenomenological study
and design. Replication, which addresses the injury experiences of athletes throughout
their injury and rehabilitation is essential. Future work should include more subjecis and
more interviews throughout the three phases. If possible, it may also be beneficial to
interview the athlete's coach concerning how he or she perceives the injured athlete's
progression
Second, the injury experiences of athletes experiencing a season-ending ACL
injury'should be compared to other season-ending injuries (e.g., a back or neck injury). It
may be that a season-ending ACL injury will produce different emotions and behaviors
as compared to an athlete recovering from'h broken leg or a dislocated shoulder. These
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types of injuries sirould be investigated using similar qualitative techniques to enhance
the possibility for in-depth data collection throughout the entire injury and rehabilitatiori
experience.
Third, in addition to investigating different q/pes of season-ending injuries, it
seems important to study the effects of tnjury acro'ss different populations (i.e., youth
sport, high school, Division I, II, and III collegiate athletes, and professional). With an in-
depth understanding of what athletes experience at different levels, a greater :
comprehension ofthe overall athletic injury experience can likely be discovered.
As results of this study indicated, an athlete's response to season-ending injury
was impacted by their support system, motivation, and overall physical recovery. Future
research studies should focus on these three areas in connection with athletes' overall
injury and rehabilitation experiences. It may be beneficial to have these three elements
investigated in relation to short-term, season-ending, and career-ending injures (i.e., to
uncover the possible relationship with varying degrees [severity] of injuries).
Due to the time constraints that many researchers may face, if it is not feasible to
spend 12 to 16 months engaged in data collection, a case study research design is
recommended. With this type of qualitative data collection; the researcher needs only one
fu:l) subject to satisff this research methodology. Regardless of the number of subjects
involved with the research study, with more in-depth descriptions of the potential injury
processes, professionals working with injured athletes will benefit tremendously from
new insights, behaviors, and emotions tha't athletes may experience.
Not only is it important to understand "what" and "why" athletes experience what
they do through injury, but also what can be done to make their recovery physically and
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mentally successful. The long tbrm goal of any rehabilitation is to return the athlete to
their sport. With further study into the injury experience, a greater awareness will likely
unfold for sport medicine professionals on how best to treat and support their injured
clients.
Although the results of this study provide a greater insight into the injury and
rehabilitation experience, much more research is needed. Several recommendations have
.,"
been expressed in the anticipation of others continuing with and adding to the outlined
results and conclusions.
ヽ
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Athlete Recruitment Statement
The purpose of this study is to provide an in-depth description.of how you, as a
student-athlete, perceive a season-ending injury. You will be asked to participate in three
interviews throughout your injury and rehabilitation (i.e., two weeks after your initial
injury, half way through your projected rehabilitation, and two weeks prior to completion
of your'projected rehabilitation), with each interview lasting approximately 60 minutes.
Each interview will be audiotaped and transcribed into a verbatim written document and
presented to you in order for you to make comments and to provide clarification"on the
information obtained. You will also be observed in your rehabilitation sessions by the
researcher and asked to keep a weeklyjournal outlining your experiences related to your
irju.y and rehabilitation. The researcher and Dr. Greg A. Shelley (thesis advidor) will be
the only persons to have access to these tapes and observation notes.
Understanding how a Division III student-athlete reacts to a season-ending injury
is extremely important to the field of sport psychology. Your involvement in this research
project has the potential to help many other injured athletes in the future. By getting a
better perspective of what a collegiate student-athlete may experience with a season-
ending injury, new ideas and strategies for helping injured athletes can be developed and I
implemented. But first, it is important to know what an athlete experiences throughout a
season-ending injury. This is why your participation is greatly needed.
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Athietic Trainer Recruitment Statement
The purpose of this study is to provide an in-depth description of how Division III
student-athletes perceive a season-ending injury. You will be asked to partibipate in one
interview (i.e., when an injured athlete has completed half of his or her projected
rehabilitation) designed to investigate your perceptions of an athlete's injury experience.
Your interview will last approximately 45-60 minutes, and will be audiotaped. The
interview will be transcribed into a verbatim written document and presented to you in
order for you to make comments and to provide clarification on the information obtained.
The researcher and Dr. Greg A. Shelley (thesis advisor) will be the only people to have
access to these tapes.
APPENDⅨ・B
ATHLETE RECRUITMENT PERMISSION FORNII
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Athlete Recruitment P ermis sion Form
glve
Athlete's Name Trainer's Name
permission to contact Rex R. Vogan II concerning my interest in participating in his
research study. I give permission to the trainer to disclose my name and phone number to
Rex R. Vogan I[ so he can contact me.
I have read the above and understand its contents. I acknowledge that I am I 8 years of
age or older.
Print or Type Name
Signature Date
Witness Date
I
l
[,
●   1
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Athlete Informed Consent Form
Season-Ending Injury
1. Pumose of the study
The purpose of this research is to study the effects that a season-ending injury has
on Ithaca College student-athletes. This study will attempt to provide a greater
understanding of the potential and varied psychological factors associated with
experiencing and rehabilitating from a season-ending injury.
2. Benefits of the Study
Participating in this study will allow you the opportunity to discuss the
impact that a season-ending injury has had on your life. By sharing your thoughts and
experiences, you may better identi$ the issues that are important in making the
smoothest transition through rehabilitation. Results will contribute to the body of
literature dedicated to understanding the psychological experiences associated with
season-ending injuries. The knowledge that will likely be gained from this research may
give sport psychologists, eounselors, athletic trainers, and physical therapists an
understanding of what Division III student-athlete experience when confronted with a
season-ending injury.
3. What You Will Be Asked To Do
You will be asked to participate in three interviews throughout your injury and
rehabilitation. The schedule of interviews will be as follows: 1) fwo weeks after your
injury, 2) when you have completed half of your projected rehabilitation, and 3) two
weeks prior to your projected completion of rehabilitation. Each interview will take
approximately 45-60 minutes to complete. All interviews will be audiotaped and
transcribed into verbatim written documents and presented to you in order for you to
make comments and to provide clarification on the information obtained. You will also
be observed in rehabilitation sessions where the researcher will document daily r
experiences related to your injury. Finally, you will be asked to keep a weekly journal
documenting your emotions and reactions to your irjury and rehabilitation.
4. Risks
Certain issues regarding the injury may cause anxiety and apprehension. The
injury experience may be difficult for some athletes and create related stress. There is no
foreseeable physical harm related to this study.
5. If You Would Like More Information about the Study
If you have any questions regarding the study, you can contact Rex R. Vogan II at(3ls) 68s-3989.
Initial Yodi Name
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6. Withdrawal from the Studv
Participants in this study are free to withdraw and discontinue at any time. You
are free to skip questions during the interviews. There is no penalty for withdrawing. If
you do desire to withdraw from the study, please contact the researcher as soon as
possible.
7. How the Data will be Maintained in Confidence
Tapes of the interviews and written transcripts of observations will be kept in a
locked container. Interview responses and transcripts will be kept confidential.
Only the researcher and his thesis advisor will have access to this inforrnation. Your
name will nevdr appear on any document or transcript.
I have read the above and understand its contents. I agree to participate in the study. I
acknowledge that I am 18 years of age or older.
Print or Type Name
Signature Date
Witness
I give my consent to bb audiotapbd.
Signature
Date
Date
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Athletic Trainer Informed Consent Form
Season-Ending Injury
1. Pumose of the study
The purpose of this research is to study the effects that a season-ending injury'has
on Ithaca College student-athletes. This study will attempt to provide a greater
understanding of the potential and varied psychological factors associated with
experiencing and rehabilitating from a season-ending injury.
2. Benefits of the Study
Participating in this study will allow you the opportunity to discuss the
impact that a season:ending injury has had on your injured athlete. Results will contribute
to the body of literature dedicated to understanding the psychological experiences
associated wiih season-ending injuries. The knowledge that will likely be gained from
this research may give sport psychologists, counselors, athletic ffainers, and phlsical
therapists an understanding of what Division III student-athlete experience when
confronted with a season-ending injury. r '
3. What You Will Be Asked To Do
You will be asked to participate in one interview (i.e., when an injured athlete has
completed half of his or her projected rehabilitation) designed to investigate your
perceptions of an athlete's injury experience. Your interview will last approximately 45-
60 minutes and will be audiotaped. The interview will be transcribed into a verbatim
written document and presented to you in order for you to make comments and to provide
clarification on the information obtained.
4. Risks
There are no foreseeable risks related to this study.
5. If You Would Like More Information about the Study
If you have any questions regarding the study, you can contaet Rex R. Vogan II at
(315) 68s-3989.
6. Withdrawal from the Study
Participants in this study are free to withdraw and discontinue at any time. You
are free to skip questions during the iriterviews. There is no penalty for withdrawing. If
you do desire to withdraw from the study, please contact the researcher as soon as
possible.
Initial Your Name
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7. How the Data will be'Maintained in Confidence
Tapes of the interview will be kept in a locked container. lnterview responses will
be kept confidential. Only the researcher and his thesis'advisor will have access to this
information. Your name will never appear on any document or transcript.
I have read the above and understand its contents. I agree to participate in the study. I
acknowledge that I am 18 years of age or older.
Print or Tlpe Name
Signature Date
Witness
I give my consent to be audiotaped.
Signature
Date
Date
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SttteCt                Athlete's designadon by numbered inteⅣiew
Gender:                       Athlete's Gender
SpOrt:                      Athlete's primary sport agiliation
Age:                Athlete's age when inteⅣi wed
Height:               Athlete's height
Weight             Athlete's weight
Year:              Athlete's yearin school when■juv OcCu red
M可o正               Athlete's academic maJor when inteⅣiew d
Date ofttury:           Date when輌町 oCCllrred
Cicumstances ofれjury:      How theれjuw happened
Re―ittury:              First time vs.re―ittu y des gnation
PreviouS ittu五es:              Desc五ption ofany ttuHes eXperienced before
Fitness level:                    Athlete's perception offltness level at tilne of
inJury
Diagnosis:                      Initial diagnosis provided by training staff
PrO簾10SiSi              lnitial prognosis pЮvided by traini g taff
Praccted Rehabilitation:       Amolmt oftime it will likely take the athlete to
complete their rehabilitation
Subject:
Gender:
Sport:
Age:
Height:
1
Male
Basketball
21
6``2"
Subject:
Gender:
Sport:
Age:
Height:
Weight:
Year:
Major:
Date of irijury:
Circumstances of injury:
Re-injury:
205 lbs.
Junior
Health and Physical Education
February 7,2001
Injured while practicing
No
No
Peak level
Torn ACL
Surgery
4-6 months
2
Female
Softball
t9
5',7',
t4s
Freshman
Health and PE
March 15,2001
During a game in Florida
First time injury
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Weight:
Year:
Major:
Date of Injury:
Circumstances of Injury:
Re-injury:
Previous Injuries:
Fitness level:
Diagnosis:
Prognosis:
Proj ected rehabilitation :
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Previous injuries:
Fitress level:
Diagnosis:
Prognosis:
Hip-flexor injury
50% ofMaximum
Torn ACL
Surgery
Projected Rehabilitation: 4-6 months
Subject: 3
Gender: Male
Sport: ,]u.rorr"
Age: 2l
Height: 5 "l l"
Weight: 195
Year: Junior
Major: Sport Studies
Date of injury: January 17,2002
Circumstances of injury: During practice
Re-injury: First time injury
Previous injuries: Broken wrist, foot, and toes
Fitness level: 80 to 85% of maximum
Diagnosis: Torn ACL
Prognosis: Surgery
Projected Rehabilitation: 4-6 months
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Subject:
Gender:
Age:
Education:
Certifications:
Years Experience:
Athletic Trainers
Athletic Trainer's affiliation to athlete by
number
Athletic Trainer's Gender
Athletic Trainer's age when interviewed
Athletic Trainer's education background
Athletic Trainer's certifi cation background
Athletic Trainer's experience when interviewed
Rchabilitation Strategy:
speciflc type ofittury the athlete has sustained
Strate[シthe Athledc Trainer has taken to help thё
athlete recover completely
Subject: I
Gender: Male
Age: 44
Education: Masters Physical Education 
- 
Concentration
Athletic Training 
- 
Indiana State University I
Certifications: NATA 
- 
1987
New York State certified
Years Experience: l4years
Specific Injury Experience: l0 different athletes with ACL tears
Rehabilitation Strategy: Build strength
Have surgery
Work on general range of motion/ swellinglpain
Start strength
6-9 month aYeruge for full activity
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Subject:
Gender: Female
Age: 36
Education: B.S. Physical Education
M.S. Physical Education/ Athletic Training
certincations: 3:*fl:1tf.ffiffi[l,*oo*g Speciarist
Years Experience: 13 years
Specific Injury Experience: Significant experience
Rehabilitation Strategy: Reduce swelling
lncrease Range of Motion
Have surgery
Work on general range of motion/ swellinglpain
Start strength
6-9 month average for full activity
Subject: 3
Gender: Male
Age: 43
Education: M.S. Athletic Training
Certifications: Certified Athletic Trainer
Years Experience: 19
Specific Injury Experience: Significant
Rehabilitation Strategy: Reduce swelling
' Increase Range of Motion 
._
. Have surgery
Work on general range of motion/ swelling/ pain
Start strength
6-9 month average for fulI activity
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Questions for Interview I (noo weelcs after injury)
1. Describe a typical day since becoming injured?
2. Overall, how would you describe your injury experiences since sustaining your
current injury?
3. What (if anything) has changed for you since sustaining your injury?
4. Overall, how do you feel right now?
5. What are you doing to overcome and cope with your injury?
6. What have been/are your greatest concerns as you attempt to overcome your injury
and return to play?
7. How do you feel about yourself since your injury?
8. How has your injury most influenced your day-to-day life? r
9. 
-How confident are you that you will overcome your injury? What do you perceive to
be most difficult in attempting to rehab?
10. Is there anything that you would like to share concerning your injury that we have
not covered in this interview?
11. How have you felt in sharing your injury experiences with me?
＼
)
/
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Questionsfor Interttiew 2 (midpoint of rehabililation)
1. Describe a typical day of rehabilitation?
2. Overall, how would you describe your injury experiences in the past X number of
weeks?
3. Since first becoming rnjured, what (if anything) has changed for you?
4. Overall, how do you feel right now? How have your feelings changed over time?
5. What are you doing to overcome and cope with your rehabilitation?
6. What have beer/are your gteatest concerns as you attempt to overcome your injuty
and return to play? What is the hardest part about being injured?
7. How do you feel about yourself since your injury? How have these feelings changed
over time?
8. How has your injury most influenced your day-to-day life?
9. How confident are you that you will overcome your injury? What do you see as most
important in successfrtlly completing rehab?
10. Is there anything that you would like to share concerning your injury that we have
not covered in this interview?
11. How have you felt in sharing your injury experiences with me?
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Questions for Interview 3 (tno weeks prior to projected co'mpletion of rehab)
1. Describe a typical day of rehabilitation?
2. Overall, how would you describe your injury experiences as they relate to your
injury and rehabilitation to this point? 1
3. As you get closer to the end of your projected rehabilitation, what has most changed
for you from the initial injury to now?
4. What (if anything) have you learned from this injury experience?
' 5. What are you doing to continue to cope with your injury as you finish up your
rehabilitation?
6. What have been/are your gteatest concerns as you continue to overcome your injury
and move forward? 
r
7. How do you feel about yourself right now? How have these feelings changed over the
course of your injury and rehabilitation?
8. How has your injury most influenced your dayto-day life?
9. How confident are you that you will continue to overcome your injury and return to
your sport?
10. Is there anything that you would likO to share concerning your injury that we have
not covered in this interview?
I l. How have you felt in sharing your injury experiences with me?
APPENDIX F
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Questions for Athletic Trainers (midpoint of rehabilitation)
1. Describe a typical day for (name of atHete) since he/she sustained his/her injury? ",?
2. Overall, how would you describe (name_qfeIhlglQ injyy experience?
3. What (if anything) has most changed for Gelqg-qfglhlelO rin"" suJtuining his/her
i可Ⅷり?
4.Based on what you have witnessed(or heard),hoW dO you think(name OFathlele)is
feeling五ght now?
5。 Whtt is Qame Ofathlettt doing t0 0Vercome and cope with his/her ttury and
rehabilitation?
6.Based on what you have witnessed(or heard),what are ttame 6fathletd greatest
concems as he/she aiempts to overcome his/her ittury?
7.How do you think(name Ofathlete)feels about him/herselfsincc his/her ittury?
8.In what ways have you perceived ttame Ofathleto ittury tO have mostin■uenced
his/her day to day life?
9.How confldent are you that          will psychologically overcome his/her
ittury?
10.Is there anything that you would lik to share conceming your perceptions of(name
ofathlete)ittury that we have not covered in this intewiew?
APPENDIX G
ATHLETE JOURNAL GUIDE
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Journal Questions
1. How did you feel (emotionally and physically) in your rehabilitation sessions this
week? What contributed to these feelings?
2. What aspects of your rehabilitation and healing have been most difficult this week?
Why were they difficult?
3. What aspects <if your rehabilitation have been easy? Why were they easy?
4. How do you feel about the progress you have made this week?
5. How has your pain level been'this week?
6. How has your motivation been in doing your rehabilitation?
7. Is there anything that you iould like to share concerning your rehabilitation this
week that was not covered in the previous questions?
APPENDIX H
HIGHER―O DER THEMES
PARTICIPANT l
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Subjbct t
Phase l: Higher Order Themes
1. He was concerned about re-injury, getting himself back into basketball shape,
and getting his flexibility and range of motion completely back..
2. He had complete confidence in himself and his work ethic but realized just how
long and difficult the process is of returning to play.
3. He was coping with his injury by dreating some type of physical activity he can
do, continues to lift weights with his upper body, and was doing his pre-surgery
'i rehatjilitation three days a week.
4. He was extremely surprised, frustrated, angered and felt isolated by his
coaches' and athletic trainer's lack of contact, support, communication, and guidance.
5. His irjury affected his day{o-day life (e.g., needed extra time to get to classes,
could not play basketball and other recreational games, and was not able to participate in
some of his classes because he is a Physical Education major) and described the entire
injury experience as frustrating and continuously on his mind.
6. His surgery date created a significant amount of anxiety (e.g., he had no control
when it was to take place because it was up to his parents) and worry (e.g., if his surgery
ended up being postponed he felt he may not be ready for the next season).
7. His support system consisted of his friends and parents.
Phose 2: Higher Order Themes
l. He did not have much confidence in the physical therapists working with him
becauSe there was no personal connection, as he was skeptical of their ffue intentions.
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2. He felt great to be doing some type of basketball activity as it gave him
confidence that his shot was still there and was less frustrated with his restrictions
because physically he was able to do more.
3. Although the toughest parts of his rehabilitation entailed being out of shape
with his cardiovascular stamina and having a weak leg, his motivation to continue
rehabilitation arid make it a priority came from having little to do.
4. He felt nervous, anxious, and a sense of urgency to start playing bas(etball
because he was concerned about how rusty and far behind he would be compared to his
teammates.
5. Although, he felt his support system primarily consisted of himsdlf, he did
admit that his parents encouraged him, yet he still did not hear from teammates, and,was {
frustrated and angry that his coaches did not call to check on how he was progressing.
6. Dealing with his injury had been a strain mentally and felt overcoming his
mental perspective will be difficult.
7. The toughest parts of being injured entailed being in that in-between stage
where he was ready to play but he could not, he mentally did not know when he'would be
able to do what he wanted, and emotionally dealing with feeling useless.
8. His mind-set was starting to move towards not playing basketball (possibly
4r'id start coaching) as he started to question whether or not he should just quit.
, Phase 3: Higher Order Themes
1. His goals were to get healthy and back to playing, improve his agility, and get
his legs stronger.
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).llefelt great fo be practicing with his teammates because it reminded him of
why he plays basketball.
3. He was upset with the lack of personal attention he received from his physical
therapist, was frustrated by the lack of communication and urgency by his surgeon, and
continued tobe very anry with his coaches' disregard for his injury, rehabilitation
progress, and his role for the upcoming season.
4. Although his father and peers had encouraged him, his support system
primarily consisted of himself, as he generally felt unsuppdrted by dthers during his
injury experience.
5. He was frustrated because he was not 100 %o,he realizedthat he should have
done more rehabilitation over the summer, and because he thought he would be working
solely on his basketball skills instead of still focusing on rehabilitating his leg.
6. The toughest challenge at this phase was being "almost" done (but not quite),
finding the motivation to continue with rehabilitation, feeling doubtful about future
playing possibilities, and feeling jealous of healthy teammates.
7. Other then knowing first hand what it was like to go through a season-ending
injury, he learned what he was made of on the inside, felt it was a challenge mentally and
physically to go through this experience, and constantly questioned himself becurr" th.l.
are no guarantees in life.
Athletic Trainer Phase I & 2 Higher.Order Themes
1. He had-concerns about the swelling in the athlete's knee and the type o.f
supervision he was receiving at home.
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2.Besides some discollragement related to his swelling,overall he was a fairly
even person who never showed extreme positive or negative emotions,and whose
motivation was good but not exceptional.                                 .
3.Mentally he was dealing well with his ittШりand accepted wha  he needed to
do to recover completely,but feltthatifbasketball was taken away ttom hiln fbrthe up
coming season,that would create a whole separate issue.
4.By the time the athlete remms tO school he should be working out fattly hard in
the weight Юom,rullnhg,and doing some nmctional act市ity and bel eved tha  he will
■ot be ready forthe begillning ofthe season but should see the bulk ofhis playing time in
the second semester.
И滋たた■フタ″,α′P力αSθ f,2α″グ3島″:ψθr θttr刀りθ
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l.Emotionally and physically he felt good even though he was li■le nervous tha
he wasn't doing enough rehabilitation,constantly thought about the deadline to retum
,CXt SCason,but overall was happy with his pЮgress.
2.NIIaintaining his lnotivation thrOughout the sullrmer had been difflcult as it r
nuctuated from week to week,follnd it quite difflcult to ignore distractions,om getting
hぬe way ofis rehaЫlita■on, ndおlt hstrated to wa“h friends phy baskeぬ」1(1.e"
becausc he was unable to).      I
И″腸θrむOtt「θn′α′Jθrs Hヽま θr OrdCr ttθ″θs                       ・ .
1.His mooo waS usually indifferent,flat,and rarely displayed a negative or
positive disposition as he expressed a business like manner,where he came in
accomplished what he had to and then left.
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2. His motivation and determination to attend rehabilitation sessions were good
but he started to question what his motivation would be like over the summer when he
was away from the school environment.
3. Swelling in his knee was a big issue causing frustration and anger over the
restrictions he had in rehabilitation and he felt his body was holding him back from
*o:a* forward with recovery.
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Subject 2
Phase 1: Higher Order Themes
l. When the injury initially occurred the athlete was hopeful that it was just a bad
knee twist yet she starting thinking about her opportunity to start, competing again during
the season, and questioning why this had to happen.
2. Thoughts about her surgery created a significant amount of anger and
frustration because she and her coach disagreed on when the surgery should have taken
place, resulting in her isolating herself from her coach.
3. The week following her ACL diagnosis she experienced pain, depression, and
strong negative emotions (e.g., frustration, loss, and much crying).
4. She felt her biggest source of support was from her friends and parents and
although the support had diminished from her team, overall she felt good with the
encouragement she received from teammates, coaches, and athletic trainers.
5. Her injury affected her day to day life (e.g., needed extra time to get to classes,
showers were very difficult, and was unable to drive) and she started thinking about how
this injury was going to affect her summer (e.g., working and being physically restricted
from what she truly wanted to do).
6. She struggled most with her up and down emotions, especially when she I
thought about her lost opportunity for the season.
7. Her biggest concerns were her surgery and what her knee would feel like when
she started playing again.
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8. Although she expected the first weekof rehabilitation to be quite painful and
uncomfortable, she fully expected to maintain her motivation and was one-hundred
percent confident that she would overcome this injury.
Phase 2: Higher Order Themes
l. Although her motivation was high for the first six treeks of rehabilitation, once
she began to level off (i.e., stopped making regular gainS) she'found it to be repetitive,
frustrating, and difficult to stay motivated.
2. She was concerned and fearful of re-injury, not being able to play to her
potential, and losing her starting spot on the team.
3. Although she was ninety-five percent confident in a bomplete return,
participating at fifty percent of her normal capacity in practice provided significarit
frustration with her continued physical restrictions and lack of cardiovascular fitness
while trying to build confidence in her knee.
4. After surgery, her primary support came from her parents and physical
therapists but once back at school her support shifted to her teammates and coach.
5. She felt.her injury and rehabilitation experiences were extremely long but was
happy with her progression, realized her situation could be worse, and felt she would
never take softball and being healthy for granted again.
6. Not only did watching her teammates play in games continue to be extremely
difficult for her ( as she felt like she had been injured forever) but she also acknowledged
that being this close to playing ( but still not capable of ) might be her most frustrating
time.
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Phase 3: Higher Order Themes
1. She was working the hardest at increasing her muscle strength in her legs,
improving h'er quickness through agility exercises, was at one of the most motivated
stages because she was seeing results, and felt good with the decisions she made
throughout her rehabilitation.
2. While extremely eager to return to softball, she struggled with being patient
and working through the anticipation and exfreme emotion surrounding her fist game.
3. She was not worried about losing her position on the team, felt great to be
around the other players, have the oppornrnity to give her input, and be included with the
team goals.
4. She will never take playing softball or being healthy for granted again and felt
this injury experience would make her work harder and concentrate more on conditioning
and training her body properly.
5. Knowing first hand the experiences associated with a serious injury, her biggest
fear was getting hurt again.
6. She felt hbr experiences with the sports medicine team (i.e., physical therapists,
athletic trainers, doctors, and surgeonl *"r" wonderful because they all took great care of
her and explained every little detail regarding her injury, surgery, and rehabilitation.
Athletic Trainer Phase I & 2 Higher Order Themes
l. When she first started pre-surgery rehabilitation she was coming regutarly but
then faded away which the athletic trainer attributed to immaturity and a lack of
motivation.
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2. She witnessed some depressed moods and was frustrated with the whole
process but was never worried about the athlete.
summer recognized that she was not the most motivated person and needed to be pushed
through some of the discomfort and pain.
4. She expected the athlete to be very close to being functional and working hard
on her strength when she returns to school from the sunmer.
Athlete Journal Phase l, 2, and 3 Higher Order Themes
1. She was very nelvous about her rehabilitation after her surgery because it was
very painful to bend her leg but her motivation was high.
2. Although she felt great to be practicing with her team, emotionally and
physically she struggled the past few weeks and her motivation to continue rehabilitation
decreased.
3. Her motivation increased significantly due to her physical progression and lack
of pain which i'esulted in an overall happier mood.
Author's Observations Higher Order Themes
l. Her motivation to attend pre-surgery rehabilitation was low as well as her effort
when she actually did show up.
:
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Subject 3
Phase 1: Higher Order Themes
1. While acknowledging being moody, depressed, and angry much more often
then usual, he felt the most difficult aspects of being injured were coping with his
physical restrictions, not being able to do what he wanted, losing his independence both
in and outside of sport, mentally overcoming his injury, watching his team play, and
hearing teammates complain about practice.
2. Although ready for the challenge, confident, and motivated, he realized that
rehabilitation will be p'ainful, demanding, and difficult to regain his leg strength and tnrst
his knee again.
3. Although comfortable and confident with his surgeon, he was very nervous
about having sugery, unsure of the pain to come, and found it mentally tough knowing
that his knee had very liule pain, yet in 48 hours he would be unable to walk.
4. He felt a bit isolated from the team becauSe he was not playing, but his coach
made going to practice important by supporting him and including him in many areas of
practice (i.e., warming up the goalies, giving advice, encouragement, and criticism to
teammates and coaches).
5. His support system consisted of his parents, friends, girlfriend, teammates, and
student athletic trainer he was working with.
6. His biggest concerns were that his knee will never be 100% and that he will
always be second guessing the reliability of his knee.
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7. The injury was much more restricting then he anticipated and he was surprised
by the impact it had on his day-to-day life (e.g., not being able to throw a football witir
friends, needing extra time walking to classes, being unable to drive, and the discomfort ,
of sitting in class and sleeping at night).
, 8. To cope with his inju.y he partied (i.e., drank) more then usual, yet also tifted
more weights (i.e., upper body) in order to obtain some type of physical release.
Phase 2: iligher Order Themes
l. His short term goals were to increase his leg strength and improve his
cardiovascular fitness in order to be I00% by the fall (his long tdrm goal).
2. He began to incorporate lacrosse specific activities into his rehabilitation and
although he did not have complete confidence in his knee, his motivation increased
because he was.out of the training room.
3. While very happy with the medical care he had received, his support system
consisted of parents, friends, teammates, and student athletic trainers.
4. Overall, he was pleased with the progress he had made and the limited
iestrictions resulting from his injury, as he felt optimistic, upbeat, and mubh less focused
on coping with his injury.
5. He felt the toughest parts of returning to play will be cutting, doing the same
move that got him injured, mentally getting rid of his apprehension, and overcoming the
fear of re-injury and never regaining his prior athletic level.
6. Being less challenged physically, his motivation decreased as he felt
rehabilitation was repetitive, boring, and less of a priority
■  '‐        ｀
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7. While not wanting sympathy, he did want others to realize the difficulties,
frustrations, and the overall impact of the injury on his life (e.g., financial, physical, and
personal).
8. His coach continued to keep him involved with the team in a coaching role
(e.g., asking for his opinion, discussing team dynamics, and helping with practice) which
allowed him to feel as much apart of the team as before his injury.
Phase 3 Higher Order Themes
l. Although the surgeon felt his knee looked great he still needed to increase his
leg strength, cardiovascular fitness, and explosive quickness.
2. Practicing with his team in a diminished capacity for the last three weeks of the
season allowed him to see where his game was, provided a tremendous amount of
' excitement, and increased his confidence in his knee.
3. His focus shifted from getting his knee better to preparing for the season, as he
was very happy that his injury situation was over and he could again concentrate solely
on lacrosse.
4. He felt his support system had been great and that everyohe (i.e., his surgeon,
physician, athletic trainers, parents, friends, teammates, and coach) were always willing
to help him.
5. He was concerned that he had lost a step, would not play to his potential, and
that he would again have to prove himself to his coach.
6. He learned that it takes a lot of hard work to overcome this injury, felt his
recovery could not have turned out better, and will never take playing lacrosse for
granted.
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7. Now that his recovery was complete, he would advise others who are in a
similar ciicumstance to stay positive, to not dwell on the injury, and to make the best of
it.
Athletic Trainer Phase I & 2 Higher Order Themes
l. His body responded very favorably to the surgery, had little swelling, and was
able to progress rapidly.
2. He was a highly motivated individual who was easy to work with, did not need
external motivation from others, and at times had to be held back from being too
aggressive in his rehabilitation.
' 3. His support system was the best he had ever seen and consisted of his family,
teammates, friends, and student athletic trainers.
4. He had no concerns that the athlete will recover completely and felt he should
be playing summer league lacrosse in a month.
Athlete Journal Phase I, 2, and 3 Higher Order Themes
1. His motivation to complete his rehabilitation was high for the fust five weeks,
declined when he became bored with his exercises, and then increased when sport
specific drills were incorporated into his recovery.
: 2. Overall he was happy with the progress he made throughout his rehabilitation.
3. Practicing with his team (i.e., in diminished capacity) increased his confidence
in his knee and excitement to work on his lacrosse skills over the summer.
'l
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Author's Observations Higher Order Themes
1. His support system was phenomenal from the student athletic trainers who
worked with him on a daily basis, as he received much more personal attention then any
other injured athletes in the training room.
2. Physically, this athlete recovered extremely fast from the surgery.
3. His motivation right after surgery and during the first four to five weeks was
corisistently high but once his exercises became less challenging and repetitive, his
motivation began to decrease.
4. His mood was mostly positive while in the training room as he joked around
with the student athletic trainers daily.
APPENDIX K
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Subject I
Phase I: Final Themes
1. He was concerned about re-injury, getting himself back into basketball shape,
and getting his flexibility and range of motion completely back.
2. He had complete confidence in himself and his work ethic but realized just how
long and difficult the process is of retuming to play.
3. He was coping with his injury by creating some type of physical activity he can
do, continues to lift weights with his upper body, and was doing his pre-surgery
rehabilitation three days a week.
4. He was extremely surprised, frustrated, angered and felt isolated by his
coaches' and athletic trainer's lack of contact, support, communication, and guidance.
5. His injury affected his day-to-day life (e.g.,needed extra time to get to classes,
could not play basketball and other recreational games, and was not able to participate in
some of his classes because he is a Physical Education major) and described the entire
injury experience as frustrating and continuously on his mind.
6. His surgery date created a significant amount of anxiety (e.g., he had no control
when it was to take place because it was up to his parents) and worry (e.g., if his surgery
ended up being postponed he felt he may not be ready for the next season).
7. His support system consisted of his friends and parents.
Phase 2: Final Themes
l. The head athletic trainer had concerns about the swelling in the athlete's knee
and the type of supervision he was receiving at home.
?
?
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2. Sweliing in his kned was a big issue causing frustration and anger over the
restrictions he had in rehabilitation and he felt his body was holding him back from
moving forward with recovery.
3. He did not have much confidence in the physical therapists working with him
because there was no personal connection, as he was skeptical of their true intentions.
4. He felt great to be doing some type of basketball activity as it gave him
confidence that his shot was still there and was less frusfiated with his restrictions
because physically he was able to do more.
5. Although the toughest parts of his rehabilitation entailed being out of shape
with his cardiovascular stamina and having a weak leg, his motivation to continue
rehabilitation and make it a priority came from having little to do.
6. He felt nervous, anxious, and a sense of urgency to start playing basketball
because he was conierned about how rusty and far behind he would be compared to his
teammates.
7. Although, he felt his support system primarily consisted of himself, he did
admit that his parents encouraged him, yet he still did not hear from'teammates, una *J,
frustrated and angry that his coaches did not call'to check on how he was progressing.
8. Dealing with his injury had bten a strain mentally and felt overcoming his
mental perspective will be difficult.
9. The toughest parts of being injured entailed being in that in-between stage
where he was ready to play but he could not, he mentally did not know when he would be
able to do what he wanted, and emotionalty dealing with feeling useless.
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10. His mind-set was starting to move towards not playing basketball (possibly
start coaching) as he started to question whether or not he should just quit.
11. Maintaining his motivation throughout the summer had been difficult as it
fluctuated from week to week, found it quite difficult to ignore distractions froL getting
in the way of his rehabilitation, and felt frustrated to watch friends play basketball (i.e.,
because he was unable to).
Phase i: Final Themes
l. His goals were to get healthy and back to playing, improve his agility, and get
his legs stronger.
2.He felt great to be practicing with his teammates because it reminded him of
why he plays basketball.
3. He was upset with the lack of personal attention he received from his physical
therapist, was frustrated by the lack of communication and urgency by his surgeon, and
continued to be very angry with his coaches' disregard fo, ni, injury, rehabilitation
progress, and his role for the upcoming season.
4. Although his father and peers had encouraged him, his support system
primarily consisted of himself, as he generally felt unsupported by others during his
,'
injury experience.
5. He was frustrated because he was not 100 %r,herealized that he should have
done more rehabilitation over the summer, and because he thought he would be working
solely on his basketball skills instead of still focusing on rehabilitating his leg.
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6. The toughest challenge.at this phase Was being "almost" done (but not quite),
finding the motivation to continue with rehabilitation, feeling doubtful about future
playing possibilities, and feeling jealous of healthy teammates.
7. Other then knowing first hand what it was like to go through a season-ending
injury, he learned what he was made of on the inside, felt it was a challenge mentally and
physically to go through this experience, and constantly questioned himself because there
are no guarantees in life.
¨
   f
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l.When she flrst started pre―surgery rehabilitation she was coming regularly but
then faded away which the athletic trainer attributed to i―a unty nd a lack of
motivation.
2.When the hjury inidally occllrredtte athletc was hopemlthatit wasjust abad
knee twist yet she starting thinking about her opporlunity to start,competing agaln during
the season,and questioding why this had to happen.
3.Thoughtξ abOut her surgery created a signiflcant amount ofanger and
hstration because she and her coach disagreed on when the sllrgery should have taken
place,resulting in her isolating herself flom her coach.
4.The we9k following her ACL diagnosis she experienced pain,depression,and
strong negative emotions(e.g。,fmstration,loss,and much crying).
`    5.She felt her biggest sollrce ofsupport was fronl her hends and parents and
although the support had diinlnished ibonl her teanl,o▼erall she felt good with the
encouragement she received iom teilnmates,coaphes,and athletic trainers.      ,
6.Her ttury affected her day to day life(dg"needed extra time to get tO classes,
showers were very difflcult,and was llnable to drive)and she started thinking about hOw
this Lゴury waS going to affect her sll―er(e.g。,working and being physically restricted
from whatshe tmly wanted to do).
7.She smggled●Ost With her up and dOwn emotiOns,cspecially when she
thought about her lost Opportunity for the season.
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8. Her biggest concerns were her surgery and what her knee would feel like when
she started playing aglin.
9. The head athletic trainers biggest concern was that the physical therapist
wbrking with her over the surlmer recognized that she was not the most motivated person
and needed to be pushed through some of the discomfort and pain.
Phase 2: Final Themes
1. Although her motivation was high for the first six weeks of rehabilitation, once
she began to level off (i.e., stopped making regular gains) she found it to be repetitive,
frusirating, and difficult to stay motivated. 
.
2. She was concerned and fearful of re-injury, not being able to play to her
potential, and losing her starting spot on the team.
3. Although she was ninety-five percent confident in a complete return,
participating at fifty percent of her normal capacity in practice provided significant
frustration with her continued physical restrictions and lack of cardiovascular fitness
while trying to build confidence in her knee.
4. After surgery, her primary support came from her parents and physical
therapists but once back at school her support shifted to her teammates and coach.
5. She felt her injury and rehabilitation experiences were extremely long but was
happy with her progression, rcalized her situation could be worse, and felt she would ,
never take softball and being healthy for granted again.
6. Not only did watching her teammates play in games continue to be extrerir[ly
difficult for her ( as she felt like she had been injured forever) but she also acknowledged
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that being thid close to playing ( but still not capable of ) might be her most frustrating
time.
Phase 3: Final Themes
l. She was working the hardest at increasing her muscle strength in her legs,
improving her quickness through agility exercises, was at one of the most motivated
stages because she was seeing results, and felt good with the decisions she made
throughout her rehabil itation.
. While extremely eager to return to softball, she struggled with being patient
and working through the anticipation and extreme emotion surrounding her fist game.
3. She was not worried about losing her position on the team, felt great to be
around the other players, have the opportunity to give her input, and be included with the
team goals. 
.
4. She will never take playing softball or being healthy for granted again and felt
this injury experience would make her work harder and concentrate more on conditioning
and training her body properly.
5. Knowing first hand the experiences associated with a serious injury, her biggest
fear was getting hurt again.
6. She felt her experiences with the sports medicine team (i.e., physical therapists,
athledic trainers, doctors, and surgeon) were wonderful because they all took great care of
her and explained every little detail regarding her injury, surgery, and rehabilitation..
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l.While acknowledging being inoody,depressed,and antt much inore often
then usual,he felt the mOst difflcult aspects Ofbeing ittllred were coping with his
physical restrictions,not being able to do、ルhat he w nte  10Sing his independence both
in and outside ofsport,mentally overcoming his hiuり,Watching his tealn play,and
hea五ng teaIImates complaul abOut practice.                       '
2.Although ready for the challenge,conident,and motivated,he realizOd that
rehabilitation will be painhl,demanding,and dittcultto regain his leg strength and mst
his knec agaln.
3.Although comfortable and confldent with his sllrgeon,he was very neⅣous
about having surgery,unsure ofthe pan to come,and found it mentally tough knowing
that his knec had very little pain,yetln 48 hours he would be unable to wak.
4.He felt a bitisolated iloln the team becausc he was not playing,but his coach
made going tO practice important by supporting hiln and including hiln in inany areas of
practicc(i.9.,Warlnlng up the goalies,giving advice,cncouragement,and cHticism to
teammates and coaches)。
5. His support system consisted of his parents, friends, girlfriend, teammates, and
student athletic trainer he was working with.
6. His biggest concerns were that his knee will never be 100% and that hb will
always be second guessing the reliability of his knee.
7 . The injury was much more restricting then he anticipated and he was suqprised
by the impact it had on his dayto-day life (e.g., not being able to throw'a football with
't
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friends, needing extra time wdtting to classes, being unable to drive, and the discomfort
of sitting in class and sleeping at night).
8. To cope with his injury he partied (i.e., drank) more then usual, yet also lifted
more weights (i.e., upper body) in order to obtain some type of physical release.
Phase 2: Final Themes
l. His body responded very favorably to the surgery, had little swelling, and was
able to progress rapidly.
2. His mood was mostly positive while in the training room as he joked around
with the student athletic trainers daily.
3. His short term goals were to increase his leg strength and improve his
cardiovasculdr fitness in order to be 100% by the fall (his long term goal).
4. He began to incorporate lacrosse specific activities into his rehabilitation and
,although he did not have complete confidence in his knee, his motivation increased
because he was out of the training room.
5. While very happy with the medical care he had received, his suirport system
consisted of parents, friends, teammates, and sfudent athletic trainers.
6. Overall, he was pleased with the progress he had made and the limited
restrictions resulting from his ipjW,as he felt optimis'tic, upbeat, and much less':focused
on coping with his injury.
7. He felt the toughest parts of returning to play will be cutting, doing the same
move that got him injured" mentally getting rid of his apprehension, and overcoming the
fear of re-injury and never regaining his prior athletic level.
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8. Being less challenged physically, his motivation decreased as he felt
rehabilitation was repetitive, boring, and less of a priority
9. While not wanting sympathy, he did want others to realize the difficulties,
* 
,, frustiations, and the overall impact of the injury on his life (e.g., financial, physical, and
personal).
10. His coach continued to keep him involved with the team in a coaching role
(e.g., asking for his opinion, discussing team dynamics, ahd helping with practice) which
' allowed him to feel as much apart of the team as before his injury.
Phase 3: Fiitat Themes
1. Although the surgeon felt his knee looked great he still needed to increase his
leg strength, cardiovascular fitness, and explosive quickness.
2. Practicing with his team in a diminished capacity for the last three weeks of the
season allowed him to see where his game was, provided a tremendous amount of
excitement, and increased his confidence in his knee.
3. His focus shifted from getting his knee better to preparing for the season, as he
was very happy that his injury situation was over and he could again codcentrate solely
on lacrosse.
4. He felt his support system had been great and that everyone (i.e., his surgeon,
physician, athletic trainers, parents, friends, teammates, and coach) were always willing
to help him.
5. He was concerned that he had lost a step, would not play to his potential, and
that he would again have to prove himself to his coach.
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6. He learned that it takes a lot of haid work to overcome this injury, felt his
recovery could not have turned out better, and will never take playing lacrosse for
granted.
7. Now that his recovery was comlilete, he would advise others who are in a
similar circumstance to stay positive, to not dwell on the injury, and to make the best of'
it.
8. The head athletic trainer had no concerns that the athlete will recover
completely and felt he should be playing summer league lacrosse in a month.
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Phase I
1. Although ready for the challenge, confident, and motidated, the athletes
realized that rehabilitation would be painful, demanding, and difficult.
2.Injury affected the athlete's day-to-day lives (e.g., they needed extra time to get
to classes, they were unable to participate in desired activities, and some could not even
drive a car). 
i
3. The athletes' support systems primarily consisted of friends and family;.
4. Siguificant concerns were expressed as they began to process the magnitude of
their injuries.
Phase 2
l. Dealing with and mentally overcoming their injuries (i.e., fear of re-injury, not
being able to play to their full potentials, and trusting their knees) was very difficult.
2. Aliathletes began to incorporate sport specific skills into their rehabilitation
and although they had some apprehension, they all experienced an increase in motivation.
Phase 3
l. Athletes concentrated on improving their leg strength, cardiovascular fitness,
and explosive quickness.
2, Playing with their teammates created excitement and increased their confiderice
in using their knees.
3. Although their overall injury experience had been difficult, the athletes learried
more about'themselves and the importance of their sport.
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Phase I
Subject I
1. He was coping with his injury by participating in some form of physical
activity, such as continuing to lift weights with his upper body and doing his pre-surgery
rehabilitation three days a week.
2. He was exhemely surprised, finrstrated, angered, and felt isolated by hr.t
coaches' and athletic trainer's lack of contact, support, communication, and guidance.
3. His surgery date created a significant amount of anxiety (e.g., he had no confrol
when it was to take place because it was up to his parents) and worry (e.g., if his surgery
ended up being postponed he felt he may not be ready for the next season).
Subject 2
l. When the injury initially occurred she was hopeful that it was just a bhd knee
twist yet she starting thinking about her opportunity to start, competing again during the
season, and questioning why this had to happen.
2. Thoughts about her surgery created a significant amount of anger and
frustration because she and her coach disagreed on when the surgery should have taken
place, resulting in her isolating herself from her coach.
2.The week following her ACL diagnosis she experienced pain, depression, and
strong negative emotions (e.g., frustration, loss, and much crying).
3. She struggled most with her up and down emotions, especially when she
thought about her lost opportunity for the season.
Subject 3
1. While acknowledging being moody, depressed, and angry much more often
then usual, he felt the most diffrcult aspects of being injured were coping with his
physical restrictions, not being able to do what he wanted, losing his independence both
in and outside of sport, mentally overcoming his injury, watching his team play, and
hearing teaminates complain about practice.
2. Although comfortable and confident with his surgeon,,he was very nervous
about having surgery, unsure of the pain to come, and he found it mentally tough
knowing that his knee had very little pain, yet in 48 hours he would be unable to walk.
3. He felt a bit isolated from the team because he was not playing, but his coach
made going to practice important by supporting him and including him in many areas of
prdctice (i.e., warming up the goalies, and giving advice, encouragement, and criticism fb
teammates and coaches).
4. To cope with his injury he partied (i.e., drank) more than usual, yet also lifted
more weights (i.e., upper U"tVl in order to obtain some type of physical release.
Phase 2
Subject I
l. He did not have much confidence in the physical therapists working with him
because there was no personal connection, as he was skeptical of their true intentions.
2. Although the toughest parts of his rehabilitation entailed being out of shape
with his cardiovascular stamina and having a weak leg, his motivation to continue
rehabilitation and make it a priority came from having little to do.
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3. He felt nervous, anxious, and a sense of urgency to start playing basketball
because he was concerned about how rusty and far behind he would be compared to his
teammates.
4. Although he felt his support system primarily consisted of himself he did admit
that his parents encouraged him, yet he still did not hear from teammates, and was
frustrated and angry that his coaches did not call to check on how he was progressing.
5. The toughest parts about being injured entailed being in that in-between stage
where he was ready to play but he could not, not knowing when he would be able to do
what he wanted, and emotionally dealing with feeling useless.
6. His mind-set was starting to move towards not playing basketball (possibly a
start in coaching) as he started to question whether or not he should just quit.
Subject 2
l. Although her motivation was high for the first six weeks of rehabilitation, once
she began to level off (i.e., stopped making regular gains) she found it to be repetitive,
frustrating, and difficult to stay motivated.
2. After surgery, her primary support came from her parents and physical
therapists, but once back at school, her support shifted to her teammates and coach.
3. She felt her injury and rehabilitation experiences were extremely long but was
happy with her progression , realized her situation could be worse, and felt she would
never take softball and being healthy for granted again.
4. Not only did watching her teammates play in games continue to be extremely
difficult for her (as she felt like she had been injured forever) but she also acknowledged
that being this close to playing (but still not capable of it) as her most frustrating time.
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Subjbct 3
1. His short term goals were to increase his leg strength and improve his
cardiovascular fitness in order to be 100% by the fall (his long term goal).
2. While very happy with the medical care he had received, his support system
consisted of parents, friends, teammates, and student athletic trainers.
3. Overall, he was pleased with the progress he had made and the limited
restrictions resulting from his injury, as he felt optimi5lis, upbeat, and much less focused
on coping with his injury.
4. Being less challenged physically, his motivation decreased as he felt
rehabilitation was repetitive, boring, and less of a priority. \
5. While not wanting sympathy, he did want others to realize the difficulties,
frustrations, and the overall impact of the injury on his life (e.g., financiai, physical, and
personal).
6. His coach continued to keep him involved with the team in a coaching role
(e.g., asking for his opinion, discussing team dynamics, and helping with practice) which
allowed him to feel as much a part of the team as before his injury.
Phase 3
Subject I
l. He was upset with the lack of personal attention he received from his physical
therapist, was frustrated by the lack of communication and urgency by hiS surgeon, and
continued to be very angry with his coaches' disregard for his injury, rehabilitation
progress, and his role for the upcoming season.
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2.Although his father and pecrs had encouraged him,his support system
primanly consisted ofhimselt as he generally felt unsupported by others dunng his
lnJury expenence.
3.He was ilustrated because he was not 100%,realizing that he should havё done
more rehabilitation over the summer,and becausc he thought he wOuld be working solely
on his basketball skills instead ofstill focusing on rehabilitating his leg.
4.The toughest challenge at this phase was being“ahost"done(but nOt quite),  }
flnding the lnotivation to continue with rehabilitation,feeling doubtill about future
playing ppssibilities,and feelingjealous ofhealthy tearnmates.
シ″θC′2
1.While extremely eager to return to softball,she smggled with being patient
and working through the anticipation and extreme emotions surrounding her flst game.
2.Knowing flrst hand the expe五ences associat d with a se五ous ittury,her biggest
fear was getting hurt again.                                            押
7   3.She felt her experiences with the sports medicine team(i.e.,physical therapists,
athletic trainers,doctors,and surgeon)were WOnderful because they all took great care of      :
her and explained every li■ le detail regarding her ittury,Sllrgery,and rehabilitation.
S夕bJiθ′J
l.I【is fbcus shifted from getting his knee better to preparing for the season,as he
was very happy that his ittury Situation was over and he could again concentrate solely   ,
on lacrosse.                 ‐
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2. He felt his support system had been great and that everyone (i.e., his surgeon,
physician, athletic trainers, parents, friends, teammates, and coach) were always willing
to help him.
3. He was concerned that he had lost a step, would not play to his potential, and
that he would again have to prove himself to his coach.
4. Now that his recovery was complete, he would advise others who are in a
similar circumstance to stay positive, to not dwell on the injury, and to make the best of
it.
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